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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
Address : COMMISSIONER FOR PATENTS

P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, Virginia 22313-1450

APPLICATION NO./ FILING DATE FIRST NAMED INVENTOR/ ATTORNEYDOCKETNO.

CONTROL NO. PATENTIN REEXAMINATION

14/686,161 16 June, 2015 PAYTON, ROBERT M 300099

NUWCDIVNPT / ADELOS Stephen J. Rali1176 HOWELL STREET,Code 00L tephenJ. Ralis
Bldg. 102T
NEWPORT,RI 02841 ART UNIT PAPER

3992 20170608

DATE MAILED:

 

 
Please find below and/or attached an Office communication concerning this application or
proceeding.

Commissionerfor Patents

See attached.

 
/Stephen J. Ralis/
Primary Examiner, Art Unit 3992

 

PTO-90C (Rev.04-03)
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UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

 mer for Patents
United States Patent and Trademark Office
P.O. Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 
www.uspto. gov

NUWCDIVNPT / ADELOS

1176 HOWELL STREET, CODE 00L BLDG. 102T

NEWPORT,RI 02841

In re Application of:
PAYTON, Robert Michael :

Appl. No.: 14/686,161 : SUSPENSION OF
Docket No.: 300099 : EXAMINATION UNDER

Filed: June 16, 2015 : 37 CFR § 1.103(e)
For: NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH HELICAL FIBER

A litigation search performed by the Office on 14 October 2016 found concurrent

litigation involving U.S. Patent No. 7,030,971 (‘971 Patent’), the subject of the above-

referenced reissue proceeding. (See attached October 2016 Litigation Search). A response filed

13 April 2017 by Applicant (“April 2017 Response’”’) to a non-Final Office action mailed 18

October 2016 indicates that the ‘971 Patent is involved in concurrentlitigation. (See April 2017

Responseat 20).

MPEP 1442.02 provides, in relevantpart:

To avoid duplicating effort, action in reissue applications in which there is an indication of
concurrent litigation will be suspended sua sponte unless and until it is evident to the
examiner,or the applicant indicates, that any one of the following applies:

(A) a stay of the litigation is in effect;
(B) the litigation has been terminated;
(C) there are no significant overlapping issues between the application and the litigation; or
(D)it is applicant’s desire that the application be examinedat that time.

Where noneof (A) through (D) above apply, action in the reissue application in which thereis
an indication of concurrentlitigation will be suspended by the examiner.

In view of the concurrentlitigation and pursuant to MPEP 1442.02, prosecution in the

above-referenced reissue proceeding is SUSPENDED FOR A PERIOD OFSIX (6) MONTHS

from the date of this letter. Upon expiration of the period of suspension, applicant should make

an inquiry as to the status of the application. Any inquiry concerning this decision should be

directed to Timothy Speer whose telephone numberis (571) 272-8385.

/Timothy Speer/
SPRS, Art Unit 3992
Central Reexamination Unit
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STIC Database Tracking Number: 526365

To: STEPHEN RALIS From: DIANE JACKSON

Location: RND-8D031 Location: EIC2800

Art Unit: N/A JEF-4B68

Friday, October 14, 2016 Phone: (571)272-3260

Gase Serial Number: 14686194 diane.jackson@uspto.gov 
Search Notes

Hi,

RE: Serial Number 14686194 and US Patent 7030971

Attachedarelitigation search results in Lexis Nexis, Courtlink and
ProQuest.

If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me.

Thanks,

Diane 
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Application Number Information

Application Number:
14/686194 Assignments 

Filing or 371(c) Date:
06/16/2015 eDan

Effective Date: 04/14/2015

Application Received:
04/14/2015

Patent Number:

Issue Date: 00/00/0000

Date of Abandonment:

00/00/0000

Attorney Docket Number:
300096

AIA(First Inventor to

Status: 30 /DOCKETED NEW CASE - READY FOR Status Date:

EXAMINATION

Confirmation Number: 6113

File): NO TYPE ENT: U
Examiner Number:

81637 /RALIS, LFWMadras
STEPHEN

Group Art Unit: 3992
Class/Subclass:

356/035.500

Interference Number:

UnmatchedPetition:

NO

L&R Code: Secrecy
Code:1

Third Level Review: Secrecy
NO Order: NO

06/25/2015

; Lost Case:

Oral Hearing: NO NO
Title of Invention: NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY FOR

OIL LINE MONITORING

Continuity/Reexam Information for 14/686194
SEASSESSSESSSSNSSANA

Parent Data

SSAEASSSAESSESASNSSNSNNSNNSNSNA

14686194, filed 06/16/2015 is a continuation of 14190478,filed
02/26/2014

14190478 is a reissue of 11056630,filed 02/07/2005 now U.S. Patent
#7030971

11056630 ClaimsPriority from Provisional Application 60599437,
filed 08/06/2004
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LexisNexis CourtLink - Patent Search - Result List

 
ae Switch Client ¢ My Brlefease©Order Runner Documentwee Pe eed Lenton > Lanis Advarice |ge Ceuurtlineks : 

Single Search - with Terms and Connectors

 

 
ey Search > Patent Search > Litigation involving patent 7830871
NN

Click a docket number below to view a docket.

 
 

 
 

 

 

Edit Search
This search was run on 10/ 14/ 2016

Results: 1 cases and their patents, totaling 1 items.
Printer Frie

{tems i tot of f

court Docket: Nugbes Description

 
  1iG6eviio S-DIS-MTD :Adelos, Inc. V. Halliburton Company Et Al

Stems 1 to 1 of 4

 
 All rights reserved. Privacy|Customer Support - 1-888-311-1966 :
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LexisNexis CourtLink - Docket Search Results Page 1 of 3

Switch Client | My Briefease | Order Runner Documents | Lexis Advance 

 

 

 

3

proceedz4
 

  Search becereed;Lawes
;f

oN
SA Search > Patent Search > Patent Search POSOSPA AB/L4/2GL5 > Docket View
Becket Tools

   

 
 

Track Docket Activity ; :weed AL. [Ade bo My Briefcase] 
 
 

this Dockell
iy Format]

t vail =
activity in] on the cha5 . 
 

 

 
at maton characteristics

ractice Area communities. 

 
 

9:16cv119

Sdeles, Inc. v. Halliburton Company et al

This case wasretrieved from the court on Friday, October 14, 2016

 
3: 09/12/2016

Judge DanaL. Christensen

t: Patent (830)
Patent Infringement
None

: None 3 Description: Patent
«; Federal Question
  

Litiga ats Attorneys

Adelos, Inc. Gragary F. Wesner
Plaintiff LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

LANE POWELL PC
1420 Fifth Avenue Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 98111
USA
206-223-7000
Fax: 206-223-7107
Email: Wesnerg@lanepowell.Com

Jeffrey W Reis
LEAD ATTORNEY;PRO HAC VICE;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
LANE POWELL PC
1420 Fifth Avenue Suite 4200
Seattle, WA 98111
USA
206-223-7000
Fax: 206-223-7107
Email:Reisj@lanepowell.Com
John C. herrian
LEAD ATTORNEY;PRO HAC VICE;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
ROBBING GELLER RUDMAN & DOWD LLP - ATLANTA
3424 Peachtree Road, Ne Suite 1650
Atlanta , GA 30326
USA
404-504-6555
Fax: 404-504-6501
Email:Jherman@rgrdlaw.com

  

 
Peter M. Jones
LEAD ATTORNEY;PRO HAC VICE;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
ROBBINS GELLER RUDMAN & GOWD LLP - ATLANTA
3424 Peachtree Road, Ne Suite 1650
Atlanta , GA 30326
USA
404-504-6513
Fax: 404-504-6501
Email:Pjones@rgrdlaw.Com

Randy 3, Cay
LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
BOONE RAUBER, Pl. 
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LexisNexis CourtLink - Docket Search Results Page 2 of 3

201 West Main Street, Suite 300
Po Box 9199
Missoula , MT 59807-9199
USA
406-543-6646
Fax: 549-6804
Email: Rcox@boonekarlberg.Com

  
Halliburton Company Bradley 3. Luck
Defendant LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

GARLINGTON LON & ROBINGSG
350 Ryman StreetPo Box 7909
Missoula , MT 59807-7909
USA
406-523-2500
Fax: 406-523-2595
Email:Bjluck@garlington.com
rama L. Medak
LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
GARLINGTON LOHN & ROBINSON, PLUP
350 Ryman StreetPo Box 7909
Missoula , MT 59807-7909
USA
406-523-2500
Fax: 406-523-2595
Email:Elmediak@garlington.com

 

Kathlean L. GaSote
LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
GARLINGYTOMNLOHN & ROSINSON, PLLP
350 Ryman StreetPo Box 7909
Missoula , MT 59807-7909
USA
406-523-2500
Fax: 406-523-2595
Email:Kldesoto @garlington.Com

Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. Bradley 3. Luck
Defendant LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED

GARLINGTON LOHN & ROBINSON, PLUP
350 Ryman StreetPo Box 7909
Missoula , MT 59807-7909
USA
406-523-2500
Fax: 406-523-2595
Email:Bjluck@garlington.com
Emimna L. Mediak
LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
GARLINGYTOMNLOHN & ROSINSON, PLLP
350 Ryman StreetPo Box 7909
Missoula , MT 59807-7909
USA
406-523-2500
Fax: 406-523-2595
Email:Elmediak@garlington.com
 kee al. DeSete

LEAD ATTORNEY ;ATTORNEY TO BE NOTICED
INGTON LORIN & ROBINSON, PLU

350 Ryman StreetPo Box 7909
Missoula , MT 59807-7909
USA
406-523-2500
Fax: 406-523-2595
Email:Kldesoto @garlington.Com

 

Optiphase,Inc.Defendant

Sensortran, Inc.
Defendant

Pinnacle Technologies, Inc.Defendant

Documents

:COMPLAINTfor Patent Infringement and Conversion against Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc.,
: : !Optiphase, Inc., Pinnacle Technologies, Inc., and Sensortran, Inc. filed by Adelos, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Exhibit
il 09/12/2016: A-971 Patent, # 2 Exhibit B-863 Patent, # 3 Exhibit C-884 Patent, # 4 Exhibit D-PCT-US13-054588, # 5 Exhibit
i : E-Written Opinion, # 6 Exhibit F-U.S. App. No. 14-903,503, # 7 Exhibit G-Preliminary Claim Chart, # 8 Civil Cover

09/12/2016
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LexisNexis CourtLink - Docket Search Results Page 3 of 3

09/12/2016: Summons Issued as to Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc., Optiphase, Inc., Pinnacle
Technologies, Inc., SensorTran, Inc. Originals mailed to Plaintiff's counsel. (NOS, ) (Entered: 09/12/2016)

: MOTION Gregory F. Wesner and Jeffrey W. Reise to Appear Pro Hac Vice ( Filing fee $ 250 receipt number 0977-
: 09/16/2016: 1838309.) Randy J. Cox appearing for Plaintiff Adelos, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit Gregory F. Wesner, # 2
: Affidavit Jeffrey W. Reis, # 3 Text of Proposed Order) (Cox, Randy) (Entered: 09/16/2016)

  
 

 

 
 

  
  : :MOTION John C. Herman and Peter M. Jones to Appear Pro Hac Vice ( Filing fee $ 250 receipt number 0977-

: 09/19/2016: 1838860.) Randy J. Cox appearing for Plaintiff Adelos, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit John C. Herman, # 2 Affidavi
Peter M. Jones, # 3 Text of Proposed Order) (Cox, Randy) (Entered: 09/19/2016)

09/19/2016 FFIDAVIT of Service for Complaint and Summons served on Halliburton Company on September 16, 2016, filed byAdelos, Inc.. (Cox, Randy) (Entered: 09/19/2016)

09/19/2016 AFFIDAVITof Service for Complaint and Summons served on Halliburton Energy Services on September 16, 2016,iled by Adelos, Inc.. (Cox, Randy) (Entered: 09/19/2016)

09/19/2016 AFFIDAVITof Service for Complaint and Summons served on Optiphase,Inc., filed by Adelos, Inc.. (Cox, Randy)Entered: 09/19/2016)

09/19/2016 AFFIDAVITof Service for Complaint and Summonsserved on Pinnacle Technologies, Inc. on September 16, 2016,iled by Adelos, Inc.. (Cox, Randy) (Entered: 09/19/2016)

09/19/2016 AFFIDAVITof Service for Complaint and Summons served on SensorTran, Inc. on September 16, 2016, filed bylelos, Inc.. (Cox, Randy) (Entered: 09/19/2016)

09/20/2016 ORDER granting3 Motion to Appear ProHac ViceforAttorneys GregoryF. Wesner andJeffrey Reis for Adelos,Inc.igned by Judge Dana L. Christensen on 9/20/2016. (ASG, ) (Entered: 09/20/2016)
5 :ORDER granting 4 Motion to Appear Pro Hac Vice for Attorneys John C. Herman and Peter M. Jones for Adelos, Inc.
:09/20/2016:Signed by Judge Dana L. Christensen on 9/20/2016. Order served via CM/ECF on co-counsel. (ASG, ) Modified on

9/21/2016 to correct attorney names. (ASG, ). (Entered: 09/20/2016)
AO 120 Patent and Trademark form transmitted to the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.. (Cox, Randy) (Entered:

 
 
 

 

    
 

 

     
  
  
 

  
 

   

 
 

  
 
   

   09/21/2016

09/22/2016

09/26/2016:NOTICE of Acknowledgment of Pro Hac Vice Order by Adelos, Inc. (Wesner, Gregory) (Entered: 09/26/2016)

09/26/2016:NOTICE of Acknowledgment of Pro Hac Vice Order by Adelos, Inc. (Reis, Jeffrey) (Entered: 09/26/2016)

:10/04/2016!NOTICE of Acknowledgment of Pro Hac Vice Order by Adelos, Inc. (Herman, John) (Entered: 10/04/2016)

10/04/2016

10/06/2016

10/06/2016

    
     
   
   

NOTICE of Acknowledgmentof Pro Hac Vice Order by Adelos, Inc. (Jones, Peter) (Entered: 10/04/2016)

OTICE of Appearance byBradley J.Luck onbehalfof Halliburton Company,Halliburton Energy Services,Inc.(Luck,Bradley) (Entered: 10/06/2016)
orporate Disclosure Statement by Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. identifying Corporate

Parent Halliburton Company for Halliburton Energy Services, Inc... (Luck, Bradley) (Entered: 10/06/2016)

  
  

 
 
 
 
 

  
      

  
  Unopposed MOTIONfor Extension of Time to File Answer re 1 Complaint, or Other Responsive Pleading Bradley J.

Luck appearing for Defendants Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Text of
roposed Order) (Luck, Bradley) (Entered: 10/06/2016)

: :ORDERgranting 19 Motion for Extension of Time to Answer re 1 Complaint. Halliburton Company answer due
:10/06/2016:12/6/2016; Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. answer due 12/6/2016. Signed by Chief Judge Dana L. Christensen on10/6/2016. (DLE) (Entered: 10/06/2016)

MOTION to AppearPro Hac Vice (Steven J. Pollinger) (¢ Filing fee $ 250 receipt number 0977-1850496.) Bradley J.
Luck appearing for Defendants Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit, #

Text of Proposed Order) (Luck, Bradley) (Entered: 10/11/2016)
5 :MOTION to AppearPro Hac Vice (Aimee Perilloux Fagan) ( Filing fee $ 250 receipt number 0977-1850511.) Bradley J
:10/11/2016:Luck appearing for Defendants Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit, #

!2 Text of Proposed Order) (Luck, Bradley) (Entered: 10/11/2016)
OTION to Appear Pro HacVice (Eric C. Green) ¢ Filing fee $ 250 receipt number 0977-1850517.) Bradley J. Luck

appearing for Defendants Halliburton Company, Halliburton Energy Services, Inc. (Attachments: # 1 Affidavit, # 2
ext of Proposed Order) (Luck, Bradley) (Entered: 10/11/2016)

Corporate Disclosure Statement by Adelos, Inc. identifying Corporate Parent S&K Technologies, Inc. for Adelos, Inc
:(Cox, Randy) (Entered: 10/12/2016)

Thums b to 26 of 26

10/06/2016:  
  
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 

  
 :10/11/2016:
  
  
 

 
 
 

   
  

  :10/11/2016:
  
  

  
 

  10/12/2016  
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MyResearch: Recent Searches - ProQuest Dialog
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Natural fiber span reflectometer providing a virtual signal sensing array capability - INPADOC/ Family and Legal Status - ProQuest Dialog
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Natural fiber span reflectometer providing a virtual signal sensing array capability - INPADOC/ Family and Legal Status - ProQuest Dialog
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Natural fiber span reflectometer providing a virtual signal sensing array capability - INPADOC/ Family and Legal Status - ProQuest Dialog
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Natural fiber span reflectometer providing a virtual signal sensing array capability - INPADOC/ Family and Legal Status - ProQuest Dialog
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Natural fiber span reflectometer providing a virtual signal sensing array capability - INPADOC/ Family and Legal Status - ProQuest Dialog
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Natural fiber span reflectometer providing a virtual signal sensing array capability - INPADOC/ Family and Legal Status - ProQuest Dialog
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fram a continuum of locations along the span because of innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering.
This is picked off the launch end and heterodyned to produce a r.f. beat sianal. The rf. beat signal is processed
by @ plurality (which can be thousands} of correlator type binary pseudonaise code sequence demodulators
respectively operated in different delay time relationships to the timing base of the reiterated modulation
sequences. The outputs of the demodulators provide r.f. time-dornain reflectometry outputs representative of
signals (¢.g., acoustic pressure waves) Incident to virtual sensors along the fiber at positions correspanding ta
the various time delay relationships.

NO-OF-CLADMS: 22

EXMPL-CLADM: 1

NO-OF-FIGURES: 13

NO-DRWAG-PP: in

GOVT-TNTEREST:

STATEMENT OF GOVERNMENT INTEREST

POOG2TThe invention described herein may be manufactured and used by or for the Government of the United
States of America for governmental purposes without the payment of any royalties thereon or therefore.

PARENT-PAT-ENFO:

Po00LlApplicant claims the benefit of a provisional application, No. 60/599,437 which was filed on 6 Aug. 2004,
and which is entitied “Continuous Rayleigh Effect Sensor Backscattering Heteradyne Optical Sensor System” by
Robert M. Payton.

SUMMARY:

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

POO03P Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing a Spread Spectrum Virtual Sensing Array Capability” (Navy
Case No 96650) flied on even date herewith in the name of Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

POO04P Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing A Virtual Phase Signal Sensing Array Capability” (Navy Case
No. 96518) filed on even date herewith in the name of Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by reference
in its entirety.

POO05P Natural Fiber Span Reflectometer Providing a Virtual Differential Signal Sensing Array Capability” (Navy
Case No. 96519) filed on even date herewith in the name of Robert M. Payton, hereby incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

iOOOQGICL) Field of the Invention

(0007 } fhe present invention relates generally to the field of tirne-domain reflectorneters. More specifically, it
relates to such reflectometers which are a part of a photonic systern application in which the object of the
reflectometry is a span of fiber which has an interrogation signal iaunch end and a remote end. The invention
enables the provision of a linear array of virtual sensors along the span. One particular type of application toward
which the invention is directed are acoustic security alarm systerns in which the span serves as a perimeter
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intrusion monitoring line.

POOUS8H 2) Description of the Prior Art

PG0e9TThe U.S. Department of the Navy has been engaged in the development of towed acoustic arrays which
are reflectometric systems in which the obiect of the reflectometry is a flber span having an interrogation signal
launch end and a remote end. One such development involves farming a towed array of acoustic sensors along
the span by the costly process of irradiating Bragg reflective gratings into the fiber cable. These reflective
gratings form the array of sensors of the reflectometry scheme of these systems. These towed arrays have a
length of the order of at least 1.0 kr, and the need to irradiate the fiber has resulted in the fiber spans costing
hundreds of thousands of dollars each.

fO0i0}The Department of the Navy development activities have been further tasked to apply their creative efforts
to homeland defense problerns. As part of this effort there is under consideration the use of a reflectometerin
which a fiber span is the object of the reflactometry. In this scheme, the fiber span provided with acoustic
sensors would be used as an intrusion detector to monitor the perimeter of an area desired to be secure, The
span lengths for this type of application include lengths of the order of 5 km, (inks of a U.S. border protection
network, oll line protection, chemical plant protection, etc.). In such perimeter monitoring applications thousands
of acoustic sensors would be required along the fiber span.

fOO1L ihe cost of manufacturing such perimeter monitoring spans employing reflective Bragg grating sensars
has been an obstacle to their use in perimeter intrusion monitoring applications. Thus, there is considerable
interest in the development of a reflectometer system in which a fiber span is the object of the reflectometry
optic array that does not require the high cost of Bragg reflective acoustic sensors.

iOO12 iPrevious effart in solving related problems are described by the following patents:

fOO1SIULS. Pat. No. 5,194,847 issued Mar. 16, 1993 to H. Taylor and C. Lee discloses an apparatus for sensing
intrusion into a predefined perimeter which comprises means for producing a coherent pulsed Jight, which is
injected into an optical sensing fiber having a first predetermined length and positioned along the predefined
perimeter. A backscattered light in respanse to receiving the coherent light pulses is produced and coupled inte
an optical receiving fiber. The backscattered light is detected by a photadetector and a signal indicative of the
backscattered light is produced. An intrusion is detectable fram the produced signal as indicated by a change in
the backscattered light. To increase the sensitivity of the apparatus, a reference fiber and interferameter may
aiso be employed.

PG0147U.S, Pat. No. 6,285,806 issued on Sep. 4, 2001 to A. Kersey et af., discloses an apparatus and method for
measuring strain in an optical fiber using the spectral shift of Rayleigh scattered light. The interference pattern
produced by an alr gap reflector and backscatter radiation is measured. Using Fourier Transforms, the spectrurn
of any section of fiber can be extracted. Cross correlation with an unstrained measurement produces a correlation
peak. The location of the carrelation peak indicates the strain level in the selected portion of optical fiber.

fOOL5fhe above patents do not show how to obtain signals representing acoustic pressure signals incident upan
a fiber span (fo detect perimeter intrusion) af a very large number of sensing stations without involving high
manufacturing costs. Cansequently, those skilled in the arts wil appreciate the present invention which addresses
these and other problems.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

iGO1L6iThe objects of the present invention include the provision of:

& ~

{1} A time-dornain reflectometer wherein an optical fiber span is the object of the reflectametry, and which
provides output signals representative of acoustic pressure waves incident the span solely by virtue of the
natural, or innate, properties of cornmercial grade optical fiber cables.

{3} The reflectometer described in oblect number (13, above, capable of providing acoustic wave stanal
nsing jenaths of 5.0 kr or more.
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3 ~

{3} The reflectameter described in object number (2), above, which facilitates the provision of a very large
plurality (e.g. 5,000 or more) virtual acoustic sensors along the span.

3 ~

{4} The reflectameter described in object number (1), above having a mode of operation which inherently
attenuates undesired noises due to span line discortinulties, such as reflections caused by fiber cable
couplings.

s =

{5} The reflectometer described in objects numbered (1) through
3 ~

{4}, above, having special utility as a perimeter intrusion monitoring line for an acoustic security alarm
system.

3 ~

{6} The reflectometer described in object numbered (1), above, which is capable of providing output signals
in the form of a phase signal which varies linearly with the acoustic pressure wave.

3 ~

{7} The reflectameter described in object numbered (3), above, which is capable of providing output signals
in the form of phase differential signals across pairs of the virtual sensors.

3 ~

{8} The reflectameter described in the object number (7), above, providing a capability of programmably
selecting @ pair, or pairs, of virtual acoustic sensors across which the phase signals are picked off, from
among the plurality of virtual signals along the span.

(0026)These and other objects, features, and advantages of the present invention will become apparent fram the
drawings, the descriptions given herein, and the appended claims. However, it will be understood that the above
listed objects and advantages of the invention are intended only as an aid in understanding aspects of the
invention, and not intended to mit the invention in any way, and do not form a comprehensive list of objects,
features, and advantages.

0027Accordingly, a time-domain reflectameter is provided for sensing and providing output signals
representative of acoustic wave signals incident on the fiber span which is the object of the reflectometry,
wherein the innate properties of low cast, cammercially available fiber optic cables are employed to create a
plurality (upwardly extending to very large numbers, e.g., 5000 and more) virtual sensors,

POO28fhe present invention is implemented as follows: Time and spatial domain multiplexing and de-
multiplexing af optical signals is accomplished by an electronic-delay or time of-transversal-delay coupled with
modulated-retransmission of a master or reference carrier wave. Each individual optical signal occupies a unique
time-delay slot or bin. A master or carrier wave is modulated with each individual optical signal and delayed by
the approgriate time interval specific to a particular signal. All such signals are combined and simultaneously
transmitted as a composite optical signal to a receiver where these are collected and photodetected. By
correlating the shotodetected composite optical signal with the master or reference carrier wave, each individual
optical signal is sarted or demultiplexed into separate electronic signal channels. The continuous wave nature of
the master or reference carrier wave provides more power than a pulsed optical wave and heterodyne optical
reception of the invention allows a very low optical detection threshold or naise floor. The invention provides
significant improvement over other systems because the optical noise floor is lowered considerably over more
conventional means,

(O0291The invention aoches to several applications. The invention alows audio bandwidth (tens of kilohertz
bandwidth} providing time-domain reflectometry measurements of fiber aptical cables or other optical mediums
such aS glass, air, water, etc. Other time-domain reflectametry methods da not sample the aptical medium fast
enough to detect tens of kiighertz bandwidth variations in the medium. The invention also relates to fiber optic
sensors and optical sensors generally. A fiber optic sensor array is typically time-damain multiplexed fy the time-
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of-transversal of an interrogation lightwave to each sensor and back ta a common optical collection and detection
point, The invention relates generally to both amplitude and phase type optical senor arrays. The invention is an
enabling technology for a Department of Navy development known as the Rayleigh Optical Scattering and
Encoding (ROSE) sensor system. The spatial separation of seqmentation of a ROSE acoustic array inte spatial
channels is enabled by the Invention.

POO30 The invention relates to acoustic security alarm systems, Naval towed arrays for sensing underwater
acoustic signals, fiber optic bugging devices, and many other potential ROSE applications. The invention also
relates ta non-fiber optical sensors such as: laser velocimeters; lasers imagers; laser radar; laser rangers; and
remote laser acoustic, strain, motion or temperature measurement devices.

DRWBESC:

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

iCOSLIA more carnplete understanding of the invention and many of the attendant advantages thereto will be
readily appreciated as the same becornes better understood by reference to the following detaled description
whten considered in conjunction with the accompanying drawing, wherein like reference numerals refer to like
parts and wherein:

POOS321FIG. 1 is a graphical depiction of certain underlying physical mechanisms of polarization;

POO231FIG. 2 is a block diagram helpful in understanding the concept of launch of an interrogation signal along an
optical fiber span providing a virtual array of pressure wave sensors by retrieval of backscatter from Rayleigh
Optical Scatter (ROS) effects:

(OO241FIG. 3 is a block diagram of a natural fiber span time-domain reflectometer system in accordance with the
present invention:

LOO35IFIG, 4 is an electrical schematic of a balanced heterodyne optic detector circuit;

POOSCIFIG. 5 is an electrical schematic of an alternative embodiment of a photodetector tvpe heteradyner;

fQOS7IFIG. & is a block diagram of a programmable correlator subsystem, which enables spatial sampling of
optical signals on the fiber optic span of the system of FIG. 3, in order to provide a4 virtual array of acoustic wave
sensors therealong:

LOO38IFIG, 7 is a block diagram depiction of a set of phase demodulatorcircuit assemblies which receives the
outputs of the programmabie correlator subsystem of FIG. 6;

iGOSSTIFIG. § is a block diagram of one of the phase demodulator circuit assemblies of the set of FIG. 7;

POO401FIG. 9 is a block diagram disclosing details of an 1 & QO demodulator component in a phase demodulator
circuik assembly of FIG. &;

fQO4LIFIG. 10 is a block diagram disclosing details of a digital embodiment of the phase detector component
phase demeaculator circuit assembly of FIG. &:

POO42]FIG. il is a black diagram disclosing details of an analog embodiment of the phase detector component
phase demodulator circuit assembly of FIG. 8;

POOASTFIG. 12 is a block dlagram of a programmable routing and phase signal switching network which provides
selective pairing of the outputs of the set of phase demodulators of FIG. 7 to provide differential phase signals
across pairs of virtual sensors along the fiber span in accordance with the present invention; and

POO44 FIG. 13 is a diagrammatic depiction of embodiment of invention of FIG. 3 in which portions of the optical
fiber span are wound around a hollow mandrel,
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DETDESC:

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

(1) Description of Underlying Theories

(00451a, Heterodyne Optical Detection

iOO461]Optical receivers are bun around photodetectors which detect optical power rather than instantaneous
electric field. Typically the photadetector output current is proportional to the incident optical power. This
relationship severely limits the dynamic range of an incoherent optical receiver because for avery decibel af
optical power fost in a receiver system two decibels of receiver output current is lost. The square law
characteristics af photacletectors limits typical incoherent optical receivers (often called video detection receivers)
to dynamic ranges of less than 80 dB and optical detection noise Moors to greater than &minus:80 dBm per Hertz

bandwidth. As illustration, suppose an electric Held Er.\(t} [valt/meter] immersed in a material of impedance
&eta; [Ohms] impinges upon a photodetector of responsivity [ampere/watt] loaded by resistor Rey yand amplified
by amplification A, then the optical power Pre jby amplification A, is:

10047 iPsSah: (t)=Slang: carharu:s&at: (Hamiddot: Farharu:s&af: (Darang; &etar( 1}
Get Mathematical Equation

The photodetector output current [amperes] is: ()=Fro,(tSemsp ;Aemsp:(2) The photoreceiver output [volts] is
thus: vOD=AR GH OD=ARG yPrsy(O&emsp femsp (3)

PH048 7The output fades only if the optical signal power goes to zero because the vector dot product of an optical
signal against itself has no polarization or phase effects. This lack of fading due to polarization or phase comes at
a cost: phase information is iost and signal to noise ratios are severely impacted,

PBO4914 coherent optical receiver takes acivantage of the square law characteristics of photodetectors. A coherent
optical receiver cornbines two optical bearns, a signal and a lacal ascillator, together ta forrn an interference, The
interference between these optical waves produces a “beat” which allows the measurement of the phase
difference between the signal and the focal oscillator. This interference produces an amplitude, polarization, and
phase sensitive receiver output. In order to consider these effects a discussion of the polarization state of plane
waves is In order. A plane wave contains two orthogonal vector components which are also orthogonal ta the
direction of propagation of the wave. For purposes of discussion we will consider the plane wave to be oriented so
that the vector components of the electromagnetic field He in an X-Y plane and that the wave propagates in the 2
direction. However, this choice of axes is commletely arbitrary. in practice, the wave can be oriented in any
propagation direction. In order ta sirnplify discussions, a simple change of coordinates will make this discussion
completely general,

PBOS0bThe polarization of an electromaqnetic (or optical plane wave, p, is described by a minimum of five
parameters, There are two basic ways of specifying these parameters. The first way leads to a description which
is oriented towards that which is directly ohtained from physical measurements.

PBOSPESrharu phat; (Epox, Eoy 2Phiipx, &Phi oy&omedgaip t)=fEpx&ah (Gitcos&ak;
(omega: paiyt+&Phis pxjepyGafs (ait; coskar: (Someqda p&itt+&Phicpy(4)
Get Mathematical Equation
The second manner of describing the polarization state of a wave, p, is oriented more towards the underlying
physical mechanisms of polarization. See FIG. 1. The description is made in terms of spatial and temporal
parameters:

POOS521ES&rarrioSar: (Ep, ?p,&asip &phipSomedapt)-Ep&at: Haat: lcoskah: (Cp isin&af: (2p }-sin&af: (2p icosGafw:
(Pp J&ib; [cosRaf: (&psi; py O0sin&al; (Rosi; p)]&it: [cos&afl; (Romega  pait:t+&phi; pising&al: (Gomeda; pkibi+ephi py]
(5)
Set Mathematical Equation
Alternatively, dropping the full variable list in the parentheses and expanding:

POO53 ]E&érarrc: p&af: (t= Ep&at: (taal; [caskaf: (7p sin&af: (?p}-sin&af: (?picos&af; (2p) ]&it: foos&at:
f&psh podsin&al; (&psi py&it: [cos&at; (&phi; p)-sin&ar; (Gah pisin&al: (&phi: pjcos&af; (Aphis py Git: [cos&as;
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(Sameqga;p&ititisin&at: (Romega: nGdt:t} (6)
Get Mathernatical Equation

LOOS4]1F Er, yis constant, the electrical power of this wave can be shown to be constant and equal to:

iOOSS iPo&af: (t= Giang; E&rarrip&ati (a@middot; FGrarrj oat;a&rang; Seta; Ep2 eSit: meta (7)
Get Mathematical Equation
When two waves, S (sianal}) and L Gocai oscillator), interfere at the input of a photoreceiver, the output is:

POOSS6ivouthahi (t= ARLSHiar (oe ARLGit: Rib; Slang: ESrarr:s&at; (tiemiddot: F&rarr; shah (t+ FSrarrL&ary
(OH&emiddot: ESrarr;L&ati ()4+24H7 E&rarr:L&af: (tj&amiddat:E&rarr;s&af: (Darang: Seta: Rit: Gil; vout&af; (tj<vikal;
(O)+vs&afi (14viGS Rah (=ARLSIT: Bit; (PLSat, (£4 Psat: Oj +PLS&at G8)
Get Mathematical Equation
lf the optical power of the local oscillator and signal ightwaves remain constant, a constant photocurrent

develops for the self-interference terms (P;> yand Pa). However, if either the local oscillator or the signal
lghtwaves have any temporal variation in polarization or phase, the cross interference term (Pacy) will be time
dependent even Hf the power of each lightwave remains constant. Solving for the cross interference term, we
obtain:

POOS7ivLGS&alitj=ARL&HGeta: Gh ELSar: (Git: Es&ak: (tar: [cos&af(&Delta: 2y&ilicaskat:
(&Pelta &psh phit: coshaly (&Delta: &omega; itRitit+&Delta &ohisy+sin&af: (&Delta: PyRit singary
(28d @pshWBdtisin&af: (&Deta: Somega: Git: kit: t+ eaDelta:aohiRkGit vLS&at: (t=28ARL&t Bib PL&at:
(HaiPskat: (Haak fcoskat; (RPealtas yetcoshaf; (Delta: Bosh aitcoskat:
(&Delta: @omega; &dt: &itit+&Deka Sohb }+singal: (adDelta:&it:sinsSah(2&it:Gosi:J&it:sin&af:
(&Pelta; Soames: Rit; Rit+abebta 7 yi(93
Get Mathematical Equation

Where the following definitions are made: &Deltay f= Poy&minus) 7a y&Belta Spsi; = &psi qo&minus; &psis cy
y2foverscore (&psi; }]=Gnsij¢s)+psig paDelta;&omega; = Gomege :sySninus;Romega yc.
yaPelta Sphiv; =Sphivi q&minusSphiv; «Gemsp; &emsp ;(10}

POOS58iThe optical cross-interference portion of the receiver output will fade due ta polarization even if the local
oscillator and the signal ightwaves both do not have zero optical powers. This condition will occur if:
O=coas(&Delta;sicos(&Pelta: Gos: jcos(&Delta; Romedga t+&Delta; &ohiv; j=sin(&Delta:sisin( Zloverscore
(&psis)psin(&Delta: Someqa:f+&Delta &Phij&emsp Remso:(11) Also, equivalently when the condition will occur:

PGOS9If OO] =[caskal; (&Delta; MRit:caskatl: (&Delta:&nsi:s Rk coskaf;
(&Detta; Romegas Sit; Git t+Spetta Sohh isin&kaf; (Delta: Pyeitsina(28stBosi;J&itisin&af:
(&Delta; Gomega; Sit; @it:t+SDelta: &php yilie)
Set Mathematical Equation

Poo6olWhen heterodyne optical detection is employed (Delta: @omega; is non-zero, the local osciflatar has a
different frequency from the signal}, the conditions for a fade are shawn in Table 1. When homodyne detection is
employed (&Delta Gamega: is zero}, both phase and polarization fading occur. The conditions for a homodyne
fade are shown in Table 2. Heterodyne detection is therefore seen to be superior to homodyne because the
probability of a fade is fully ane half as likely.

POO0GL]

Search terms may have been found within the contents of this table. Please see the table in the ariginal
document.

FO062]

Search terms may have been found within the contents of this table. Please see the table in the original
document.
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(O063iGiven the conditions for and the functional relation of a fade, the question nowarises as to how a fade can

be prevented. Since the signal is being measured, no a priori knowledge is assumed and therefore Ersy, Ss),
&PSi sy, BER rs are all probably unknown quantities. If fading is prevented, then no loss of Information occurs
and determination of these four parameters is possible. In order to decode the optical receiver cutout into these
parameters, at Jeast four independent measurements must be made to uniquely determine these four
independent variables, However, if the interfering optical beam (or beams) of the local oscillator are unknown,
then additional independent measurements must be made Cfour additional measurements for each unknown

beam) to determine the Eeuy Says PSE ay, or SPRL yfor each optical beam of the focal osciflator. The cross-
reference output of the photoreceiver, vq.c)(t), offers the only means by which to measure these parameters. If
the parameters cannot be deterrnined from this output, then an optical fade cannot be ruled out.

(00641 We shall now examine the information which can be gleaned from this output. Define the following
functions.

POO65 vi&af: (EL, ES, &Deita:?&Deilta: Sosi: }=ARLRit: 2ait; Seta Bit: EL&ar (tjRit: ESRah: (HGH: cos&af:
(SPelta;Sit cos®af (& Delta: S&osi jn ARL&it: Git: PLAaar (eit PSSak (Git: cos&ar (&betta TjyRtcoskat:
(&Delta: &psis Gib; Sit vQ&as; (EL, ES &Delta:?2Ritpsi:J=ARLQit: 2hit: Reta: it: EL&ar: (Rit ESkah (DSH sin&af:
(&Delta; Pato sin&ar (2aibSoasijnARLAdib Sit: PlGat (Sit Pokal (Git: singaf: (Delta: 7 y&itsina)
(2&itSash13)
Set Mathematical Equation

iGO661In the homodyne case (@Delta:&omeda; is zero), we obtain the folowing output:

[G067 lvLS&afi{t)=28iARL&it GiPL&at: (Sit: PS&at: (Lai: (cos&af: (&Delta:Rit: costar?
(&Delta; &osi Sit; coshaf:(&Delta Goh j+sin@ah (&Delta: Git sinSal (Skit fostJeiosin&ar;
(&Delta; &phis )jp8dt; Git: vLS&ar: =28itvida: (EL ES, &Delta;?, &Delta; Spoils Rit: coskaf;
(SPelta; &phi j+s&ib vOSaf(ELES&Deltar?2aSosi:jdtsin&af: (aDelta: Soh ytd)
Get Mathematical Equation
The hormodyne output only allows the measurement of one quantity, The output provides only one independent
measurement Cone equation} whereas a minimum of four are required. In the heteradyne case (&Delta;Gamega;
is non-zero}, the output is:

POOGSviSRati (t= SaiARLRdSitPLat OG8dtPSkar(Git (cos&atl: (aDelta:eitcoskat:
(&Belta: Sos Rit: cos&at: (&Delta: &omega; Git: Ritit+&Delta Aphis j+sin&af: (QDelta: 7&it singat:
(28dt Goshjdtsina: (&Deta: Someqa: &it Si t+eDeltaAphisBib viSSaty (joARLASeta: SiteBat;
(ORES&at: (Oa: (cos&al: (SDelta: ?y&itcoskaf: (&Delta: psi: Rit: cos&af;
(&Delta; &omegas Sd: Gitit+&Delta Sphb }+singaf: (&Delta: PyGitisingafi(2GitApsi:Viti singal:
(&Belta: Gomeqa: &it: Sit t+SDea RohhaitBit vLSGat: (tj = 2&it: vi&af (EL, ES&Delta:?&Delta &psi jakicos&af:
(SPelta; &omeqga; Git; Sit t+GDelta Roni 4+28vORar CELES &Deltar?2GApsi:Maibrsingial:
(&Delta; Somegast+&belta:&ohi {15}
Get Mathernatical Equation

(O0o9}Since sine and cosine waves are orthogonal, the heterodyne receiver provides two independent
measurements by mixing down to baseband the &Delta;Gomega; radian frequency components. Thus, two
outputs are obtained:

[0070Vi&ar: (t=langvLSaat:Sit: coshal: (&Delta: Somega; Git: RitDarang: ~vigal: (EL&at: (0) ES&at:
(t),&Delta;: ?&at: (4), &Delta; &psi; Gat)Sit: cos&af; (Delta Gphi; Sar; (fF) y8dt; Git: VOSar, (ft) = Slang vlhoeaf:
(OSHsin&at: (abelta Gomes: &it: Bit: H&rang; =vO&ar; (EL&al: (ES&af; (1) &Delta:?Raf: (1), 2&it&psi:Gat:
CNGsing&af: (&Delta: Boh; GathG18)
Get Mathematical Equation

iQ07 Lib. Correlation or Time-Delay Multiplexing

iOO72Tin many optical sensor applications, the lightwave signal heterodyne-detected by the photodetector
system is a composite optical signal formed from the superposition of many individual optical signals. When the
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receiver lightwave is generated by backscatter, the composite optical signal is the superpasition of individual light
signals generated by a continuum of reflections of an interrogation light source. The temporal and spatial
characteristics af each reflector or reflective region creates a modulation of the interrogation light source. The
time-delay, arnplitude, polarization and phase states control the backscattered-modulation of these individual
optical signals arriving at the photodetector with a unique time-delay interval can be separated into channels
which sort the optical signals into time-delay siots or bins. Depending upon how the signals are generated, these
channels can represent spatial reaions in space or time-delay siots of a time-domain reflectameter mechanism.

fO07S3iLet an interrogation lightwave source be generated by modulating the amplitude, phase or polarization of
a coherent lightwave with a time-structured correlation code, c(i}. The correlation cade, c(t) can be a series of
pulses, chirps, binary sequences or any other type of cade which provides the required correlation characteristics.

If the lightwave source is: Eygsy{t) = Egg ycos(Somegaysf)&emsp;&emsp;)(17) Then an amplitude modulated
interrogation source is) Ea(t}=erayclUeres ycosomega jsf}Semsp ; Remsp (18) Alternatively, a phase
modulated interrogation source is: Eyy()=Eysg ycos(homegarysyt+ upc)&emsp &emsp; (19) IF c(t) is chosen
ta be ternparally structured properly, ther:

POO74TRiGaft; (&tau; j= lang ElGaf: (Sit: Fikal: (+&tau: Beang Gap /ESS22 &tau: &ap: G0 rotherwise(20)
Get Mathematical Equation
cf{t} must be chosen so that an @ priori decoding/demuttiplexing function, d{t), exists such that:

POO7S5 ib&af: (1, &tau: =Slang; d&af; (fai: Eisat +Sdau j@rang Sap axRitGit ESS&itcosa:
(&Pelta; &ameqga: Sit ih t+BohRta &ap OO otherwise(2 1}
Get Mathematical Equation

P0076] For instance, suppose the interrogation wave is: Ery(f)=urayc( Jets. ycos(homega jay &emsp;Remsp; (22)
and:

P9077Reka; (Sta=Mang caf (Gichal G-&tau jarang GapfltauBan: 00;Stau;&ne0(43)
Get Mathernatical Equation
then a valid decoding and temporal and spatial domains demultiplexing function is:

P90 78idhaf; (= udRit: C&ak: (ait BELGcos&afy (Delta: &omegas+&omeda : SyGitit+&ohi jet;Bit: beak:
(t,&taus)= aang: d&af; (t-&tau Wait Elakat: (t&rang:; =f deity pAgit ESS&it: EL2&it: coshal; (Delta: &omega: haf: t-
&lausj+&phis-&omeqa; Skil Gtaus} Stau;Bae 00 otherwise(24)
Get Mathematical Equation

0079S iTherefore, delaying the correlation decoding/demuliplexing function d(t} allows demultiplexing of delay
multiplexed signals identifiable by speed of propagation and distance of flyback travel. Suppose an optical wave is

formed a summation of delayed signals modulated onto the interrogation wave E,)(t}, then the received wave,
Em y(t), is:Vee *

POOBOTEbRat: (t}-&sumin= LN&H: Sit: An&al: C-Gtau nat: uAGitc&af; (f-&tau mGESS&it: cos&al;
fRomega S&ats (t-Stau+&Ph nkaf (E-Stau(25)
Get Mathematical Equation

P0081]Then multiplying by the decoding/demultiplexing function, d@&minus;&tauj ins), we obtain:

PGOOS2id&at; ()=udRit: cRaf: (HGHELScos&al; ((&belta: Gomega;:+&omeqaSSdut+Gphi ait:&it baat:
(1&tauim)= Slang  d&af: (t-Staumatbeat;jacrang: Git: dit; bat;
(t,&tauim&ap ud&it: vARIt ESSSiE EL2GH Am&af:(t-Stau:mj&it: coskaf: (&Delta: &amega:af; (t-&taumj+&phi-
Somega  S&it Gtauim+&PhiimGat: (t-Staurm)) (26)
Get Mathematical Equation

Because &tlaujry, js unique, the amplitude signal Apa G&minus) &tausin)) and the phase signal
SPR on (t&minus; Gtausony) aré both extracted from Egny) by multipfying by the decoding/demuliplexing
Function, d@&MINUS) my). The technique is applicable to a wide variety of other optical signal multiplexing
applications. Specifically, the technique can be used to spatially separate optical signais arriving fram a
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temporally varying time-domain reflectameter optical backscatter process fram an array of fiber optic acoustic
sensors. (23 Description and Operation of the Rayleigh Ootical Scattering and Encoding (ROSE) System

i0083ia. ROSE Optical Phase Sensor Interrogation Enables Sensor Subsystem

iOO84 iin order to more fulby describe the capabilities and new features of the invention, the application of the
invention ta a subsystem 1, FIG. 2, of ROSE which launches an interrogation signal ante fiber span 9 and
retrieves lightwave back propagation from a continuurn of locations along the span. Back propagation
mechanisms mayinclude Rayleigh Optical Scattering (ROS) and other effects generated within the optical fiber.
Rayleigh Optical Scattering (ROS) in an optical fiber backscatters light incident upon the fiber. The incident light
transverses down the optical fiber to the scattering point/region. At the scattering region the incident light is
backscattered back up the optical fiber. As the light transverses the round trip optical path G.e., distance of
flyback travel) any disturbance of the fiber which increase or decrease the optical path length will cause the
phase of the incident and backscattered light to be modulated. Suppose a pressure is applied to the optical fiber.
The pressure elongates the path length of the light transversing the region.

Poos5iRefer to FIG. 2. for the following discussion. In the FIGS. like parts correspond to Hike numbers. Let p(t,z}
be pressure applied to the outside of the optical fiber at time, t, and at point or length, z, along the fiber axis.

Then if an interrogation optical wave, Eq)(t}, generated by laser 3, passed through optical coupler 4 anc
modulated by optical modulator § is applied ta optical coupler 7, this results in the following output interrogation

wave, Eqy(f), being transmitted down the Aber 8° EC=acayeleres cosRomegas soit) S&emsp; Rermsp; (27)

(G086]The backscattered wave, Eq)(t), arriving back at an optical coupler 7 from ROSE Aber optic array 8 passes
into optical path 141. The backscattered light which arrives at optical path 17 is the summation of all ight
backscattered frorn a cantinuum of locations along the length of the ROSE fiber optic span 9. As will later herein
be described in detail, fiber 9 has a longitudinal strain component enhancing coating 12. If r(z)} is the reflection
density at point or lenath z along the fiber and CL is the optical wave speed, then the backscattered light after a
pressure p(t,2) is applied to fiber is represented mathematically as:

PO087 TEb&ar; (h) = PO8dntin Sit r&al: GeHat: Sah2GpARItchat: O-26it zeHat: Sab;
CLEICLIGIE: SH ESS&iHcos{&omedga ;S&ar (t-2Riz&Hat:s GathzycLits Rit:dd 32/28)
Get Mathematical Equation
where:

[OOSS z&Hat; Gat Cz)2tuLait: Pozaphar CeeitBit &ddix (29)
Get Mathematical Equation

fOOSSHT the distributed reflection, r(z) is essentially independent of the applied pressure, o(t,z} then the
backscatter is:

POOSOTE b&al; (t)= PORdnfin Sib rat: (Sits ARIE CRath: (b- 2RiteeHat:Bar (ZIcljeitBit ESS&it: cos(Someqda Skat;
Oh 2&it:z&HatSar (t, zichSutandd2.0303
Get Mathematical Equation

(OOSL Since optical path length change caused by the applied pressure, p{f,z) is usually extrernely small (on the

order of 19'S™minus;6 he 100 Nimes an optical wavelength), the backscattered light from each z distance down
the fiber arrives at the optical path 14 with a transversal delay, &lauz(t,z}, equal ta:

(9092 1&tau; Rat (tz)Rap2zcl. (31)
Get Mathernatical Equation

(G093]Therefore, to receive the signal S;; jbackscattered from the fiber region at iength-down-the-fiber z=1/1),
the correlational multiplexing characteristic of the transmitted interrogation light can be utilized. Multiplication of
the total backscattered optical signal by the correlation decoding/demultiplexing function, d(t&minus; &tau;

(G2Z;1))), produces an output which contains the signal, 2,4), backscattered from a distance L,;; down the fiber
and rejects signals originating frorn other fiber regions, such aS Sra), Sy, yand ete. Representing this process
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mathematically, the resulting channel output, B(t, L(y} is obtained as follows:

POOG4 Ib&af: (tf, &tau: i)=&lang: d&at:(-&tau; Dab EbGat:désang: = &lang d&afi -2@itiLichija&il: EbG@aw;
(OHerang; =B&ats (1, LORGit: d&af: (t-2ediLiclL) =ud&ili chat: f-2Rit:LicLjGit ELAcos&hal;
((&Delta;G@omeda:+SamegajssSit (2G: Lickhi+&phis jas Sit EbSah (t= 70Ginfin Git: r&ar (23SituAGitc&its (t+
2&h ZcLySib ESSRit cos&it; Rit: (Bameda shal; (t- 28st: zaHat: Bit: 4,zicl)Sit:dd :Z&it: Sit RPh Bal;
(z,Lije&phi-2&it (& Delta: Rib Sit: omega: +Romedassjit: LicL+&Delta: Rit &it Gomaga Ait} Sit: 2ait}zcLSemsp:
(32)
Set Mathematical Equation

POOSS5iBRal:LI} = Sib udhit: PASE ELGH-ESS&it: POGinfin Git: reat; (2Sit: Rocka; (2Rit: (2z-
Lijchj&itp cos(&Delta: &it: Git: Somega Sit: Gitit+ &Pa Rill (ZL14 Git: 2&itpLGit: Somega: SclGit: 7O78it; pRat:
(txiit&itadd:«it:Git:kd -z&Delta SibGit: &Phi Sit (12SaH RPh Gat:
(2, LE +S&it lait: Gomega: SclL&amiddot: 70281p&alt(taiSit Gdd XBR LL=GHVEGIL AORiniinairar)
Cz) &it: Rchaf; (2&it (z-Li cLSit: Sit: caskar: (&Delta: Git; kit: Somega; Git: Bit: t+Selita: Rif Bit: GPA Saf;
(Lep8db Gdd zBRahit Ll jSap GitVEGrlLait: coskar:
(&Detta: Rit: Git: Bameda: RiSHt+ RAPHE LiteRit lGit:Romega: ScL&middoat: -GLISit: p&af (Tait: x}&itbiadd:x}(33}
Get Mathernatical Equation

Because of the correlation properties of the interrogation light, the autocorrelation function Ry.,(Stau;) is very
smail at all spatial locations except those in the vicinity of z=Lii1). Therefore, all signals originating anywhereelse
are rejected. Furthermore, the phase of the channel output af location Ly; ywill be the summation or integration
of ali pressure changes along the bi-directional transversal path, This unusual phenomenon has been
demonstrated with experimental hardware.

Poos6TOnece the correlation pracess isalates the optical siqnal originating fram a spatial region, the signal must be
phase demodulated to extract the pressure information. The siqnal is 1 (in phase} and G (quadrature phase}
demodulated is:

POOS7IBISAR(L,.Lij=Gh: Slang: Beat(t,Lijaitcos&at: (&Delta kit: &it: Somega; Rit: Gil tisrang :Bi&af:
(LbapShVEGI Ligit cos(&PhiLi+ 2&ite plait: &omega: ScL&middot; Rib POLTGH: pal;
CESO&ibadd: xBit p= Bit Visit coshaf(SPH LBOGarLi j=8it: Slang: Baar:LE eitisingat;
(6Deka; Rib Sit: BomegaRSth krang: BORA(ELDSap: Git: VERE Ligit: sin@af:
(&PHELL+ 2&it: Lait; Somega:;Scl@middot; POLL Sit: p&at: (thdt; poGitadd &emsp; = Git: -Visit sin&@af; (&Phis 1).
f34)
Get Mathematical Equation

POOSsiThen 1 & O, or casine phase and sine phase outputs are converted into either phase rate or phase outputs
with simple analog or digital hardware. The phase, so demodulated, allows the inference of inforrnation about the
acoustic pressure down the fiber to the measurement point.

P0039Once the 1 & Q outputs are generated, the temporal phase state of BCE, L1)} can be determined by one of
several types of phase demodulation processes. The phase state of the region of Ly, jspatial delay is therefore:

fOLSGISPhE T=&PhELI+2&it: uL@n omega: ScL&amiddat; POLIAit: Peat: (LxjJGH Rit: Gdd:x.(35)
Get Mathematical Equation

fOLOL Likewise, the plurality (which may be a large number, ¢.q., 5000) of optical signals arising with spatial

delays, such as the propagation time for flyback travel to Lyo jor Lin), can be correlated out of the backscattered
signal Ean it}, These are:

POid2 [B&af: (4,2map VERE TLZ&H cos&af;
(SPelta; Sit: Bib S&omega: Sit: @uot+SPhi Le +28aRito Someqga:SclSmiddot; POL 2&it: p&at;
(tei: «Ribadd: «Rit: Git: Beat: 4, LnjSaeg: VEGrLn Git: caskaf;
(&Delta; Ris &it: Gomedga; Rity Sit+APR LateRi ULSit: &omega: SclL&middot: 7OLnit: p&ah: teil: xmits &dd x} (363
Get Mathematical Equation
With corresponding phase signals of:
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POLOSIGPHE 2-SPRPLe+oRh LeiBomeda ScLamiddat: ?OL2Gitp&ar:
(t&ibs xdt &add xGib: Sut &Phbn=&Phbin+s&it: ular: omega: ScL&middot; -OLn&it: p&ak: (t8dt: po&ih Badd x. {37}
Get Mathematical Equation

fOLO4)The phase signals, obtained by phase demodulation of each B(,Lr,y), represent a pressure field p(1,z}
which is imtegrated along the length, z, of the fiber. Therefore, rather than directly measure p{t,z} the sensor
provides all of the accumulated pressure effects down the fiber to the measurement point, Loy (where m is
integer corresponding to the measurement point). In sensor arrays,is usually desired to detect the pressure

over @ specific measurement region. If two optical signals S.j yand Sq, yare received frorn measurement lengths
Ly yand Lricjs the corresponding demodulated phases BPH yard SPRa yare:

POLOSI@PHDT=SPhiL+2Rit ULSit: omega: ScL&middot: 7 OLiSit: past:
(t&its xGit: &dd xGit: Bit BPH k= SPH Lk+RitLait:Bomega:ScL&middat; POLKG&I; p&at: (tRit; xMit &dd «x. (38)
Set Mathematical Equation

LOLO6]A sensor between the lengths down the fiber of Ly yand La y(Lyg>lypp is formed by subtracting the two
phases:

POLOVTRPAD ke&PHL p= 8b: &Deltas QiStSPALL kp = Git: (RPA LK+ ERI LSet: Romeda  ScL&middat; -OLKEIL pRah;
(t&ib: xdt&dd ox}-~Si RPA LI+ S&it: Lait: Someda ;ScL&middot: ?OLi&it: p&aw:
Ct8db ~SdtddGtRib aDelta Bit Bub SPH kpsRib SPHELK-SPHEULIT Ait: 2aitLit: Somega; SclL&middot:(?
OLRGID: p&ar: (Sit: xadh: Sd ox- Blp POLKAIt p&ar: GaixSitiadd ox iGit: Gi&Delta: Sit: SE SPA ki=G&PALLk-
SPH Ly +it: SadopiBit Romega SclL&amiddot; CLLRait: p&at:
(t&ibs xdt&dd xGit: Sut &Delta GiSib @Phb ki=&Delta: Sit: ME SPA LAGI LIA 2Rit LG: &oameda: ScL&middat:?
LILKRib; phat; (Sit;edt; Badd: x.(39}
Get Mathematical Equation

fOLO8}The resulting sensor is of length &Deilta;L=Ly,)&minus;ig ywith a center position of Cpytlay}/2. The
differencing of phase signals &Phivg jand &Phi;;, jinto a new phase signal &Deltas&PAI(.y, allows a virtual sensor
of arbitrary position and length ta be formed, The resulting spatially differential sensor also adds the advantage
of murimiging other effects such as isad-in fiber strum or vibration which create unwanted phase signals.

fOLOSTThe above phenomena iustrates that when the interrogation light is properly encoded, a ROSE (Rayleigh
Optical Scattering and Encoding) sensor system is enabled. The subject invention therefore enables the ROSE
concept. The subject invention enables spatial discrimination of the optical backscatter effects in a ROSE sensor,
The spatial differencing technique rejects unwanted common mode signals inadvertently introduced in fiber leads
down to the sensor region. The invention aiso applies in a similar manner to more conventional fiber optic
acoustic sensor arrays (.e., those having Bragg reflective grating sensors) or to non-tiber optic remote optical
sensors which detect phase,

fOLLOb. Pointwise Signal Delay Multiplexing

fOLILPhe invention aise applies to point-wise non-distributed sensars or artificially generated multiplexing by
electronics means. The interrogation lahtwave can be intercepted and retransmitted back to the receiver with an
artificial, electronically generated delay, as a means of delay/correlation multiplexing many channels.

(3) Description of a Fiber System Implementation

fOLL2 ithe invention can be realized with bulk optical, fiber optical ar integrated aptical components. For
simplicity, a fiber optic implementation will be presented. However, the fiber optic embodiment is being
presented without intent of limitation. The teachings of the invention can be used to implement a reflectometer
system in accordance with the present invention using these and other instrumentalities providing a light path
that has the innate property of producing back propagation af partions of an interrogation signal at a continuurn
of locations along the length of the propagation path therethrough.

iOLiSia, Optical Transmitter and Time-Delay Multiplexing Process.
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fOLI4iFIG. 3 is an itustrative block diagram implemention of the Rayleigh optical scattering and encoding (ROSE}
sensor systern 2. Like parts correspond to like numbers. A lightwave from transmitter laser, 3, is propagated
through optical coupler or beamsplitter, 4. The smatier portion of the transmitter laser power spit off by optical
coupler, 4, is passed by optical path, 3%, to the phase locking means optical receiver 38. The larger portion of
the transmitter laser ight power is split by optical coupler, 4, and propagated to optical modulator, §. The optical
roadulator, §, rmodulates the laser light passing from aptical coupler, 4, with correlation code, cith, as
electronically generated in master correlation code generator, 83, and amplified by amplifier, 49. The correlation
cade, c{f}, is modulated onto the laser light in optical modulator, &. This rnodulated light comprises the aptical

interrogation lightwave, Eyyj(t). The optical modulator, 8, may modulate the amplitude, polarization or phase of
the laser light subject to the teachings of the invention. The interrogation lightwave is propagated from aptical
roadulator, §, to optical coupler, bearnsplitter or circulator, ?. The interrogation lightwave passes through the
optical coupler, 7, into optical fiber or other light propagation medium, 8. Hereinafter, “down”, indicates a
transversal on the optical path, 8, away from coupler, 7; “up” indicates a transversal on the optical path 8
toward the optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The interrogation lightwave which transverses down the
optical fiber or medium % is modulated and is backscattered or returned by other means with equivalent optical

path lengths (equivalent to a time delay}, Li), Ly). . . Lyn ycorresponding to sensors or multiplexed channels
S(iy Sa} >. Sepp. Phe returned interrogation lightwave is a composite optical signal modulated by signals due
to the 51 ;through S;, ynodulating and time-domain multiplexing actions.

iOLLS?More particularly, the propagation of the optical spread-spectrum interrogation siqnal down the continuous
full span of the optical fiber span, signallaunch end to remote end, causes a back-propagating composite optical
signal, which is the linear summation, or integration spatially, of all of the individual, continuous, or continuum of
back-reflections along the span of the optical fiber.

fOLI68iGne component of this composite signal is comprised of the naturally occurring continuurn of optical back
reflections (including Rayleigh optical scattering ((ROS)} effects} of the optical spread spectrum carrier signal that
is formed by modulating the primary carrier signal by the spectrum spreading signals. Another component is
comprised of the artificially occurring optical back reflections, either-point wise reflections or distributed
reflections, of the optical spread spectrum carrier signal that is formed due to propagation discontinulties as the
result of presence of a fiber cable coupler in span 9. SUH another component comprised of the continuum of
modulations at locations along the span of the reflected signals due to longitudinal components of optical path
length change, causing a delay in the reflected signal, experienced by the fiber optical span along its length.

fOLI7iSuch optical path length change or delay may be caused by a variety of possible sources including acoustic
pressure waves incidert to the fiber, electromagnetic fields coupled to the fiber, mechanical strain or pressure on
the fiber, thermal strain or pressure induced in the fiber, or other means of causing change in the optical path
length. Use of the acoustic pressure waves mode of changing path Jength in perimeter intrusion monitoring
systems is the principle embodiment dlustrated herein. In this use, optical fiber span @ is employed to provide an
array of virtual geophones buried at a range of depths beneath the surface of the ground of about between six
(6) inches and one (1) foot, to sense motion of an abject on the surface of the ground. The acoustic pressure
wave sensing mode is also useful fo sense seismic signais, as for examiple as linear arrays inserted into casing
Structures of an existing oll welis. Predetermined artificial pressure wave producing shocks are imparted inte the
ground, and the responses from the sensor are used to locate secondary oll deposits. The acoustic pressure wave
sensing mode is further useful for employing span § as an array of virtual hydraphones, with the media which
couples the signals to the hydrophones at least in part being the body of water in which the array is immersed.
Such hydrophone arrays find use as naval undersea warfare towed arrays, or towed geophysical exploration
arrays. in the latter the arrays respond to artificially produced shocks of predetermined character and location
induced in the body of water, and the response of the array to bottom return signals are used to locate ocean
bottom geophysical feature indicating likely presence of an oil deposit. Yet further, a sensing position on a fiber
span & could be used to receive as an input microphonic signals suitably imparted to the region of the sensing
position, The electromagnetic field sensing mode of fiber span & could be used for monitoring electronic signals
along a telecommumication cable's span to localize malfunctions. Responses of fiber span @ to mechanical,
pressure or thermal strains can be used in systems for monitoring such strains.

iOLLSithe compasite lightwave propagates up the optical fiber or medium 8, passes through optical coupler,
beamsplitter or circulator, 7, ta optical pathway, 11. Optical pathway, 11, passes the backscattered, time-delay

multipiexed, composite lightwave, Er, )(t}, to the optical receiver, 18.

fOLi9 Preferably, fiber @ is of the relatively low cost, conventional single-mode or multimode, fiber cable types.
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iOL20}Further & is preferable that fiber @ have extruded therean a coating 12 of a material which enhances the
longitudinal strain which the fiber undergoes from a given radially, or generally laterally, applied pressure wave
Strain. Materials which provide such enhancernent include extrudable thermaplastic polymers (TPU's) or
extrudable thermoplastic elastomers (TPE's) which exhibit a combination of a Jow Young's modules CE} and a low
Poisson's ratio (Ss). The Paisson’s ration is preferably below 0.5, which is the Poisson's ratio of natural rubber,
Examples of such materials include: G) low density polyethylene, having characteristic E=1.31

dynes/em@atimes; 100045; 19 Jand o=0.445: and (i) polystyrene, E=3.78 dynes/cm'< Jand s=6.35 (values as
reported in the paper, R. Hughes and J. Javzynski, “Static Pressure Sensitivity Amplification in Interferametric
Fiber-Optic Hydrophones,” Applied Optical/Vol. 19/No. 1/1 Jan. 1980).

POLZLIAn alternate embodiment of fiber 9, albeit involving significantly greater cost per unit length of the fiber, is
to provide fiber in the rnore expensive farm of a polarization preserving or single polarization, optical fiber, The
polarization preserving fiber of this type holds the backscattering Hight in a narrow range of polarization states so
that a substantially single RF signal 24 enters a single set 23 of correlators, reducing the complexity of the
system. However, in cases involving long surveillance lines this allernative embodiment becomes expensive in
cost of fiber.

fOLl22iThe correlation code qeneratar 53 creates a signal, c(t), that has a broad bandwidth. The broadband
nature of the correlation code is required to obtain the desired properties in the signals autocorrelation function.
The calculation and definition of the autocorrelation function of any general signal is well known and defined in
signal processing literature. The correlation code signal, c{t}, is so structured that its autocorreiation function is
highly peaked at zera delay, and is very small away from zera delay. This criterion is well knawn to those of skill
in the art and is the essence of why the correlation code has a broad bandwidth. Any signal that has the desirad
autocorrelation function properties can be used as the correlation code in the invention, There are many reasons
for choosing one correlation code over another: ease of creation; autocorrelation properties; cost of creation
hardware; cost of correlation hardware; and effectiveness in producing spread spectrum signal effects. Accarding
to the teaching of the invention, the correlation code for the invention can be a binary sequence with a desired
transorthagonal autocorrelation property (sometimes called a pseudanoise sequence), a pseudorandom number
(PRN) sequence with the such desired autocorrelation property, chirps, ar other types of signals which provide
correlations code havirig predicable non-repetitive behavior. The foregaing list of types of sequence signals which
may be emploved to modulate the carrier lightwave signal includes both “Binary pseudonoise sequences” and
“pseudorandom nurnber (PRN) sequences.” For purpases of construction of this specification and the appended
claims, these terms are employed as they are defined under the listings "Pseudonoise (PN) sequence
(cornmmunication satellite)” and “Pseudorandom number sequence” at pages 747 and 748 of the “TEEE Standard
Dictionary of Electrical and Electronic Terms” (Fourth Edition), which listings are hereby incorporated herein by
reference, Further for purposes of construction of this specification and the appended claims, it is deerned that
“binary pseudonaise sequence” is generic and “pseudorandom number sequence”is a species thereof, Still
further for purposes af construction of this specification and its appended claims, both terms are deemed to
include analog signal forms of sequences as well as digital sianal forms.

POLZ3Ht is to be appreciated that in addition to ts correlation encoding function, master correlating code
generator §3 is @ Source of a Spectrum-spreading shinal comprised of a spectrum-spreading shinal which
produces an autocorrelation that is well behaved, Tt has ane dominate maxima at zero correlation delay, and its
spectrum is large enough to provide sampling of the said optical fiber spatially aiong the lenath of the fiber 3 with
a resolution commensurate with a sub-length &Delta:Z of fiber span @. These characteristics enable seqmentation
of an optical fiber 8 of span length L into n segments in accordance with a relationship
L<&Delta;Z&middot;n. &emsp;&emsp; (40) In this relationship &Delta;2 is a segment length of the fiber span
whose length is one-half the distance traveled by Haht propagating thraugh one zero delay ternparal tire span of

the autocorrefation maxima, &Delta;T, such that C,, sis the speed of light in the said optical fiber and &Delta;Tis
approximately equal to the reciprocal of the spread signal optical bandwidth.

POL247An Wustrative embodiment of generator 53 is a shift reaister type pseudorandom number code generator,
having n bits, wherein a code is generated that satisfies said resolution sublength and seqment length
relationshin by choosing an appropriate combination of the number of its bits and the clock time.

POL25The temporal length of the code sequence which is reiteratively produced by generator 53 may be either
less than the time period for propagation of a lightwave to the remote end of span and propagation back of a
backscattering G.e. distance of flyback travel, or greater than this time period. Tt cannot be equal to this period.

POL26;The predetermined timing base employed by the source of the spectrum spreading signals, which
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determines the length of &Dbelta:2 segment is so chosen to provide a positive enhancement to the ratio of the

power of back propagating Rayleigh scattering effect Pry jto the power of the forward propagated Rayleigh
scattering effect Perry, in accordance with the following equation:

fOL27 [PrPtgat; [dB] =~-70+ 10Gblog lGt&haf; (&Delta; Sit; Bit L)-&Delta Ait; Bit; 2100. (413
Set Mathematical Equation

fOLZ8ib. Laser Phase Locking Means.

POL2Zo Refer to FIG. 3. Local oscillator laser, 48, generates a local oscillator lightwave. The focal oscillator
lightwave propagates frarn local ascilator laser, 48, to optical coupler or beamsplitter, 43. The optical coupler,
43, splits off the smaller portion of power of the local oscillator lightwave into optical pathway, 44. Optical path,
41, propagates the srnalier portion of the local oscillater lightwave to the phase locking means optical receiver,
35. The larger portion of the power of the focal osciflator lightwave is split off by optical coupler 43, anc passed
to optical path 13. Optical pathway, 13, propagates the larger portion of the local oscilatar lightwave to optical
receiver, 15. The phase locking means optical receiver, 35, receives and interferes the transmitter laser
lightwave fram optical pathway, 38, and the local oscillator lightwave frarn optical pathway 41. The receiver 35
interferes the reference lightwaves framJasers 3 and 45 producing an electrical output which is a radio frequency
wave on electrical pathway, $3. The electrical output, 93, provides an electronic beat frequency which directly
indicates the difference in optical frequency and phase between lasers 1 and 45. Phase lockingcircuitry 31,
employing a conventional shase lock loop mechanism, controls the difference in frequency between laser 1 and
45 and phase locks the two lasers to 4 fixed frequency and phase relationship as indicated by the dashed line
between circultry 37 and local oscillator laser 48. The radian frequency difference is &Delta;&omeqa: as
discussed early in the text. The purpose of the laser phase locking means is to Insure that the local oscillater
lightwave traveling on optical path, 13, into optical receiver, 15, has the proper phase and frequency relationship
to the composite lightwave on aptical pathway, 17. ifis to be appreciated that the phase locking mechanism also
acts cooperatively with phase demadulator system 66 ta be described later herein. Conventionally, a cornmon
master clock oscillator 3411, FIG. ? provides the timing base for both phase locking circuitry 31 and ani &Q
demodulator 396, FIG. 7.

fOL30iRefer to FIG. 3. The composite lightwave on optical path 114, is an input into optical receiver 15. The focal
oscillator lightwave on optical path, 13, is also an input into optical receiver, 13, The local oscillator and
composite lightwaves are interfered on photodetectors producing an electronic signal which electronically
represents the heterodyned optical interference power between the two lightwaves. The resulting composite radio
frequency signal at output, 17, represents electronically the cornpasite lightwave signal on optical path, P41. The
composite Gectronic recerver siqnal is passed from optical receiver output, 17, through amplifier, 1$, via
electronic path, 24, to the correlator system, 23. The local oscillator lightwave on optical path, 13, is interfered
with the composite lightwave on optical path 14. The interference power is photodetected in optical receiver, 18,
by optically interfering the composite back propagating Hahtwave on the local ascillator signal, As one of the
components of this interfering action, there is produced a difference beat signal which is a composite radio
frequency representation af the composite fight wave on optical path, 14.

LOLSLThis interfering of the local oscilater output lightwave 13 and the cornmposite back-propagating CW
lightwave 11 provides the translation of signal ii from the optical domain to a CWradio frequency(rf.)
composite difference beat signal 17. This reduces the frequency of signal 15 into an electronically processable
signal frequency range. iis fo be appreciated that an important aspect of the present invention that the rf.
composite difference sianal produce by this translation action includes having counterpart cornmponents of the
aforesaid components of the composite back-propagating Hghtwave signal, with the phase states of these
counterpart rf. damain signais the same as the phase states of the corresponding components of the back-
propagating Hahtwave.

fOLS2in accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 45 are to have sufficiently stringent high
perfarmance capability with respect to exactness of frequency to enable interference effects therebetween and
heterodyne detection of acoustic perturbation signals incident to fiber $ to produce beat frequencies within the
radio frequency(r.f.} range. Also in accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 48 have stringent
performance criteria with respect to the phase stability, or coherence, of their beams. They are to be
substantially coherent over af least a propagation path distance substantially equal to twice the lenath, L, of
sensing fiber 9. For example, a commercially available non-planar, ring laser {e.q. Lightwave Electronics Corp.
Mode! 125) wauld be suitable for an intruder sensing perimeter intrusion monitoring fiber 9 having a length of 8.0
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km (approximately 5 miles}. The laser beam of this commercially available laser, which is in the near infrared
range, has a frequency of 227 terahertz, or 1319 nanometer wavelength, and has a frequency stability accurately
within one part in a bullion over L millisecond period, or 5 Kiohertz in a il milllsecond period.

fOL35Tt is to be appreciated that the provision of such frequency and phase stability of lasers 3 and 45 enables
implementing the phase locking to produce a sufficiently small non-zero radian phase locking circuitry 31. This in
turn enables lasers 3 and 46, under requiation by phase locking circuitry 31, to provide a pair of beams which
are phase locked and with a “non-zero &Dela:S&omega:" sufficiently small to enable a heterodyne-mode optical
receiver to provide the desired beat frequency outputs in the rf, range. It is understood that laser 45, optical
receiver 38, circuitry 317 and beamsplitter 43 could be replaced with an apparatus applying the non-zero
&Delta:W to the bearn from optical pathway 38 to give the same result. The returned interrogation optical
composite wave is defined in the preceding subsection 3(a} “Optical Transmitter and Time-delay Multiplexing
Process” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT,

fOL34in the preceding section (1) “Description of Underlying Theories” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENT there is a definition of “non-zero &Delta;Samega;” and a mathematical demonstration of its
importance in the heterodyne mode of interfering. It makes it passibie to use relatively simple processes to avaid
Fading. By way of contrast, fading with the “zero &Delta;&omega;” homodyne mode of interfering would entall
much more difficult and less effective fade avoidance processes.

fOL35ic. Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing.

fOL36}Refer to FIG. 3. The composite radio frequency signal on electrical path, 21, is input into the correlator
system, 23. The correlator system delays the master correlation code generator output, 81, an appropriate
amount and correlates the delayed correlation code with the composite radio frequency signal. This produces

electrical outputs O713,O¢2 3. . . Orn, jCOrresponding to signals S44,S¢2 ). . . » Senj, if turn corresponding to spatial
delays lay, bea y. . - Leny. The spatial delays Lyay tio y... . ben jare arbitrary and programmable, The electrical
output Oc; jcorresponds to BUL.)) referred to in the preceding subsection 2 (a).

POLS? iThe correlation process is well understood in the literature. The signal that represents the backscattered
optical wave in array, 9, that is passed from the optical receiver 15, ta the correlator system 23, cantains all af

the information for all sensors or channels S;1),5¢2 ). .. - Sgn at once on the electronic signal path 21 entering
the correlator 23. Because the backscattered composite signal is modulated with the correlation code by
modulator §, the backscattered Hight is time structured with the tire structure of the correlation code. Because
the correlation code is selected to have special autocorrelation code properties, the time structure of the

correiation codes allows an electronic representation of the backscattered light at positions La3,lyay. .. . Ly» yo
be obtained via the correlation process in the correlator 23. In a preferred embodiment of the invention the
master code generator 33 is a shift register type pseudorandom number (PRN) code generator and each
correlator of the set 23 would be a correlation type dernadulator herein later described in greater depth. Cade
generator 83 may alternatively be embodied as a binary sequence having transorthogonal autocorreiation
properties (binary pseudonoise sequence} and each correlator would then be a correlation-type demodulator for
demodulating a binary pseucionoise sequence, whose implementation would be understood by those of skill in the
art. The correlator uses the reference correlation cade fram correlation code generator, 83, which is passed via
electronic path $1 to the correlator, 23, as a “golden ruler” enabling sorting out by temporal and spatial domain

demultiplexing electronic representations of the backscattering optical signals at sensors or channels Sy34,S;2 ».
. Sin). Various delayed versions of the correlation code are multiplied by the composite signal with all of the
sensor or channel sianais present simultaneously, from electronic path 21 so that the electronic representations

of the sensors or channels 513,59 )- - . Seq are output from the correlator, 23 on signals O715,0(2 5... Og, with
respect to the index,

[OL38iCorrelatar system 23 is an electronic spread spectrum signal de-spreader and temporal and spatial dornain
de-muitipiexer of the r.f. signal counterpart to the optical composite signal. lis input is coupled to the ampiified
output 24 of the heterodyner and photodetector, and if is operative in cooperation with said source of spectrum
spreading signals to perform a coherent signal correlation process upon the r.f. counterparts of the aforesaid
“one” and the aforesaid “still another” components of the composite back-propagating CWlightwave. This causes
the de-spreading of the rf. counterpart of the optical reflected spread spectrum signal and causes the temporal
and spatial demultiniexing of the rf. counterpart of the “stil another” component of the composite rf. signal,
This pracessing pravices signals which temporally and spatially sort the said “stll another” camponent into ni
virtual sensor signal channels, or stated another way n of each of the &Delta:é length measurement regions,
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measuring the induced optical path change at each of the n &Delta;Z-length seqments of the optical fiber span 8.

fOL3SHt will be appreciated that this sorting process is accomplished by the autocorrelation properties of the
spectrum-spreading signal and by the time of flight of the optical spectrum-spreading signal down to each nth
reflection segment and back to the heterodyne optical receiver 18. A delayed replica of the spectrum-spreading
signal is correlated against the rf. signal counterpart of the optical composite back-propagating signal, thereby
segmenting the optical fiber into mn independent segments, or virtual sensors, via the time of flight of the optical
compasite back-propagating signal and the autocorrelation function of the transmitted spectrum-spreading signal,

LOL4O1T is to be appreciated that system 2 is operating in the spread spectrum transmission and reception

mode. Namely, by providing optical interrogation light wave, E,.){(t), with modulation by the correlation code,
cf{t}, the continuous wave carrier signal is temporally structured into a spread spectrum interrogation ightwave
which continuously reflerates autocorrelatabie cade sequences. Then after correlation system provides an

appropriate time of delay the correlator system 26 correlates the backscattered ight wave Ery(t) with the same
output, ch, of code generator 83, de-spreacding the spread spectrum signal.

POL4ibin accordance with well known communication electronics theory this has the effect of increasing siqnal
output of the ROSE sensar system while the noise bandwidth rernains the same. In temporally and spatially
sorting the rf. counterpart of the aforesaid “stil another” component of the composite back-propagation
lightwave, the aforesaid “another” camponent of undesired noises, such as reflectians frorn couplers in fiber span
9, are materially attenuated.

fOi42iMore particularity, in accordance with this well known theory, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is enhanced
by considerable attenuation of noise mechanisms in frequency ranges outside of center frequency lobe of the
autocorrelation function and ouiside the pair of first site lobes to one and the other skie of the center frequency
lobe.

[OL4314An illustrative embodiment of electranic spread spectrum signal de-spreader and spatial de-multiplexer for
cooperation with the previously described shift register type PRN code generator may comprise a series of n like-
shift register code qgeneratars respectively receiving the spectrum spreading signal through a corresponding
series of mn feed channels which cause delays which incrementally increase by an amount of time bearing a

predetermined relationship to the fiber span length, and Cy,y, the speed of light through the fiber. The composite
r.f. signal is fed to a corresponding series of n multipliers connected ta receive as the other multiplier the codes
generated by the respective de-spreader and demulltipiexer to thereby provide the de-spread and de-muttipiexed
signal.

[01441d, Heterodyne Phase Demodulation.

fOL45 iRefer to FIG. 3. After the composite radio frequency signal on electrical path 24 is correlation time-delay
demultiplexed by the correlator system, 23, the plurality Owhich upwardly may include a very large number, for

instance 5,030) of outputs Ory), Oro 3. . - Orny, Gn the plurality of electrical paths 64, 63 and 63 respectively are
phase demodulated by a plurality of individual phase demadulations in the phase demodulator system, 68. The
outputs of the phase demodulator system, 66, are the corresponding plurality of electrical paths 71, 73, and 75.

The phase demodulator outputs 71, 73, and 7& correspond to the correlator outputs (Q¢1), O¢o 3. . - O¢qy) 81, BS
and 6 respectively, and to the corresponding plurality of corresponding signals 5745, Sa. y. . . Sip, jrespectively
corresponding to spatial delays Lyy3, Lyoy.. . Lyn respectively. The outputs 71, 73, and 75 electronicallyindicate
(with tens of kiiohertz potential bandwidth) the phase states of optical signals 5,45, So }. - . Syny. In particular,
output 71 is proportional to the temporal phase &Phij;; yof BUY, Ly13) hereinbefore discussed in subsections 1()
“Correlation or Time-delay Multiplexing” and 3(c} “Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing” of this DESCRIPTION
OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. The phase dernodulator outputs 73 and 78 indicate the temporal phase

states GPhijy> yand &Phit;, yor BULoy) and B CLyqy) respectively,

iOL46ie. Fading Free Polarization Processing

[0147}Preferably system 2 further includes polarization signal characteristic processing functions (not shown),
which are used together with the previously described feature that the heterodyning function provides in reducing

fading, of the backscattering signal, Eq»\(t). These polarization processing functions are disciosed in the
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commonly assigned U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 entitled “Fading-Free Optical Phase Rate Receiver,” hereby
incorporated herein in its entirely. The optical heterodyning feature which provides benefit in reducing fading
includes: (i) cooperation of phase locked lasers 3 and 48 in the formation of the optical interrogation light wave,

E134), applied to optical fiber 9, or other linearly extended light propagation medium producing Rayleigh effects
backscattering, and Gi} the manipulation of this by optical receiver 15 to provide the composite electronic receive
signal as optical receiver output 17. This takes advantage of the feature of more favorable Heterodyne fading
condifions in a way, in which polarization and phase state signal fading is materially reduced in the detected

backscattered light wave Ey,){t). The electronic decoding module 700 of U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 is substantially
an eguivalent to the correlator system herein. However, the system disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 for
implementing polarization fading reduction Cif not substantially eliminating fading) is a generalized stand alone
system for processing any optical phase shinal having temporally varying polarization, phase, and phase
frequency. [i must be adapted for application to system 2 by appropriate integration inta system 2 included the
two folowing alternative approaches.

POL48iOne approach for such adaptation passes the fade-free optical phase rate (FFOPR} photoreceiver RF signal
to the carrelatar 23, performs the correlation on the RF signal and completes the Phase Demodulation by In
phase and Quadrature phase (hereinafter | & QO) demodulating the correlated RF signal into outputs. This method
creates low bandwidth I & G cornmponents and therefore requires low bandwidth analog-to-digital converters
Gmoplying a requirement for a large number of analog RF correlation electronic components}, This RF correlator
approach requires two correlator circuits for every virtual sensor element, or spatial channel, along fiber @. One
correlator is needed for the vertical polarization RF signal path and one correlator is needed for the horizontal
palarization RF signal path,

iOL49tAnother aperoach applies the | & G demodulator of FIG. 7 of the U.S. Pat. No. 6,043,921 prior ta
correlation, This approach therefore correlates a wideband set of four i & © signals. One I, G, set is for horizontal
palarization and the other I, QO, set is for the vertical polarization. In this case the 1 & Q signals are the 1& G
signals for the whole virtual array rather than for one virtual sensor element of the array. Four correlators are
required for each sensor element. One correlator is applied to each of the four wide bandwidth I & QO signals for
each virtual sensor element. This second approach requires very wideband analog-to-digital converters, but
allows digital correlators ta be used instead of analog RF correlators. The RF correlator or first approach requires
far more analog to digital converters and RF electronics. The digital correlator approach enables the correlators to
be implemented by the digital approaches of massively integrated logic circults and/or programmed processors,
requiring far more digital logic, but substantially reducing the r.f. electronics and number analog-to-digital
converter units in the system.

iOLS50R. Phase Differencing

fOLSiL Refer to FIG. 3. The plurality (which upwardly may include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of

signals indicating the phase states &PRitciy, RPA ay... GPH, jon electrical paths 71, 73 and 7, respectively,
are Input into the phase differencer, 99. The shase differencer forms a corresponding plurality of autnuts 91, $3
and $8 which are arbitrarily and programmably assigned as the subtractions of any two pairs of phase signals

SPE g yand &PAiU a yovhere j and k are selected from 1, 2... 1}.

,O152]£ach of the programrmiably selectable pairs of differenced phase signals form a signal &Delta;@PRIit ri;
ywhich is spatially bounded within the region of the fiber between lengths Ly; yand Ly. The phase differencer
therefore produces differential phase outputs corresponding to a set of prograrmmabie length and position virtual
Sensors.

fOL53Stated another way, each programmable selection of pairs of phase signals forms a virtual spatial
differential sensor which senses the difference between the phases of the &Delta;Gomega: output of the
photodector sub-system (which is the subject of the next subsections) in receiver 18. Each &Delta;&omega; is an
rf. difference beat signal representative of the aforesaid “stil another” component of the composite back-
propagating CWlightwave signal which passes from the launch end of fiber span & to directional coupler 7. These
signals from each pair therefore represent signals of virtual spatial differential sensors along fiber span 3. Asa
result of the choice of pairs being selectively prograrnmable these virtual sensor can be employed to implement
adaptive apertures in processing signal incident the fiber span. This feature would be useful, for example, in
enabling security system omerators to classify objects causing acoustic pressure wave signals incident up a fiber
span § used as a perimeter intrusion monitaring line.

fOL54ig. Optical Detector Sub-System.
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fO155iThe optical receivers 15 and 35, FiGS. 3, 4 and 3, are comprised of photadetectar sub-systems. Anyof
the many well known photodetecting techniques and devices may be employed. Possible implementation of the
photadetection sub-systems wil now be discussed.

fOLSéiRefer to FG. 4. Like parts correspond to like numbers. Optical signals enter the phatadetectar sub-system
via optical paths 184 and 783 which are extensions of the paths 11 and 13 in the case of receiver 18, and (not
shown) of paths $8 and 44 in the case of subsystem 38. The aptical siqnals are equally spit by optical coupler ar
beamsplitter, 108. The optical signal on path 107 is composite signal comprised of half the optical power of path
YO and hal’ of the optical power arriving an pate 143. The optical signal on path tO is iturninated on optical
detector 124. The photo-current of optical detector 114 flows into electrical conductor 114. Likewise, the optical
signalon path 149 is comprised of half the optical power on path 1414 and half of the optical power on path 149.
The optical signal on path 103 is luminated on optical detector 113. The photo-current of optical detector 173
flows out of electrical conductor 118. Therefore the photo-currents of optical detectors 111 and 173 are
subtracted at electrical conductor or node 118.

fOL5? iPhoto-detectors P44 and 1413 are precisely matched in responsivity. The differential photocurrent on
electrical conductor P18 is input into pre-arnplifier 117, amplifier and is passed ta electrical output 119. The
differential nature of the photo-detection rejects either of the self-ontical interference power of the signals on
paths 104 and 103 and receives only the crass-interference power between the twa aptical signals on paths 104
and 103. This particular optical detector architecture is called a balanced heterodyne optical detection scheme.
The scheme is 3 dB more sensitive than all other heterodyne optical detection methods and offers the distinct
advantage of rejecting local oscillator noise,

POL58iRefer to FIG. 5. FiG. 5 dlustrates an alternative shoto-detection scheme to FIG. 4. ightwaves enter the
receiver at paths 104 and 103. The optical coupler or beamsplitter 108 combines the lightwaves on paths 104
and 103 into a composite lightwave on path 107. The composite lightwave on path 17 Hluminates optical
detector 1411. The photo-current of optical detector caused by the self-interference and cross interference of
lightwaves originating from optical paths 101 and 1G3 passes through conductor 17a, is amplified by pre-
amplifier 117 and is passed to electrical output 21%.

iOL5907The aptical detector sub-system of FIGS. 4 and 5 correspond te aptical receivers 15 or 35 of FIG. 3. Paths
Yat and 193 correspond to fi and 13 and output 1719 corresponds outputs 17 in optical receiver 14. Paths 16%
and 103 correspond tao 3% and 44 and output 1479 corresponds to output 33 in optical receiver 38. Either of the
photo-detection schemes of FIG. 4 or 5 can be used for the optical receivers 15 or 35. However, the
photadetection scheme of FIG. 4 is preferred,

iOL601h. Programmable Correlator Systern

fOL6LiRefer to FiG. & The composite radio frequency signal, or r.f. cornmpasite reference beat signal, which
electronicaily represenis the received time-delay multiplexed optical signal, or composite back-propagation CW

lightwave, Erp)\(t), is input inte the correlator system, 24, at electrical input 21. The composite radio frequency
signal is n-way split with power splitter 203 into @ plurality Gwhich upwardly may include a very large number,
for instance 5,Q06}3 of electronic pathways inchiding 291, 273 and 218. The master correlation code, c{1), is
input into the correlator system, 23, at electrical Input 84, The correlation code is distributed to such a plurality
of grogrammiahbie delay circulis including 227, 223 and 225. Each programmable delay circuit delays the master
correlation code by the delay required to decode/demultiplex each time-delay muliplexed channel. The plurality
of programmable delay circuits inchiding 224, 223 and 228 output @ plurality of delayed correlation codes
including those on electrical pathways 231, 233, and 225 respectively. The corresponding plurainy of delayed
correlation cones including those on electrical pathways 231,233 and 238 are mubipied by a corresponding
murality of multipliers (or balanced mixers) including 241, 243 and 248, respectively, by the radia frequency
signal on the plurality of electronic pathways including 211, 213 and 275 which are amplified by a corresponding
plurality of amplifiers including 261, 263 and 265, respectively, to praduce the corresponding plurality of

outputs including O;;), Oray, and O;, fon Hines 61, 63 and @3) respectively. Each of the outputs therefore
produces the corresponding demultiplexed signal which is time-gated by the corresponding time-delay of the
correlation code. The correlator system 23 of FIG. 6 is an example implementation of the correlation system, 23,
OF FIG, 3.

fOi62]The cutput O”, ycorresponds to signal Bit,L1)) which is hereinbefore discussed in subsections 2(a) “ROSE
Optical Phase Sensor Interrogation Enables Sensor System” and 3{c} “Correlation Time-Delay Demultiplexing”™ of
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this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT, The output 0/7),Qc2 y. . . Orn yon lines 61, 83 and 6§,
respectively, correspond to signals 5,1), 5¢9 ). . . Sep, which in turn are based upon the spatial delay associated
with distance Lyiy,byay.... Ly, jindicated in FIG. 3. These spatial delays are based on the time of propagation for
flyback travel along these distances, which are arbitrary and programmable. The time delay multiplexing of the
optical signals carnprising the composite back-propagating optical signal on path 14, FIG. 3, arise fram a plurality
fwhich upwardly may include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of spatial locations causing a like plurality
of time-delays. The correlator system spatially separates the components of the rf. composite difference beat
signal into channels which each uniquely represent an optical signal at a single spatial tocation,

POL63fhe correlator system allows the spatial sampling of the optical signals so that a virtual array can be
formed along the fiber span 9 on FIG, 3.

iOLS64H. Phase Demodulation System

fO165iThe embodiment of phase demadulatar system, 66, of FIG. 3, has two uses in system 2. Tt either:
receives the outputs of the just described r.f. correlator subsection 23, or GID is part of the integration of the
polarization fading reduction system of U.S. Pat. Na. 6,043,921 (as discussed in the preceding subsection 2{e)
“Fading-Free Polarization Processing” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT, Refer ta FIG. 7,
The phase demadulation system, 66, is comprised of a plurality (which upwardly may include a very large
number, for instance 5,000) of phase demodulators, 81, 83 and 88. The inputs to the plurality of phase

demodulators, 61, 63 and 63 (the correlator outputs O77), Oya y. . . Orn ydiscussed previously) are phase
demodulated with phase demodulatars 81,83 and 8% respectively. The outputs of these demodulators are
passed on electrical pathways 71, 73 and 78 respectively.

POLo6iRefer to FiG. 8. An example block diagram of any one of the just discussed phase demodulators 81, 83
and 8& is shown as part 300. The input electrical path $04 corresponds to any one of electrical path 61, 63, 64,
etc, of the plurality of phase demoduiators. The output electrical path 318 corresponds to any one of electrical

path 72,73, 75, etc. of the plurality of phase dernodulators. A correlation system output such as O13, Q¢2 yor
Orn 18 passed vie electrical path 3014 into a bandpass filter 303, The bandpass filter 303 passes only a band of
radian frequencies in the vicinity of &Delta;Gomega; so that only BU,Loany) passes through the filter (where m is
an integer corresponding to the particular channel). The band passed signal passes from 303 via electrical path
305 to arnplitude control 307. Amplitude control 207 is either an analog automatic gain control circuit, an
electronic Clipper circuil, or a combination thereof. The amplitude control 307 removes amplitude variations due

to polarization fading or other types of signal fading. Because the signal, BCLmj) is a result of a heterodyne
interference, the phase remains the sameafter clipping. It is to be appreciated that other phase demodulation
schemes for fiber optic sianais use a phase carrier technique which does not allow the clipping operation. Clipping
is a preferred amplitude control mechanism. The arnplitude control 307 passes an amplitude stabilized signal via
electrical path 368 to 1& QO demadulator 3141. The 1 & Q demodulator removes the carrier, that is it shifts the

center radian frequency of the amplitude stabilized B(t,Ly,j3) from &Delta;Gomega; down to zero. The 1& O
demodulator outputs a voltage proportional to cos(&Phij; yy) on electrical path 313 and a voltage proportional to
sin(SPRi nj) On electrical path 275. The cos(&Phijin)) and sin(@Phity-n)) proportional voltages on electrical paths
344 and 37% respectively are converted in an output signal proportional to @Phijs, yon electrical path 918 by
the phase detector 317.

LOL67 Reviewing the previous discussion, the plurality of phase demodulatars 81, 83 and @& of FIG. 7 each
function Hike the block diagram of 390 on FIG. &. The plurality (which upwardly may include a very large number,

for instance 5000) of phase demodulators 300 convert to a like plurality of signals BOLyiy}, BU, Lay). -
B(t.Liny} into a like plurality of signals proportional to &Phif~i), @PHi;y. . . &PA yy ywhich correspond to optical
signals Seay, Seay - « Sen.

POLGely. 1 & Q Gemodulator.

fQi69iAn example implementation of the 1 & O dermodulator 341 of FIG. S will now be presented. Refer to FIG,

9. An amplitude stabilized B(,Lymy) signal (originating from the amplitude control 397 of FIG. &) is passed on
electrical path 309 to a power splitter 403. Half of the signal power exiting frarn power splitter 403 is passed to
analog mixer, balanced mixer, Gilbert celior analog multiplier 443 via electrical path 444. The other half of
signal power exiting form power splitter 403 is passed to analog mixer, balanced mixer, Gilbert cellor analog
multiplier 423 via electrical path 4217.
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POLO}The reference oscillator 484 generates an electronic wave proportional to cos(&Delta;&omedgast), As noted
earlier herein, this reference ascillator is aiso the oscilatar employed in the conventional phase lock mechanism
establishing the fixed phase relationship between the frequencies of primary laser 3 and local oscillator laser 48
whose differences in frequency, &Delta;W, are of a very low order. In accordance with known principles of
heterodyning lightwaves having fixed phase relationships, heterodyning these signals can produce a difference
beat signal srnall enough ta be in the r.f. signal range, but with the frequency difference sufficiently high to
provide the heterodyning with a band pass allowing transforming a given binary code rate into corresponding
code components of the beat signal, such as the code rate of the PRN cade sequence praduced by PRN code
generator §3. This reference oscillator wave is passed from the reference oscillator 484 vie the electrical path
453 to amplifier 455. The wave is ampltied by amclifier 455 and passed ta hybrid coupler 459 via electrical
path 447, The hybrid coupler splits the amplified reference oscillator electronic wave into two components one
proportional to cos(@Delta;&omeqat) an electrical path 447 Cpreviding the “I”, or in-phase reference}: and ane
proportional to sin(&Delta;&omega:t) on electrical path 427 (providing the “Q”, or Quadrature-phase reference).

LOL? Lifhe In-phase reference on electrical path 447 is multigiied (or frequency mixed} with the signal on
electrical path 444 by multigner 413 to produce the output on electrical path 448. The signal on electrical path
415 is arnplified by arnplifier 434 and passed to electronic lowpass filler 438 via electrical path 433. The
lowpass filter 438 removes high frequency components of the multiplication or frequency mixing process and

results in an output at electrical path 313 which is proportional to cos(&Phis¢m)).

fOL7/2}The Quadrature-phase reference on electrical path 427 is multiplied (or frequency mixed) with the signal
on electrical path 424 by multiplier 423 to produce the output on electrical path 425. The signal on electrical
path 425 is amplified by amplifier 441 and passed to electronic lowpass fitter 445 via electrical path 443. The
lowpass filter 445 removes high frequency components of the multiplication or frequency mixing process and

resuits in an output at electrical path 315 which is proportional to sint&Pnitcny).

OL/3]k. Phase Detector

iQL/4iexample implementations of the phase detection 317 of FIG. 8 will now be presented. Refer to FIG. 10. An
example digital phase detector implementation, 317, is shown in the block diagram. The signal proportional to

cOSsCRPRI (sy) on electrical path 373 is converted fo a digital code or number by anglog-to-digital converter
(hereafter, A/D) 343. The digital number proportional to cos CAPRI i;,3) is Input into the digital siqnal processor
807 via electrical path 618. The signal proportional to sin (RPAoj) on electrical path 3178 is converted to a
digital code or number by A/D $23. The digital number proportional to sin(@Phitjmn) is Input inte the digital
signal processor, 804, via electrical path 825. The digital signal processor converts the numbers proportional to

sin CRPAE yy} and cos (GPA yyy} inte a number proportional to &PRij(~m yas follows.

[O175iSuppose the constant of proportionality for the SINCSPRE ry) and cos (SPR omy) iS Vim) Then the digital
signal pracessar can optimally select estimates of SPR cm yarid Vim jfO minimize the calculated error function:
&epsiv;(icircurnfiex over (GPRD) ]imy.feircum flex over (VW) Fim=U Vin ycos(@Phi ayminus;{circumflex over
(V}om yoos([circumflex over (GP HL Yigny8?+( von SiN (BPH opminus; feircumfiex over (V) Jie
ysin(@Pht my))Remsp; &emsp;(42)

fOL/6]The digital signal processor can also calculate &Phi;;, directly by taking the inverse tangent function or
the inverse cotangent function:

POLFIPmsadit: Sib tangal; (Vimeiby singaf: (RPREmIVmSadt coskaf (RPA msait:it cot&at: (Vimcos&af;
C&@Phii mjVmGitsin&ah (&Phim))f43)
Get Mathematical Equation

iOLYSHFT desired, the digital siqnal processor can alsa implement the differentiate and cross multisly (hereafter
DCM) algorithm. The DCM method is as follows. The digital representation of the signals proportional to sin

C&PAL (my) and casl&PHy any) are ternporally differentiated and cross multinlied by the nan-differentiated signals.
The result Un) () is integrated to produce the desired output, GPHifi,). Mathernatically, this algorithm is:

POLO mSar Me Rip vVimwisinSar (GPa mjSit: apart &part-tit: (VimGil cos&ar (GPAp mm) )- Sib Vm ait cos&aty
(RPhRibSpart; &oart: tBit: (Vmil: sin&af: (&Phiom pUm&ak: G)<GiVina; ((cos&af: (G@Phiim2+(singal;
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(&Phiim)Git: S&nart: &Phim&oart: tum&at: (=i:Vm Zeit: &oart: &Ph m&part: t&Phim=Bit: LVmeRit: PUma&ar:
(D&Spartt. (4-4)
Get Mathematical Equation
The digital signal processor 301 converts the signals arriving on electrical paths 815 and 828 into a digital

autput proportional to &PAity., yon electronic path $93. Optionally, the digital output is passed on electronic path
59 to some other data sink such as a computer memory. The digital signal proportional to SPI, yon
electronic path §@3 is converted back to an analog signal on electrical path 3198 by digitai-to-anaiog converter
Sa7. By way of a summarization, the example digital phase detector 317 accepts inputs 313 and 315 which
originate from the | & Q demodulator, 314, of FIG. 8, and the digital phase detector 317 outputs the phase

signal &Phijg, yon electrical path 379. Optionally, any of other well-known implementations of digital phase
detectors may be employed.

iOL80lRefer to FIG. 11. An axampie analog phase detector implementation, 3417 &erime; is shown in the block
diagram. The example analog phase detector 317 &prime; shown in FIG. TL implements an analog version of the

DCM algorithm discussed in the previous text. The signal proportional te cos (SPHijin}) on electrical path 973 is
input into analog temporal differentiator 613 and analog multiplier 617. The signal proportional to sin(&Phijon))
on electrical path 318 is input into analog temporal differentiator 623 and analog multiolier 27. The
differentiated cosine term on signal path 628 is multiplied by the sine term on electrical path 374 by analog
multiplier 627 producing the signal on electrical path 629. The differentiated sine term on electrical path 615 is
multiplied by the cosine term on electrical path 313 by analog multiplier @17 producing the signal on electrical
path 619. The signals an electrical paths 618 and 629 are applied as inputs to differential surnmer 631. The
output of differential summer on electrical path 633, which is the result of the differentiated sine and cosine

product being subtracted fram the differentiated cosine and sine product, carrespands ta Urey ft) af the DCM
discussion. The shanal on electrical path 633 is integrated by analog Integrator 635 to produce the analog phase

detector output proportional to PHL a, yon electrical path and output 379. By way of summarization, the
example analog phase detector 317 accepts inputs 2143 and 345 which originate fram the 1 & @ demodulator

$44 of FiG. &, then the analog phase detector outputs the phase signal &PHify,.y) yon electrical path 978.
Optionally, any of other well-known implernentations of analog phase detectors may be employed.

fOLBLEL. Programmable Phase Difference

fOLS2iThe example programmable phase differancer implementation shown as part $98 of FIG. 12 corresponds to
part 88 shown as a block in FIG. 3. Refer to FIG. 12. The plurality Gwhich upwardly may include a very large

number, for instance 5,000) of demodulated signais propartional to optical signal phases SPRij¢1), RPA (oy. - -
&Phij¢, yare input into the programmable phase signal switching and routing network 701 via electrical paths 71,
73 and 78, respectively. Network 704 programmahbly selects on a basis of timed relation to code generator 53
and routes on a basis of canmventional “hald-in memory” and “transfer-from-memory”, a plurality Gvhich upwardly
may include a very largde number, for instance 5,000) of pairs of phase signals onto a plurality Gwhich upwardly
may include a very large nurnber, for instance 5,000) of pairs of electronic paths 711 and 713, 731 and 733
and 734 and 733. The plurality of routed pairs of phase signals are applied to the corresponding of subtracters
718, 735 and 788 as shown on FIG. 12. The pluraihhy of phase pairs on electranic pairs of paths Pid and 7a,
773i and 733, and 731 and 753 are subtracted by subtracters 715,735 and 733, respectively, and the
differential signal are outputted on a corresponding plurality of electrical paths $1, 83 and $8 respectively. The
folowing description focuses on the differencing channel output on electrical path 91, it being understood that
the mades of operation of other differencing channels in network 701 are the same. Programmable phase
switching and routing network 7G7 selects one of the phase signals on one of the plurality of electrical paths 71,
fd oor75 and routes the signal to electrical path 7141. The signal on electrical path 7414 is selected ta be

proportional to &Phipg jdwhere jis of the set 1,2 ...n). Network 701 also selects another of the phase signals
on one of the other of the plurality of electronic paths 71, 73 or 78 and routes the signal to electrical path 71s.

The signal of electrical path 774 is selected fo be proportional to &Phi} q \(where k is of set 1,2... nm). The signal
oan electrical path 7 Pt is subtracted fram the signal on electrical path 713 by subtracter 715. The output of

subtracter 775 is passed on via electrical path $1 and is proportional to &Delta;&Phii yy yhereinabove discussed
in subsection 34) “Phase Differencing” of this DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT. Employingthis

mode, network 704 programmably makes selection fram optical signal phases SPI 15, &PAU oy. ©. GPR (, sto
provide other differential phase outputs on electrical paths 91, 93 and 9S. This may include a very jarge number
of differential phase signals, for instance 5000. As an alternative to the just described type of circuitry employing
subtracters 18, 738 and 788 any of other well-known forms of producing a differential signal my be employed.

fOL83im. An Alternative Viewpoint of the Partitioning of System 2.
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fOLS414s an alternative to the viewpoint inferable from the preceding sequence discussing FIG. 3, system 2 may
be considered as partitioned into: () an optical network for iHuminating an optical fiber sensing span, or other
ght propagation medium sensing span, and retrieving back propagating portions of the Hlumination; and iD a
photoelectronic network for establishing virtual sensors at predetermined locations along the span and picking up
external physical signals incident to, or impinging upon, the sensors.

iOL85iin general, the optical network for the ilurnination of, and for the retrieval of back-propagation frorn, fiber
span & comprises transmitter laser 3, directional optical coupler 7, and optical fiber, or other light propagation
medium &.

iOLB6iThe photoelectranic network for establishing virtual sensars and picking up signals therefrom generally
comprises two subdivisions, One subdivision provides a cyclically reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation
of the lightwave Hluminating fiber span @. This rnodulation is in the form reiterated sequences having
autocorrelatabie properties. The other subdivision takes the retrieved back propagation and performs a
heteradyning therewith to obtain an r.f. beat signal. It then picks up the signal fram the virtual sensors by
autocorrelation and further processes it into more useful forms.

PGLS7Tin general, the subdivision providing the cyclical reiterative modulation of sequences Hluminating fiber
span & comprises master correlation code generator 83 (via one of its electrical pathway outputs} and aptical
modulator 8.

POLSStin general, the subdivision for performing heterodyning with and picking up of virtual sensor signals from
the retrieved back propagation fram fiber span @ includes local oscillatar laser 48, and the network which phase
lacks transmitter laser 3 and iocal oscillator 43, and a sequence of elements which perform processing upon the
retrieved back propagation. The phase lacking network comprises beamsplitter 4, phase locking means optical
receiver 38, ohase locking circuitry 38, and aptical coupler 43. First in the sequence of processing elements is an
optical receiver 15 which photacdetects interference power “derived” by heteracdyning the back propagated
Humination portion retrieved from fiber span 9 with the output of a local oscillator 43. Lasers 3 and 45 are
operated with a frequency difference to produce an rf’. beat signal, @Delta:W. Then correlation system 23
receives as one of its inputs another electrical pathway output from master correlation code generator $3, and
provides a series of channels which in turn respectively provide predetermined time delays in relation to the
timing base of cyclic retterative code generator 53, to perform a series of autocorrelations of the respectively
delayed inputs fram code generator 63 with the signal &Delta:W. This picks up rf. signals respectively
representative of the affects in the lightwave domain of the external physical siqnals incident upon the respective
virtual sensor. Phase dernodulator system 66 provides a linear chase signal derived from such r.f. siqnals
representative of optical signals at the respective virtual sensors. Programmable phase differencer 99 processes
pairs of these linear phase signals occurring acrass segments of fiber span 8 between programmably selected
pairs of the virtual sensors.

POL&S Following is another overview description which more particularly calls attentions to an aspect of the
Invention that the system elernents which performs the autocorrelation enable providing an output in the farm of
any, counterpart of a lightwave time-domain refiectometry output of signais incident to the virtual sensors as
lightwave time domain reflectometry outputs a CW lightwave modulated by a continuously reiterated binary
pseudorandom code sequence is launched into an end of a span of ordinary optical fiber cable. Portions of the
launched lightwave back propagate to the launch end from a continuum of locations along the span because of
innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is picked off the launch end and heterodyned to produce
an r.f. beat signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by @ plurality (which can be thousands) of correlator type
binary pseudonoise code sequence demodulators respectively aperated in differant delay time relationships to the
timing base of the reiterated modulation sequences. The outputs of the demodulators provide rf. time-domain
reflectometry outputs representative of signals (é.q., acoustic gressure waves) incident to virtual sensors along
the fiber at positions corresponding ta the various time delay relationships.

(OLSFollowing is stil another overview description which more particularly calls attention to an aspect af the
invention that the system elements performing the autocorrelation enable detection of unique spectral
camponents representing a phase variations of external signals incident to the virtual sensors. A CW lightwave
modulated by @ continuously reiterated pseudorandom code sequence is Jaunched into an end of a span of
ardingry optical fiber cable. Portions of the launched lightwave back propagate ta the launch end from a
continuum of locations along the span because of innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is
picked off the launch end and heterodyned producing an rf. beat signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by a
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tlurality (which can be thousands) of correlator type pseudonaise code sequence demodulation and phase
demodulator units, operated in different thme delay relationshins to the timing base of the retlerated modulation
sequences. These units provide outputs representative of phase variations in respective unique spectral
components in the rf. beat signal caused by acoustic, or other forms of signals, incident to virtual sensors at
fiber positions corresponding to the various time delay relationships.

iOLGLFallowing is yet another overview description which moore particularly calls attention to an aspect of the
invention that a pair of the different delay time relationships of the autocorrelation systern elernents are effective
te establish @ virtual increment of the optical fiber span, and that a substracter circuit of phase differencer 8S
enables representing the differential phase signal across the virtual increment. A CW lightwave modulated by a
continuously reiterated pseudorandom (PN} code sequence is launched into an end of a span of ordinary optical
fiber cable. Portions of the launched lightwave back propagate to the faunch end fram a continuum of locations
aiong the span because of innate fiber properties including Rayleigh scattering. This is picked off the launch end
and heterodyned producing an rf, beat signal. The rf. beat signal is processed by a plurality (which can be
thousands) of correlatar pseudonoise code sequence demodulation and phase demodulator units operated in
different delay time relationshins to the timing base of the reiterated modulation sequences. Pairs of outputs of
the units are cormected to respective substracter circuits, each providing a signal representative of phase
differential of incident acoustic signais, or other forrris of signals, across virtual increments of the spar
established by @ pair of said delay time relationships.

fO1921n. Air-Backed Mandrel Modified Form of Invention

fOLOSIFEG. 13 Wustrates a so-called filber-on-an-air-backed mandrel assembly 801, useful in applications in
which a fiber optic span $&prime; is to be immersed in a liquid medium. Assembly 801 comprises a hollow
cylindrical mandrel 893 having formed therein a sealed central chamber 605 containing air or other gaseous
medium 807, which is compressible relative to the liquid medium. A segment of span 9&prime; of a ROSE
system 2, FIG. 3, is helically wound the cylindrical exterior surface of mandrel 883, and suitably fixedly bonded
to the surface. The cylindral wall 8@8 of mandrel 8@3 is of a material so chasen and of a thickness so chosen to
form a containic membrane with a hoap stiffness that enables acoustic pressure wave signals incident upon
assembly G4 to be transformed into mandrel radial dimensional variations. As a result of mandrel 801's
geometry these radial variations result in magnified longitudinal strain variations in fiber 9@&prime;. It is to be
appreciated that the physical structure of assernbly 804 inherently provides a spatial succession of two locations
aiong the fiber span, which a phase signal switch and routing network 7014 could select and route to become the
Virtual bounding positions of a diferential phase signal virtual sensor. This is to say, positioning a mandrel wound
span @&prime: as a segment of a system total span @ of ROSE system 2 can facilitate providing a sequential pair
of virtual sensor locations along a span 8, and the provision of a corresponding pair of delaycircuits in correlator
circuit 23 would cause assembly 864 to operate as a differential phase siqnal sensor.

(4) Advantages and New Features

(01947The invention enables the interrogation or time-delay correlational multiplexing and demultiplexing of
optical phase signals.

fOiS5ifhe invention enables the interrogation of ROSE (Rayleigh Optical Scattering and Encoding} fiber optic
sensors. The invention enables the spatial sorting and separation of the temporal optical phases of backscattered
optical signals arising from 4 plurality (which upwardly may include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of
virtual optical sensors along fibers or other optical mediums. The invention enables the spatial decoding of
backscattered optical signals with a bandwidth of tens of kioherts. The invention enables the sensor locations
aiong the fiber to be programmable. The invention allows the electronic separation or seqmentation of the array
of fiber sensors into programmable bounded lengths and positions. Because the correlation signal, c(t}, can be
designed to be a continuous wave, the invention increases the average optical power considerably over
conventional pulsed ontical phase sensor interrogation methods. Because the correlation signal eft} can be
chosen to have spectrum spreading properties for which dispreading electronic circuttry is readily available,
undesired optical fiber system noises, such as reflection discontinuity noises due to cable couplings, can be
materially attenuated,

POiS6lin hypothetically assessing the potential achievable by the present invention with regard to employment of
a camrmearn grade of optical fiber cable buried beneath the ground surface as a perimeter intrusion monitoring
fiber span, the following assumptions have been made: CG) signal to noise ratio (S/N) degradation of Rayleigh
effect light propagation in such an optical fiber cable are assumed to be 0.5 db/kim: GH) ft is assurned there is a
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requirement for bandwidth of ten times that of the geo-acoustic intruder signal needs to be detected; CHD and
digital circultry functions are performed employing conventional “high end” clock rates. Using these assumptions,
and emploving conventional single-mode or muftimade fiber buried 6-12 inches underground, and using
conventional engineering methodology for noise effect prediction, ii can be shown that ROSE system 2 has the
potential of sensing intruder caused geo-acoustic, U.4¢., seismic) signals alang a length of fiber span line as long
as 8 km or 5 miles. (This assessment is based upon S/N degradations for flyback travel of signals fram the
interrogation launch end af fiber span 9 to its remote end and back.) The hypothetical segment resolution
capabilily with such a S$ km, or 5 mile line, would be i meter.

iOLG?7 ithe invention provides a new capability of heterodyne optical phase detection without resorting to dithered
phase carrier methads. The phase demodulation method introeduces heteracdyne 1 & G demodulation ta produce
cosine and sine phase components, clipped signal amplitude stabilization techniques and digital signal processing
based phase detection. The spatially differential phase detection method provided by the invention enables the
rejection of unwarted lead-in fiber phase signals.

(OLS8}he details, riateriais step of operation and arrangement of parts herein have been described and
iNustrated in order ta explain the nature of the invention. Many modifications in these are possible by those
skilled in the ark within the teachings herein of the invention. For example, while in system 2 the transformation
from optical to r.f. signal takes place priar to processing by programmable correlation 23, it is within the skill of
the art ta design aptical receiver 18 and correlator system 23 to have the transformation take place otherwise.
Also, as an alternative to the previously described mechanism for phase locking laser 3 and 48, the laser aptical
wave on an optical path 38 can be passed through an acoustic-ontic modulator, sometimes called a Bragg Cell.
The diffracted optical wave exiting the acousto-optic modulator will be Doppler shifted by an impinging-driving RF
wave, that is translated into @ sound wave in the acousto-optic modulator, and the so-callad Bragg shifted-
diffracted optical wave will exit the acousti-optical modudulatar with an optical frequency equivalent to the phase
locked laser 48. The acousto-optically generated lightwave, at an equivalent frequency of the phase locked laser
45, is sent along optical pathway 13 and becomes the local oscillatar input ta heteradyne photoreceiver 18. An
acousto-optically frequency shiffed version of the Hah in omtical path 38 can therefore replace the phase locked
light af coherent optical source 4%. Accordingly His to be understood that changes may be made by those skilled
inthe art within the principle and scope of the inventions expressed in the appended claims.

ENGLISH-CLAIMS:

Return ta Top of Patent

What is claimed is:

i. A time-domain reflectometer for sensing at a desired set of mn spaced sensing positions along an optical fiber
span, said sensing positions being for sensing a type of external physical signal having the property of inducing
light path changes within the optical fiber span at regions there along where the signal is coupled to the span,
comprising:

@ ”

an optical fiber span having a first end which concurrently serves as both the interrogation signal input end
and the back propagating signal output end for purposes of reflectometry, and having a second remote
end:

& ”

a first light source for producing a coherent carrier lightwave signal of a first predetermined wavelength:
2 ~

a Binary pseudonoise code sequence madulator modulating said carrier signal for producing a nseudonoise
code sequence modulated interrogation lightwave signal which continuously reiterates the binary
pseudonoise code sequence, the reiterated sequences being executed in a fixed relatianship to a
predetermined timing base;

e -

a lightwave heterodyner having first and secand inputs for receiving @ primary signal and a local ascillator
signal, respectively, and operative to produce the beat frequencies of their respective frequencies;

& ~
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a tightwave directional coupler having a first port which receives said binary pseudonaise code sequence
modulated interrogation lightwave, a second port coupled to said first end of said optical fiber span, and a
third port coupled fo said primary signal input of the heterodyner;

e -

said directional coupier coupling said binary pseudanoise code sequence modulated interrogatian lightwave
to said second port where if is launched in a forwardiy propagating direction along said optical fiber span
causing the return to said second part of a composite back-propagating lightwave which is a surmmation of
lightwave back-propagations from a continuum of locations along the length of the span, said composite
back-propagating lightwave signal comprising a summation of multiple components including

o -

a first slanal component comprising the summation of portions of the said pseudonoise code
sequence modulated interrogation lightwave signal which the innate properties of the optical fiber
cause to backpropagate at a continuum of locations along the span, and

go ~

a second signal component comprising the modulation of said first slanal component caused by
longitudinal components of optical path changes induced into said span at a continuum oflocations
along said span by external physical signals, said second signal component further including a
corresponding set of subcomponents comprising the modulation of said first signal component by
optical path changes caused by said external signals at the respective sensing positions:

said directional coupler coupling said compasite back-propagating lightwave to said third port where if is
applied to said first input of the heterodyner;

3 ~

a second light source coupled to said second input of the lightwave heteradyner, said second light source
producing a coherent local ascillator lightwave signal in phase locked relation to said carrier lightwave
signal, said local oscillator signal being of a second predetermined wavelength which differs frarn the first
predetermined wavelength by an amount of difference small enough to produce at the output of the
heterodyner a radio frequency (rf.} composite difference beat signal, but by an amount large enough to
cause said rf. composite difference beat signal to have sufficient bandwidth to cause if to include rf.
counterparts of signal components and subcomponents of said composite back propagating Hahtwave
signal:

e -

said r.f, compasite diference beat frequency signal being coupled to an n-way splitter providing a
corresponding set of n output channels, each transmitting said rf. composite difference beat signal:

& ~~

a corresponding set of n correlation-type binary pseudoanoise cade sequence demodulators having their
respective inputs connected to the corresponding output channels of said n-way splitter through a
correspanding set of time delay circuits which respectively provide a corresponding set of predetermined
time delays in relation to said predetermined timing base of the binary pseudonaise code sequence
modulator, to establish said n desired sensing positions along said optical fiber span: and

e -

said set of correlation-type binary pseudonoise code sequence demodulators serving to conjunctively
temporally and spatially de-multiplex said r.f. compasite difference beat signal to provide at their
respective outputs rf. counterparts of the subcomponents of said second siqnal component of said
compasite back-propagating lightwave signal caused by changes in the aptical path within said optical fiber
span induced by external physical signals respectively counled to the corresponding sensing positions,

2, The reflectometer of claim L wherein:
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said innate properties of the said optical fiber material include the generation of Rayleigh aptical scattering
effects at a continuum of locations alang said optical fiber span in response to said forwardly propagating
binary pseudonoise code sequence modulated interragation lightwave.

3.3. The reflectareter of claim PT wherein said type of external physical signal which induces light path changes in
Sa

+

id optical fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave signal.

4, The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein:

& ~

said aptical fiber span is an acoustic security alarm perimeter monitoring line buried at a predetermined
depth beneath the surface of the ground;

& ~

Said acoustic pressure wave signal being caused by the vibration of the ground surface by movement of an
obiect thereon; and

& ~

said set of n sensing positians along the line farm a virtual array of n geaphones which respectively
produce substantially linear signals respectively representative of the vibrations of the surface of the
ground at corresponding sensing positions.

5. The reflectameter of claim 4 wherein the range of depths of burial of the optical fiber span beneath the surface
af the ground is of six inches to the order of one foot.

6. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein:

said aptical fiber span is of a length L: and
& ~~

said first ght source is a laser having the performance capability to generate a lightwave signal with
sufficient phase stability to substantially retain coherency in propagation along said optical fiber span for a
distance at least equal to 2 L.

7. The reflectometer of claim 6, wherein:

& =

said the length L of sald optical Aber span is at least 5.0 km,

&. The reflectometer of claim /” wherein said first light source is a planar, ring-type laser.

3, The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein said optical fiber span comprises a single-mode fiber optic cable.

iG. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein said optical fiber span comprises a fiber optic cable of the polarization
preserving type.

Li. The reflectameter of claim 3, wherein:
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said aptical fiber span has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the combined characteristics
of a low Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber; and

said coating serving to enhance the longitucinal component of strain variation derived from an acoustic
wave signal whose wave front is incident to the span from a direction at least in part having a lateral
component in the direction along which the wave frant propagates.

L2, The reflectoameter of claim i wherein:

2s

said lightwave heterodyner is of the photodetector type.

L3. The reflectorneter of claim 12 wherein:

&

said ightwave heterodyner of the photodetector type is a balanced optical detector circuit including a
matched pair of photodetectors with the composite back-propagating lightwave signal applied to each
photodetectar af the pair: and

said balanced optical detection circuit produces said rf. composite difference beat signal as a differential
current frorn the matched pair af photodetectors.

i4, The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein the continuously reiterated binary oseuconoise code sequences are
binary pseudanoise sequences wherein shifts between binary states of the signal alternatingly shift the radian
phase of the carrier between substantially 0° and substantially 180°,

iS, The reflectometer of claim L wherein said pseudonoise code sequence is a pseudorandom number (PN) code
sequence generated by a shift-register type PRN code generator.

16. The reflectorneter of clairn i, and:

&

a fixed frequency reference oscillator which produces a reference phase signal)

each phase demodulator including an I & @ quadrature demodulator having a first input for receiving said
reference phase signal and a second input for receiving an rf. counterpart of the corresponding
subcomparent of said second signal campanent of said compasite back-propagating lightwave signal, said I
& O demodulator being operative to derive from said reference phase siqnal an interim in phase signal and
an interim quadrature phase signal and to split the signal received at its second input and mix one part
thereof with the interim in phase signal and another part thereof with the interim quadrature phase signal
to provide a pair of output signals; and

each phase dernodulator further including a phase detector having a pair of inputs for receiving respectively
one and the other of said outputs of the 1 & GQ demodulator and operative to provide at the output of the
ohase demodulator said signal representative of the radian phase of the respective subcomponent of said
set of n subcomponents,
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i?, The reflectometer of claim 16, wherein sali reference phase signal produced by said fixed frequency oscillator
is used in establishing the phase locked relationship between the local oscilatar lightwave signal and the carrier
lightwave signal,

L&. The reflectameter of claim 1, wherein:

2S ~

atime period TP is required for forward propagation of said autocoarrelatable spectrum spreading signal
from the output of the source of the spectrum spreading signal to where said first ght source is
modulated, and then for the forward propagation of the derivative spread spectrum modulated
interrogation lightwave signal to the second remote end of the fiber optical span, plus the time period
required for the back propagation of a subcomponent of said composite back-propagating CW lightwave
signal produced at the remote end of the span to the input of the heterodyner, and then for the back
propagation of the derivative counterpart subcomponent of the rf. composite difference beat signal from
the output of the heterdyner fo the input of a corresponding de-spreader and de-multiniexer of said set of ni
de-spreader and de-multiplexers; and

e -

the temporal length of a single autocorreiatable spectrum spreading signal sequence of the cantinuousiy
reiterated code sequences is one of one and the other of

eo -

less than the time period TP, and
oO ~

greater than the thme period TP.

iS. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein said tyoe of external physical signal which induces light path changes in
said optical fiber span is a selected one of a group consisting of: ()} a seismic signal wherein with the media
which couples the siqnal to said optical fiber span includes at least in part the ground in which the fiber optic span
is buried: GH} an underwater sound slanal wherein the media which couples the signal to said optical fiber span
includes at least in part a body of water in which the fiber optic span is immersed; Gil an electromagnetic force
field coupled to the optical fiber span; (iv} a sianal comprising temperature variations coupled ta the optical fiber
span: and (v} at least one microphonic signal which is coupled to said optical fiber span at an at least one of said
set of m sensing positions alang the optical fiber span.

420. The reflectorneter of claim 1, wherein each of: () said coherent carrier lightwave signal: (1D said coherent
local oscillator lightwave signal: (1) said spread spectrum modulated interrogation lightwave signal: Gv) said
composite back-propagating lightwave signal: (v) said radio frequency {r.f.} composite difference beat signal:
and (vb each counterpart of said rf. counterpart of the subcomponents of said second signal component of said
composite back-propagating lightwave signal, is a continucus wave (CW) signal,

21. A system wherein, at respective sensing stations of a plurality of sensing stations along a span of optical
fiber, the system senses input signals of a type having a property of inducing Hight path changes at regions of the
span influenced by such input signals, comprising:

& =

means for Hlurninating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal:
aS ~

means for retrieving back-propagating portions of the Hlumination back propagating from a continuum of
locations along the span;

& -
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means for macdulating said CW aptical signal with a reiterative autocorrelatabie form of modulation;
2 -

means for picking off a radio frequency (7.f.) counterpart of the retrieved signal, wherein the rf.
counterpart is in phase locked synchronism with the CW optical signal:

s =

means for performing a corresponding plurality of autocorrelation detections upon said (:.f.) counterpart of
the retrieved optical signal wherein said performing of the respective autocorrelation detections of the
plurality of autocorrelation detection by said means for performing autocorrelation-detections are done in a
corresponding plurality of different timed relationships with respect to the reiterative autocarrelatable form
of modulation of the CW optical signal.

22. Signal sensing apparatus for sensing input signals at an array of a plurality of sensing stations along an
optical fiber span, wherein at respective sensing station of the array the apparatus senses input signals of a tyre
having the property of inducing light path changes within regions influenced by such input signals, said apparatus
comprising :

& ”

an optical wave network comprising a transmitter laser and a lightwave directional coupler, said network
being operative to iturninate an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal and to retrieve portions of the
iumination back-propagating from a continuum of locations along the fiber span:

& ~

a modulator operative to modulate the CW optical signal in accordance with a retterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation code;

& ~

a heterodyner which, in phase locked synchronism with said transmitter laser, receives sald retrieved back-
propagated portions of ilumination and derives therefrom a radio frequency {r.f.} counterpart: and

e -

a corresponding plurality of autocorrelation detectors aperative upon said yf. counterpart of the retrieved
optical signal in respective timed relationships of a corresponding plurality of different timed relationsips
with respect to said relterative autocorrelatable forrn of modulation code,
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Attorney Docket No. 300099 13 April 2017

N THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

Applicants: ROBERT MICHAEL PAYTON Group Art Unit: 3992
Serial No.: 14/686,161 Examiner: S. RALIS

Filed: June 16, 2015 Customer No. 134845
For: NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS

 

AMENDMENT   
 

Mail Stop Reissue
 

 
Commissioner for Patents

PO Box 1450

Alexandria, VA 22313-1450

 Dear Sir:

 Applicant’s representative

 3-month extension of

 

 

 

   
 

 
  

 
 

     
 

 

  
 

 

 

 

files this communication with a

time. Applicant’s representative hereby

authorizes the Commissioner to charge any deficiency of fees and

credit any overpayments to the Deposit Account of Record.

In response to the Office action of 18 October 2016, amend

the above-identified patent application as follows:

Amendments to the Specification: begin on page 2 of this paper.

Amendment to the Abstract: is reflected on page 14.

Amendments to the Claims: are reflected in the listing of claims

which begins on page 15 of this paper.

Amendments to the Drawings: None.

 Remarks/Arguments: begin on page 20 of this paper.
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In reply to Office Action of 18 October 2016

AMENDMENT TO THE SPECIFICATION

 Replace the title of the application at column 1, line 1, as

 
follows:
 

   
[NATURAL FIBER SPAN REFLECTOMETER PROVIDING A VIRTUAL SIGNAL          
     

      
SENSING ARRAY CAPABTI     TY] NATURAL SPAN REFLECTOMETRY WITH
   

    
SENSING ZONE SEGMENTS   
 

  Insert the following paragraph at column 1, line 3, following
  
  the title of the application, prior to the STATEMENT OF
    

    
 

GOVERNMENT INTEREST:

 This application is a continuation reissue of U.S. Patent

 Application No. 14/190,478 which is an application for reissue

 
of [U.S. Patent Application No. 11/056,630 filed February 7, 

  

  
 

2005, now] U.S. Patent No. 7,030,971 that claims the benefit of

 
 

 
a provisional application, No. 60/599,437 which was filed on 6

August 2004, and which is entitled "Continuous Rayleigh Effect

 

   
 

Sensor Backscattering Heterodyne Optical Sensor System" by

 
Robert M. Payton.

 At column 33, lines 10-37, replace the paragraph as follows:

 The details, materials, [step] steps of operation and

 
arrangement of parts herein have been described and illustrated
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Application Serial No: 14/686,161
In reply to Office Action of 18 October 2016

in order to explain the nature of

 

 

Attorney Docket No 300099

the invention. Many

modifications in these are possible by those skilled in the art

within the teachings herein of

in system 2

place prior

within

 
correlator system 23 to have the trans

otherwise.

 mechanism

 

 

 

the s

Also,

Formation the trans
  

 
 kill of

the invention.

From optical
 

to processing by programmable correlation 23, it

For example, while

to r.f. signal takes

is
   

the art to design optical receiver 15 and

 

as an alternat
 

ive to

for phase locking laser 3 and 45,

formation take place

the previously described

the laser optical

wave on an optical path 39 can be passed through an

acousticoptic modulator,
 

di   
 

 be

 
Doppler shit

the so-called

the acoustioptical

frequency equivalent to

 

sometimes called a

translated into a sound wave in the acoust

 

   
 

Bragg shifted-di

[modudulator

 
optically generated lightwave,

 
phase

becomes the

15.

in

 of

understood that

locked laser 45,

An acousto-optical

optical path 39 can

coherent opt

local oscilla

   
ly

th  for

frequency shii

fFfracted opt

 

 

fted by an impinging-driving RF wave,

 

the phase locked laser 45.

ent

Bragg Cell.

to-optic modulator,

The

fFfracted optical wave exiting the acousto-optic modulator will

that is

and

 
tical wave will exit

] modulator with an optical

The acousto-

the  
 

at an equival

is sent along optical

 

 

fFted version of

 
r

 
replac

25 of

the phase locked

frequency of

pathway 13 and

tor input to heterodyne photoreceiver

 
the light

  
light

tical source 45. Accordingly it is to be

ct changes may be made by those skilled in the art
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 within the principle and scope of

the appended claims.

At column 18,

 paragraph as follows:

Re 3. Local oscillator  fer to FIG.

oscillator lightwave. The local os

 
 

from local oscillator laser, 45,
 

beamsplitter, 43.

 the smaller portion of power of

optical pathway, 41. Optical path,

the local oscillator 1i portion of

 
35. The

line 64 to column 19,

The optical coupler,

local

Attorney Docket No 300099

the inventions expressed in

line 32, replace the

laser, 45, generates a local

cillator lightwave propagates

to optical coupler or
 

the  43, splits o
 

oscillator lightwave into

 
41, propagates the smaller

ghtwave to the phase locking

  
 

means optical receiver,

the local

larger portion of the power of   
oscillator lightwave is

43, and passed to optical path 13.

 
propagates the larger portion of t

to optical receiver, 15. The phase

 

     
receiver, 35, receives and interfe

lightwave from optical pathway, 39

lightwave from optical pathway 41. 
 the reference lightwaves from lase

electrical output which is a radio

33.pathway, The electrical output

 of

split off by optical coupler

Optical pathway, 13, 
he local oscillator lightwave

locking means optical

res the transmitter laser

 
, and the local oscillator

 The receiver 35 interferes

rs 3 and 45 producing an

 frequency wave on electrical

, 33, provides an electronic

25
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  beat frequency which directly indicates the difference in

 

 

optical frequency and phase between lasers [1] 3 and 45. Phase

locking circuitry 31,

 
employing a conventional phase lock loop

 

 mechanism, controls the difference in frequency between laser 1

 
 

   
  and 45 and phase locks the two lasers to a fixed frequency and
 

phase relationship as indicated by the dashed line between

circuitry 31 and local
 

  difference is Aw as discussed early in the text. The purpose of
 

 oscillator laser 45. The radian frequency
 

 

   
the laser phase locking means is to insure that the local

 
oscillator lightwave traveling on optical path, 13, into optical

 receiver, 15, has the proper phase and frequency relationship to

 
 the composite lightwave on optical pathway, 11. It is to be

appreciated that the phase locking mechanism also acts

cooperatively with phase demodulator system 66 to be described

later herein. Conventionally, a common master clock oscillator

  311, FIG. 7 provides the timing base for both phase locking

circuitry 31 and an I  & Q demodulator 300, FIG. 7.

 At column 29, lines 12-60, replace the paragraph as follows:

 

 
 

The example programmable phase differencer implementation shown

as part 99 of FIG.  
  

FIG. 3. Refer to FI   

12 corresponds to part 99 shown as a block in

G. 12. The plurality (which upwardly may

  include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of demodulated
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Signals proportional to optical signal phases 9), 9 .. @, are

input into the programmable phase signal switching and routing

 
network 701 via electrical paths 71, 73 and 75, respectively.
 

  
 
 

Network 701 programmably selects on a basis of timed relation to

 code generator 53 and routes on a basis of conventional "hold-in
 

  memory" and "transfer-from-memory", a plurality (which upwardly
 

  may include a very large number, for instance 5,000) of pairs of
 

 
phase signals onto a plurality (which upwardly may include a

   very large number, for instance 5,000) of pairs of electronic
 

 paths 711 and 713, 731 and 733 and 751 and 753. The plurality of 
 routed pairs of phase signals are applied to the corresponding

of subtracters 715, 735 and 755 as shown on FIG. 12. The 

  plurality of phase pairs on electronic pairs of paths 711 and
 

713, 731 and 733, and 751 and 753 are subtracted by subtracters 
 

  
 

715, [735] 755 and 753, respectively, and the differential

 
 

Signal are outputted on a corresponding plurality of electrical

 
paths 91, 93 and 95 respectively. The following description

 

  

   focuses on the differencing channel output on electrical path
 

  91, it being understood that the modes of operation of other
 

  
  differencing channels in network 701 are the same. Programmable
 

phase switching and routing network 701 selects one of the phase

  
  Signals on one of the plurality of electrical paths 71, 73 or 75

 
and routes the signal to electrical path 711. The signal on

electrical path 711 is selected to be proportional to %; (where j
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 is of

the phase signals on one of

electronic pat

  
electrical pat

selected to be proportional to ® (where k is of

n). The signal on el

Signal on electrical

subtracter 715 is passed on via elec

proportional to A®,,,

the set 1,2

ths 71,

 
th 713.

 

"Phase Di   
 

 
fferencing" of
 

    EMBODIMENT.  

nh

The

ectrical

). Network 701

 the other o

73 or 75 and routes

 Signal of elec

Attorney Docket No 300099

 also selects another of

   
 f the plurality o
 

   
the signal to

trical path 713 is
 

 
path 711i

 

 
path

this DESCRIPT

 
713 by subtracter 715.

 
hereinabove discus

 set 1,2

 s subtracted from the

 The output of

trical path 91 and is

 sed in subsection 3(f ry ~~

 

     
  

selection

Employing

 

 

other di  Fferential
 

95. This may include a very 
signals,

described type of

 755 any of

signal

At column 24,

Refer to FI 

signals enter the photodetector

and 103 which are extensions of

for inst

 

 

ance 5000.

circuitry

other well-known

lines 29-47,

Like parts correspond

this mode,

from optical signal phases %,, % ..

phase outputs on electrical paths 91,

ON OF THE PREFERRED    
 

 
network 701 programmably makes

to provide

 
93 and

 

  Fferential
 

large number of di phase

  

  forms of

As an alternative to

employing subtracters 715,

the just

735 and   
 Fferential

 

[my]may be employed.

 
 

 

producing a di

replace the paragraph as

to like numbers.

 

 follows:

Optical

 
sub-system via optical paths 101

the paths 11 and 13 in the case
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optical coupler or beamsplitter,

107 is composite signal comprised of half the optical power of
 

  
 

path 101 and half of the optical

 

Attorney Docket No 300099

 of receiver 15, and (not shown) of paths 39 and 44 in the case

of subsystem 35. The optical signals are equally split by

105. The optical signal on path
 

   
 

power arriving on [pate] path

103, The optical signal on path 107 is illuminated on optical

  
detector 111. The photo-current of optical detector 111 flows

 

 
into electrical conductor 115. Likewise, the optical signal on

   
  

 
path 109 is comprised of half the optical power on path 101 and

 

 

  

 

 
half of the optical power on path 103. The optical signal on
 

path 109 is illuminated on optical detector 113. The photo-
 

 current of optical detector 113

   
 flows out of electrical

 

   
 conductor 115. Therefore the phot

 
 to-currents of optical detectors

111 and 113 are subtracted at electrical conductor or node 115.

 At column 24, lines 48-59, replace the paragraph as follows:

Photo-detectors 111 and 113 are precisely matched in

 
 responsivity. The differential photocurrent on electrical
 

  
  conductor 115 is input into pre-amplifier 117, [amplifier] and

is passed to electrical output 119. The differential nature of 
  

    
 

 

 the photo-detection rejects either of the self-optical

  
 

interference power of the signals on paths 101 and 103 and

 
 

receives only the cross-interfer nce power between the two

f 25 
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optical signals on paths 101 and 1
  

detector architecture is called a balanced heterodyne optical
   

Attorney Docket No 300099

03. This particular optical

  
detection scheme. The scheme is 3 dB more sensitive than all

other heterodyne optical detection

 
 distinct advantage of rejecting lo

  
  methods and offers the
 

cal oscillator noise.

 

At column 25, lines 14-45, replac

 Refer to FIG. 6. The composite rad

 
 

 the paragraph as follows:

  io frequency signal, or r.f.

composite reference beat signal, which electronically represents

  
the received time-delay multiplexed optical signal, or composite

 
ial back-propagation CW lightwave,

 
p(t), is input into the

correlator system, 23, at electrical input 21. The composite

 radio frequency signal is n-way split with power splitter 203

into a plurality (which upwardly may include a very large

 
 number, for instance 5,000) of electronic pathways including

211, 213 and 215. The master correlation code, c(t), is input

 
into the correlator system, 23, at

correlation code is distributed to

electrical input 54. The  
 such a plurality of

 
 

programmable delay circuits including 221, 223 and 225. Each     
programmable delay circuit delays the master correlation code by

 
the delay required to decode/demultiplex each time-delay 
multiplexed channel. The plurality

circuits including 221, 223 and 225 output a plurality of

 

 
 of programmable delay
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delayed correlation codes including those on electrical pathways

 
231, 233, and [225] 235 respectively. The corresponding

 
 

plurality of delayed correlation codes including those on

 
electrical pathways 231, 233 and 235 are multiplied by a

 corresponding plurality of multipliers (or balanced mixers)

including 241, 243 and 245 associated with electrical pathways

 251, 253, and 235, respectively, by the radio frequency signal

 on the plurality of electronic pathways including 211, 213 and
 

 215 which are amplified by a corresponding plurality of

  
 amplifiers including [261]161, 263 and 265, respectively, to

 produce the corresponding plurality of outputs including 01, Oo,

  and O, (on lines 61, 63 and 65) respectively. Each of the outputs

therefore produces the corresponding demultiplexed signal which

 
 is time-gated by the corresponding time-delay of the correlation

 
  
 

code. The correlator system 23 of FIG. 6 is an example

 
implementation of the correlation system, 23, of FIG. 3.  

 

At column 21, line 59 through column 22, line 2, replace the

 paragraph as follows:

 It is to be appreciated that system 2 is operating in the spread

spectrum transmission and reception mode. Namely, by providing

optical interrogation light wave, Ep(t), with modulation by the

 
correlation code, c(t), the continuous wave carrier signal is

10 of 25 
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temporally structured into a spread spectrum interrogation
 

lightwave which continuously reiterates autocorrelatable code

 sequences. Then after correlation system provides an appropriate

 time of delay the correlator system [26] 23 correlates the 
 backscattered light wave E,(t) with the same output, c(t), of

code generator 53, de-spreading the spread spectrum signal.

At column 20, line 48 to line 58, replace the paragraph as

 follows:

   Refer to FIG. 3. The composite radio frequency signal on

 
electrical path, 21, is input into the correlator system, 23.

 
The correlator system delays the master correlation code

 
generator output, [51,] an appropriate amount and correlates the

 
 delayed correlation code with the composite radio frequency

Signal. This produces electrical outputs O01, O2 ... Og

corresponding to signals Si, So... Sp, in turn corresponding to

spatial delays In, lo... Lz. The spatial delays I, lo... Lp, are

arbitrary and programmable. The electrical output 01 corresponds

  
 

to B(t, li) referred to in the preceding subsection 2(a).

At column 20, line 59 to column 21, line 27, replace the

 paragraph as follows:

11 of 25 
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The correlation process is well understood in the literature.   
The signal that represents the backscattered optical wave in

 
array, 9, that is passed from the optical receiver 15, to the

   
  correlator system 23, contains all of the information for all
 

sensors or channels Si, So... Sp at once on the electronic signal

 path 21 entering the correlator 23. Because the backscattered

composite signal is modulated with the correlation code by
   

modulator 5, the backscattered light is time structured with the

  
 time structure of the correlation code. Because the correlation

code is selected to have special autocorrelation code

properties, the time structure of the correlation codes allows

   
 an electronic representation of the backscattered light at

positions Iy, Ile... Ly, to be obtained via the correlation process

  in the correlator 23. In a preferred embodiment of the invention

 
the master code generator 53 is a shift register type

  
 pseudorandom number (PRN) code generator and each correlator of

the set 23 would be a correlation type demodulator herein later

described in greater depth. Code generator 53 may alternatively

be embodied as a binary sequence having transorthogonal

autocorrelation properties (binary pseudonoise sequence) and

 
 each correlator would then be a correlation-type demodulator for

demodulating a binary pseudonoise sequence, whose implementation

 
 

would be understood by those of skill in the art. The correlator

 
 uses the reference correlation code from correlation code

12 of 25 
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generator, 53, which is passed via an electronic path [51] to

 
the correlator, 23, as a "golden ruler” enabling sorting out by

 
temporal and spatial domain demultiplexing electronic 

 representations of the backscattering optical signals at sensors

 or channels Si, So... Sp. Various delayed versions of the

correlation code are multiplied by the composite signal with all

  
 of the sensor or channel signals present simultaneously, from

 
electronic path 21 so that the electronic representations of the 

 
 sensors or channels Si, Se... Sp are output from the correlator,

23 on signals O1, Of... O, with respect to the index.

13 of 25 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE ABSTRACT

 Please replace the abstract with the following replacement

abstract:

 A distributed sensing system for an optical fiber span wherein
  

the geometric arrangement of the span provides one or more

    sensing zones with different sensitivities. The span is
 

interrogated with a series of radiated optical pulses. The

  
 backscattered signals are detected from positions along the

 optical fiber span and the received signals are processed to

 
 

provide a measurement representative of acoustic pressure waves

 
incident on the span at the positions.

14 of 25 
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AMENDMENTS TO THE CLAIMS

 This listing of claims will replace all prior versions, and

 
 listings, of claims in the application:
 

Listing of Claims

  
 

1 - 22, (Canceled)

23. (New) A system comprising:

a span of optical fiber having sensing zone segments  
 wherein signals incident to said span have a property

 of inducing light path changes at sensing zone

segments that result in a back-propagating signal

wherein each zone segment has a specialized sensing

 function;

a light source operative to provide a continuous wave (CW)

optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW optical signal

 
with a reiterative autocorrelatable form of  

modulation, said modulator providing the modulated CW

 optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and capable of  

receiving a retrieved optical signal returned

 therefrom, wherein the retrieved optical signal

15 of 25 
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comprises bac

 
illumination

operative

 
counterpart

and

a processor operative

24, (New

 
segment of 
25. (New

autocorrelatable

to produce a radio

 Signal offF the retrieved optical

form of 
 

  
  
 

 

Attorney Docket No 300099

k-propagating portions of

from sensing zone segments,

 

to detect a reitera

modulation

frequency

the 

Said receiver

(r.f£.)

 
signal;

Live

 

 

 
 
 

from the

 

 
 

counterpart signal in a corresponding plurality of

different timed relationships with respect to the

reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal for each

zone segment.

 The system of claim 23,

  

wherein at least one zone

said span is helically disposed.

 The system of claim 23, wherein said span has a

length L and said light source is a laser having the capability

to generate a lightwave signal with suf

retain coherency in propagation along said span

 

  
 

at least equal to two times the length L..

26. (New)
 

The system of claim 25,

span is at least about 5 km.

16 of 

wherein the

25

ficient stability CO

  
for a distance

said length L of
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27. (New — currently amended)

said light source is a laser.

 28. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of

  

 

 29, (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of

  
 

 
fiber.

 30. (New) The system of claim 23, wherein said span of

 

  

Attorney Docket No 300099

 The system of claim 23,

 

fiber comprises a single mode fiber optic cable.

 

 

 

combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus and a

 Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber,

 

 

wherein

optical

optical

fiber is made from the polarization preserving type of optical

optical

fiber has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the

wherein the

coating enhances the longitudinal component of strain variation

 derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wave front is

incident to the optical fiber span

 
part having a lateral component in

 wave front propagates.

 

 
from a direction at l 

 

east in

the direction along which the

31. (New) A method for sensing comprising the steps of:

 providing a span of optical fiber wherein signals i ncident
 

to the span induce light

 segments of the span responsive to the signals

 

resulting in a back-propagating signal;

17 of 25

t path changes at sensing zone
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illuminating the span with a modulated continuous wave (CW)

optical signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable

 
 form of modulation;
 

 receiving a retrieved optical signal from the span, wherein

the retrieved optical signal comprises a

  backpropagating portions of the illumination from

locations along the span in response to induced light

path changes;

producing a radio frequency (r.f.) counterpart signal of   

the retrieved optical signal; and

 
detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable form oi   

 
 modulation from the counterpart signal in a

 
  corresponding plurality of different timed    

relationships with respect to the reiterative 
  autocorrelatable form of modulation of the CW optical

  
 

signal to provide signals from sensing zone segments

 of said span.

  32, (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said step of

providing the span includes providing at least one sensing zone

segment of the span in a helical disposition. 

 
 33. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein the span of optical 

 

fiber span has a length L, and the light source is a laser 

18 of 25 
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having the capability to generate a lightwave signal with
   

  sufficient stability to substantially retain coherency in
 

 
 propagation along the span for a distance at least equal to two

times length L.

 34. (New) The method of claim 33, wherein the length L of said 

span is at least about 5 km.

 35. (New — Currently Amended) The method of claim 31, wherein

said light source is a laser.

  36. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

  fiber comprises a single mode fiber optic cable.

  37. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

  fiber is made from the polarization preserving type of optical

 
fiber.

  38. (New) The method of claim 31, wherein said span of optical

 fiber has a coating made of a thermoplastic material having the

  
combined characteristics of a low Young's modulus anda

 Poisson's ratio below that of natural rubber, wherein the

 

 coating enhances the longitudinal component of strain variation

 
 derived from an acoustic wave signal whose wave front is

incident to the optical fiber span from a direction at least in  
part having a lateral component in the direction along which the

 wave front propagates.
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REMARKS / ARGUMENTS

Claims 23-38 are currently pending in the application. No

claims have been allowed. Claims 23-38 are rejected. Claims

 23-38 were entered by preliminary amendment. None of these new

claims are amended by this response.

The Application supports the claims as presented. The

amendments submitted herein do not introduce new matter.

These rejections and objections submitted in the Office

  
 
 

action are respectfully traversed in view of these amendments

   
 
 

  
and remarks that follow.

 

Litigation

  The patent for which the reissue has been filed is involved

 in litigation. As such, it is believed that prosecution of this

   

  
 

reissue application is suspended after the filing of this

response.

Application Data Sheet

  An corrected ADS will be filed to properly identify the

  
  
 

domestic benefit information of the '768 Reissue Proceedings as

 both a continuation of the '478 Proceedings and a reissue  
 application of the '971 patent.
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The Reissue Oath/Declaration is Not Defective

 The Applicant respectfully disagrees that the
 

ficient.  is insuf
 

  identifies an error,

withdrawn.

Objections to the Specification

The Applicant believes that the Amendments

 Specification address the objections.  
 respectfully requests

Objections to the Drawings

 

 
As such,

The Applicant has stated an error

and respectfully requests the

CO

the objections be withdrawn.

sta

tha

obj

the

ted error

 
ection be

the Applicant

The Applicant respectfully submits that the drawings comply

 

 

with 37 C.F.R. 1.84 (p) (4).

amendments to the specification address the objec

submits that the same reference numbers are used
   

 

 the same parts.

objections be withdrawn.

The Applicant respectfully request

 
The Applicant hereby submits that the

tion and/or

to designate

t that these

The Nov 2015 Claim Amendment Complies with 37 CFR 1.173(c)

 The Applicant respectfully submits that the Nov 2015 claim

amendments comply with 37 CFR 1.173(c)

the rejection be withdrawn.

 
The Applicant

and respec

respec

  
 fication clari
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for the statement in the Of 
 

 

ul ly request
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that “The Nov 2015 Remarks at 10 purports to include such an

  explanation of support for the changes made in the Nov 2015

 Claim Amendment, but do not fully address the new claims.

Lexicographic Definitions

 The Applicant submits that the specification clearly

  
  defines specific terms.

The Claims are Not Broadened

The Applicant submits that the claim amendments are not

  directed at enlarging the scope of the patent and respectfully

requests the rejection be withdrawn.

Light Source is not New Matter

 It is well known that a laser is a light source.

Claims 23-38 Comply With § 112, First and Second Paragraph

The Applicant respectfully disagrees with the Examiner’s

 

 
 

  
arguments and respectfully submits that a laser is a light

 
    

source. The Applicant also herein amends claims as shown above.

 Applicant respectfully regquests the rejections be withdrawn.
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Double Patenting

The Applicant respecti

 ma

 Kersey

Claims 23-

35 U.S.C. § 102 (b)

al

the rejection.
  

or suggest

 
autocorrelatable

(US Patent No.

tter is indicated.

25,

6,

Among other diff

the recitation

 

and 3]

as all

form o1

 

Does Not Anticipate Claims 23-25,

 
285,

fully requests

legedly being ant

806).

 

  

Attorney Docket No

and 31-33

1-33 stand rejected under

 
 Applicant respectfully

  
rences, Kersey does not
 

 for

 
 

in a corresponding plurality of

with respect to the reit

 modulation of

 
 

“detect

fF modulation f

a reiterative

 
 

  
 

the CW opt
 
 

 

  
   
 

   
 

terative autocorrelatable

di

 
 form of

300099

the nonstatutory double

tenting rejections be held in abeyance until allowable subject

ticipated by Kersley et

CLraverses

t teach

rom the counterpart signal

fferent timed relationships

 
 

  

tical signal to give at least one signal

for each zone segment” as recited in claim 23 or the recitation

 of claim 31 for “detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable form

of modulation from the counterpart signal in a corresponding

plurality of different timed relationships with respect to the

 
reiterative autocorrelatable

optical signal to provide signals

said span.”

For at least

 
 form of  modulation of 
 

 
t the reasons presented herein,
 

disclose all ofF the   features of
 

23 of

 from sensing zone segments of

the Cw

 

Kersey does not

the claims. Accordingly,
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Applicant submits that

and 31-33, and respect

  
the § 102 rejections.

 

Attorney Docket No 300099

t Kersey does not anticipatte claims 23-25,

   
fully requests that the Of fice withdraw 

 

35 U.S.C. § 103(a) Rejections for Claims 26-30, and 34-38

Claims 26-30,

independent claims. As discussed above,

anticipated by Kersey,

 
cited document. Therefore,

allowable over the cit

dependency from an allowable base claim,

 
additional features that each recit

Accordingly,
 

  

 

and are there!

and 34-38 ultimately depend

claims 26-30,

Applicant respec

 

 ted document of record for

from one of  

claims 23 and 31 are not

Fore allowable over the

and 34-38 are also

at least their
 

 
Ces.

  
 

Office withdraw the § 103 rejections.
 

Conclusion

For at least the

in condition  

 foregoing reasons,

for allowance. Applicant respect! 

 

 and also for the

tfully requests that the

all pending claims are

fully requests

reconsideration and prompt issuance of the application.
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If any issues remain that would prevent allowance of this 

application, Applicant requests that the Examiner contact the

undersigned representative before issuing a_subsequent Action.

 Respectfully submitted,
 

  ROBERT MICHAEL PAYTON  
 

  

    
  

13 April 2017 By/JAMES M. KASISCHKE/
JAMES M. KASISCHKE

Attorney of Record

Reg. No. 36562
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a

Filing Fees for Utility under 35 USC 111(a)

Sub-Total in

USD(S)

Basic Filing:

Description Fee Code Quantity

Miscellaneous-Filing:

Patent-Appeals-and-Interference:

Post-Allowance-and-Post-Issuance:

Extension-of-Time:
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National Stage of an International Application under 35 U.S.C. 371
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an internationalfiling date (see PCT Article 11 and MPEP 1810), a Notification of the International Application Number
and of the International Filing Date (Form PCT/RO/105)will be issued in due course, subject to prescriptions concerning
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This collection of information is required by 37 CFR 1.16. The information is required to obtain or retain a benefit by the public whichisto file (and by the USPTOto
process) an application. Confidentiality is governed by 35 U.S.C. 122 and 37 CFR 1.14. This collection is estimated to take 12 minutes to complete, including gathering,
preparing, and submitting the completed application form to the USPTO. Time will vary depending upon the individual case. Any comments on the amountoftime you
require to complete this form and/or suggestions for reducing this burden, should be sent to the Chief Information Officer, U.S. Patent and TrademarkOffice, U.S.
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Application No. Applicant(s)

 14/686,161 PAYTON, ROBERT M

Office Action Summary Examiner Art Unit AIA (First Inventor to File)
StephenJ. Ralis 3992 No 

-- The MAILING DATEof this communication appears on the cover sheet with the correspondence address--
Period for Reply

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR REPLYIS SET TO EXPIRE 3 MONTHS FROM THE MAILING DATE OF

THIS COMMUNICATION.Extensions of time may be available under the provisions of 37 CFR 1.136(a). In no event, however, may a reply be timely filed
after SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.

- If NO period for reply is specified above, the maximum statutory period will apply and will expire SIX (6) MONTHS from the mailing date of this communication.
- Failure to reply within the set or extended period for reply will, by statute, cause the application to become ABANDONED (35 U.S.C. § 133).

Any reply received by the Office later than three months after the mailing date of this communication, evenif timely filed, may reduce any
earned patent term adjustment. See 37 CFR 1.704(b).

Status

1) Responsive to communication(s) filed on 6/16/2015.
L] A declaration(s)/affidavit(s) under 37 CFR 1.130(b) was/were filedon___

2a)L] This action is FINAL. 2b)X] This action is non-final.
3)L] An election was made bythe applicant in responseto a restriction requirementset forth during the interview on

; the restriction requirement and election have been incorporated into this action.

4)L] Sincethis application is in condition for allowance except for formal matters, prosecution as to the merits is
closed in accordancewith the practice under Ex parte Quayle, 1935 C.D. 11, 453 O.G. 213.

Disposition of Claims*

5)K] Claim(s) 23-38 is/are pendingin the application.
5a) Of the above claim(s) is/are withdrawn from consideration.

6)L] Claim(s)___is/are allowed.
7) Claim(s) 23-38 is/are rejected.
8)L] Claim(s)___ is/are objectedto.
9)L] Claim(s) are subjectto restriction and/or election requirement.

* If any claims have been determined allowable, you may beeligible to benefit from the Patent Prosecution Highway program at a

participating intellectual property office for the corresponding application. For more information, please see
nito:/www.uspte.dovi

 

atenis/init_ eventss/    nvindex.isp or send an inquiry to PPHfeecback@uspto.aoy.

Application Papers

10)X] The specification is objected to by the Examiner.
11)KX] The drawing(s)filed on 6/16/2015 is/are: a)[_] accepted or b)[X] objected to by the Examiner.

Applicant may not request that any objection to the drawing(s) be held in abeyance. See 37 CFR 1.85(a).

Replacement drawing sheet(s) including the correction is required if the drawing(s) is objected to. See 37 CFR 1.121(d).

Priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119

12)L] Acknowledgment is madeof a claim for foreign priority under 35 U.S.C. § 119(a)-(d) or (f).
Certified copies:

a)LJ All b)[] Some** c)L] None ofthe:
1.) Certified copies of the priority documents have beenreceived.
2.L] Certified copies of the priority documents have been received in Application No.
3.L] Copies of the certified copies of the priority documents have been receivedin this National Stage

application from the International Bureau (PCT Rule 17.2(a)).

““ See the attached detailed Office action fora list of the certified copies not received.

Attachment(s)

1) X Notice of References Cited (PTO-892) 3) TC Interview Summary (PTO-413)
. . Paper No(s)/Mail Date.

2) CT] Information Disclosure Statement(s) (PTO/SB/08a and/or PTO/SB/08b) 4) O Other —_

 
Paper No(s)/Mail Date 

U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
PTOL-326 (Rev. 11-13) Office Action Summary Part of Paper No./Mail Date 20160725
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Application/Control Number: 14/686,161 Page 2

Art Unit: 3992

DETAILED ACTION

Theinstant application is being examined underthe pre-AIAfirst to invent provisions.

In the event the determination of the status of the application as subject to AIA 35 U.S.C.

102 and 103 (or as subject to pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 102 and 103) is incorrect, any correction of the

statutory basis for the rejection will not be considered a new groundofrejection if the prior art

relied upon, and the rationale supporting the rejection, would be the same undereither status.

I. Priority

Applicant filed the instant continuation reissue’ application 14/686,161 (‘161 RI

Proceedings”) on 16 June 2015 of a U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/190,478 (““478 Reissue

Proceedings”), filed 26 February 2014, for U.S. Application No. 11/056,630 (" ‘630

Proceedings"), now U.S. Patent No. 7,030,971 (971 patent’’), issued 07 February 2005, which

claimspriority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application 60/599,437, filed 06 August 2004.

Thus, the Examiner concludes that the ’971 patent claims a domestic priority date of 06

August 2004.

II. Claim Status

The Examinerfinds that the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings include a preliminary amendment

to the ‘971 patentfiled 24 November 2015 (“Nov 2015 Preliminary Amendment"). The Nov

2015 Preliminary Amendmentincludes a “Remarks” (“Nov 2015 Remarks’), “Amendmentto

the Claims” (“Nov 2015 Claim Amendment’), and “Amendments to the Specification” (“Nov

' The Examinerfinds that the Nov 2015 Spec Amendmentindicates that the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings“is a
continuation reissue of U.S. Patent Application No. 14/190,478 which is an application for reissue of U.S. Patent
7,030,971....” (Nov 2015 Spec Amendmentat 2).

Reissue — Non Final Office Action Part ofPaper No. 20160725
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Application/Control Number: 14/686,161 Page 3

Art Unit: 3992

2015 Spec Amendment’). The Nov 2015 Spec Amendmentincludes a new Title, new Abstract,

and modifies the Applicationsfiling status to correct the priority of the ‘161 Reissue

Proceedings. The Nov 2015 Claim Amendmentcancels claims 1-22 and adds new claims 23-38.

The claim status is as follows:

Claims 1-22 (Original and Canceled)

Claims 23-38 (New)

Thus, the Examiner concludesthat claims 23-38 are pending (“Pending Claims’’) in the

‘161 Reissue Proceedings. Claims 23-38 are examined (“Examined Claims’’).

HT, Reissue Requirements

For reissue applications filed before September 16, 2012, all references to 35 U.S.C. 251

and 37 CFR 1.172, 1.175, and 3.73 are to the law andrules in effect on September 15, 2012.

Where specifically designated, these are “pre-AIA”provisions.

For reissue applications filed on or after September 16, 2012, all references to 35 U.S.C.

251 and 37 CFR 1.172, 1.175, and 3.73 are to the current provisions.

Applicant is reminded of the continuing obligation under 37 CFR 1.178(b),to timely

apprise the Office of any prior or concurrent proceeding in which the ’9710 patent is or was

involved. These proceedings would include interferences, reissues, reexaminations, and

litigation.

Applicantis further reminded of the continuing obligation under 37 CFR 1.56, to timely

apprise the Office of any information which is material to patentability of the claims under

consideration in this reissue application.

Reissue — Non Final Office Action Part ofPaper No. 20160725
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Application/Control Number: 14/686,161 Page 4

Art Unit: 3992

These obligations rest with each individual associated with the filing and prosecution of

this application for reissue. See also MPEP §§ 1404, 1442.01 and 1442.04.

IV. Application Data Sheet

The application data sheet (ADS) filed on 24 November 2015 (“Nov 2015 ADS”) is

objected to because the Nov 2015 ADSdoes not properly identify the domestic benefit

information of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings as both a continuation of the “478 Proceedings and

a reissue application of the ‘971 patent (emphasis added). See the Reissue Application Filing

Guide at http://www.uspto.gov/sites/default/files/forms/uspto_reissue_ads_guide_Sept2014.pdf

for more information andin particular see the screen shot on page 10 given the sample facts

presented on page 9. The corrected ADS should comply with 37 CFR 1.76(c)(2), which requires

that any changes to an ADSbeidentified with markings (underline for addition, strike through

for deletion).

Applicant should additionally file, as a paper separate from its next response, a Request

for Corrected Filing Receipt. This is the best way to ensure that these changes are acted upon

and corrected by the appropriate official.

V. Reissue Oath/Declaration

The reissue oath/declaration filed with the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings is defective because

it does not specifically identify an error with reference to the particular claim(s) and claim

language in which the error is found. See 37 CFR 1.175 and MPEP§ 1414.

Reissue — Non Final Office Action Part ofPaper No. 20160725
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Application/Control Number: 14/686,161 Page 5

Art Unit: 3992

The reissue oath/declaration filed on 16 June 2015 (“June 2015 Declaration”’) states the at

least one error which the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings is based on the failure “to claim aspects of

the indention related to sensing gone segments on a span optical fiber wherein the zone segments

have specialized sensing functions.” (June 2015 Declaration). The Examinerfindsthat the at

least one error relied upon by Applicantis insufficient in that the June 2015 Declaration does not

identify a single word, phrase, or expression in the specification or in an original claim, and how

it renders the original patent wholly or partly inoperative or invalid. (See MPEP § 1414.11).

VI. Objectionsto the Specification

The Nov 2015 Spec Amendment does not comply with 37 CFR 1.173(b) and is objected

to because the deleted text is not enclosed in brackets and the new matter added to the Abstractis

not underlined as set forth in 37 CFR 1.173(d). (See MPEP § 1453).

The Nov 2015 Spec Amendmentis further objected to because the first sentence of the

specification does not contain sufficient notification stating that more than one reissue

application has been filed and identifying each of the reissue applications by relationship,

application numberandfiling date as set forth in 37 CFR 1.177(a). (See MPEP § 1451).

The specification is objected to as failing to provide proper antecedentbasis for the

claimed subject matter. See 37 CFR 1.75(d)(1) and MPEP§ 608.01(0). Correction of the

following is required: The Examinerfinds that claims 27 and 35 recite “‘said/the light source is a

planar, ring-type laser.” The Examinerfinds that the ‘971 patent has insufficient antecedent

basis for a light source being a planar, ring type laser (emphasis added).

In addition, the disclosure is objected to because ofat least the following informalities:

Reissue — Non Final Office Action Part ofPaper No. 20160725
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“lasers 1 and 45” in c.19, 11.17-19 should read —lasers 3 and 45-;

“735, respectively, and the... in c.29, 1. 32 should read —755, respectively, andthe.... —;

reference character “99” in c.23, 1.60 should be bolded;

“pate 103”in c.24, 1.38 should read —path 103--;

"pre-amplifier 117, amplifier and is...” in c.24, 1.50 should read -the pre-amplifier 117

andis... —}

“paths 101 and 103”in c.24, 1.55 should read —optical paths 101 and 103-; and

“electrical pathways 231, 233, 225 respectively.” in c.25, 1.30 should read —electrical

pathways 231, 233, 235 respectively.—.

While the above informalities are utilized to illustrate examples of informalities present

throughout the disclosure of the ‘971 patent, the Examinerfinds that the ‘971 patentis replete

with such typos andincorrect element to Figure mappings. So as to avoid further specification

objection issues and to provide clear and consistent language throughout the “971 patent, the

Examiner suggests that Applicant evaluate the ‘971 patent and amend accordingly.

Appropriate correction is required.

VI. Objections to the Drawing

The drawings are objectedto as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4) because

99 66

reference character “9” has been used to designate “fiber span’, “ROSEfiber optic array”, “optic

99 ee 99 66

fiber or medium”’, “optical fiber span’, “span”, and “fiber”; reference character “15” has been

39 66

used to designate “optical receiver’, “receiver’’, “heterodyne optical receiver”, and “signal”;

99 66

reference character “23” has been used to designate “a single set of correlators”, “correlator
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99 ee

system”,
99 66

correlator circuit”, “correlator”, “the set” and “programmable correlation”; and

39 66

reference character “53” has been used to designate “a correlation code generator’, “master

39 66 39 66

correlating code generator’, “generator”, “PRN code generator” and “code generator”

Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to

the Office action to avoid abandonmentof the application. Any amended replacement drawing

sheet should includeall of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet,

even if only one figure is being amended. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of

an application must be labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet’ or “New Sheet”

pursuant to 37 CFR 1.121(d). If the changesare not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will

be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The

objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance.

The drawings are objectedto as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(4) because

reference characters "23" and "26" have both been used to designate the correlator system.

Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to the Office

action to avoid abandonmentofthe application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet should

includeall of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet, even if only one

figure is being amended. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of an application

mustbe labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet” pursuant to 37

CFR 1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will be notified and

informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The objection to the

drawingswill not be held in abeyance.
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The drawings are objectedto as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they

do not include the following reference sign(s) mentioned in the description: “261”in c.25, 1.38 of

‘971 patent. Corrected drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply

to the Office action to avoid abandonmentof the application. Any amended replacement drawing

sheet should includeall of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet,

even if only one figure is being amended. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of

an application must be labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet”

pursuant to 37 CFR 1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will

be notified and informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The

objection to the drawings will not be held in abeyance.

The drawingsare objectedto as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they

include the following reference character(s) not mentioned in the description: “251”, “253” and

“255” in Figure 6 are not disclosed in the Specification. Corrected drawing sheets in compliance

with 37 CFR 1.121(d), or amendmentto the specification to add the reference character(s) in the

description in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(b) are required in reply to the Office action to

avoid abandonmentof the application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet should include

all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet, even if only onefigure is

being amended. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of an application must be

labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet” pursuant to 37 CFR

1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will be notified and
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informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The objection to the

drawingswill not be held in abeyance.

The drawings are objectedto as failing to comply with 37 CFR 1.84(p)(5) because they

do not include the following reference sign(s) mentionedin the description: “51”. Corrected

drawing sheets in compliance with 37 CFR 1.121(d) are required in reply to the Office action to

avoid abandonmentof the application. Any amended replacement drawing sheet should include

all of the figures appearing on the immediate prior version of the sheet, even if only onefigure is

being amended. Each drawing sheet submitted after the filing date of an application must be

labeled in the top margin as either “Replacement Sheet” or “New Sheet” pursuant to 37 CFR

1.121(d). If the changes are not accepted by the examiner, the applicant will be notified and

informed of any required corrective action in the next Office action. The objection to the

drawingswill not be held in abeyance.

While the above informalities are utilized to illustrate examples of the drawing issues

present throughoutthe disclosure of the ‘971 patent, the Examinerfinds that the ‘971 patentis

replete with such typos and incorrect element to Figure mappings. So as to avoid further

drawings objection issues and to provide clear and consistent language throughoutthe ‘971

patent, it is suggested that Applicant amendthe ‘971 patent.

Appropriate correction is required.

VII, Objections to the Claims
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The Nov 2015 Claim Amendmentdoes not comply with 37 CFR 1.173(b) and is objected

to because the new matter added to the Nov 2015 Claim Amendmentis not underlinedas set

forth in 37 CFR 1.173(d). (See MPEP § 1453).

The Nov 2015 Claim Amendmentto the claims does not comply with 37 CFR 1.173(c)

and are objected to because there is no explanation of the written description support for the new

claims in the ‘971 patent. See MPEP § 1453. The Nov 2015 Remarksat 10 purports to include

such an explanation of support for the changes made in the Nov 2015 Claim Amendment, but do

not fully address the new claims.

IX. Claim Interpretation

After careful review of the original specification, the prosecution history, and unless

expressly noted otherwise by the Examiner, the Examinerfindsthat he is unable to locate any

lexicographic definitions (either express or implied) with reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and

precision. Because the Examineris unable to locate any lexicographic definitions with

reasonable clarity, deliberateness, and precision, the Examiner concludes that Applicantis not

his/her own lexicographer. See MPEP §2111.01 IV.

Additionally, the Examinerfinds that because the Examined Claimsdo notrecite “step,”

“means”or a claim term used as a substitution for “means” (i.e. a generic placeholder for

“means’’), the Examined Claimsfail Prong (A)as set forth in MPEP §2181 I. Because the

Examined Claimsfail Prong (A) as set forth in MPEP §2181 I., the Examiner concludesthatall

Examined Claims do not invoke 35 U.S.C. §112, 6th paragraph. See also Ex parte Miyazaki, 89

USPQ2d 1207, 1215-16 (B.P.A.I. 2008)(precedential).
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The Examiner hereby adopts the following interpretations below under the broadest

reasonable interpretation standard. In other words, the Examiner has provided the following

interpretations simply as express notice of how heis interpreting particular terms underthe

broadest reasonable interpretation standard.

X. Broadening ofExamined Claims

The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 251(d):

(d) REISSUE PATENT ENLARGING SCOPE OF CLAIMS.—Noreissuedpatent shall
be granted enlarging the scope of the claimsof the original patent unless applied for
within two years from the grant of the original patent.

The Examinerfinds that independent new independentclaims 23 and 31 are broadened

claims because the claims enlarge the scope of the patent, i.e., a claim whichis greater in scope

than each and every claim of the original patent. (See MPEP § 1412.03()).

A. System of Claims 23-30

With respect to the reissue claim 23 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings (“RI Claim 23”), the

Examiner finds that RI Claim 23 is similar in scope to that of now patented claim 21 of ‘971

patent (“Patent Claim 21”’). (See Nov 2015 Remarksat 10).

The Examinerfinds that RI Claim 23 recites:

a light source operative to provide a continuous wave (CW)optical signal

(“Broad Claim 23 Light Source”);

an optical receiver joined to said span and capable of receiving a retrieved
optical signal returned therefrom, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises back-propagating portionsof the illumination from sensing
zone segments, said receiver operative to produce a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signalof the retrieved optical signal
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(“Broad Claim 23 Optical Receiver”); and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form of
modulation from the counterpart signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the CW optical signal to give a
measurement representative of the electromagnetic field proximate to at
least one zone segment.

(“Broad Claim 23 Correlator”).

(‘768 Reissue Proceedings, Nov 2015 Claim Amendment, RI Claim 23).

The Examinerfinds that Patent Claim 21 recites:

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal

(“Narrow Claim 21 Light Source”); and

meansfor retrieving back-propagating portions of the illumination back
propagating from a continuum of locations along the span

(“Narrow Claim 21 Lightwave Coupler’’);

meansfor picking off a radio frequency (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved
signal, wherein the r.f. counterpartis in phase locked synchronism with
the CW optical signal

(“Narrow Claim 21 Optical Receiver”);

means for performing a correspondingplurality of autocorrelation detections
upon said(r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved optical signal wherein said
performing of the respective autocorrelation detections of the plurality of
autocorrelation detection by said means for performing autocorrelation-
detections are done in a correspondingplurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of
modulation of the CW optical signal

(“Narrow Claim 21 Correlator”). (971 patent, Patent Claim 21).

In Patent Claim 21, the Examinerfinds that the Narrow Claim 21 Light Source, Narrow

Claim 21 Lightwave Coupler, Narrow Claim 21 Optical Receiver, and Narrow Claim 21
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Correlator elements recite their claim structure requirements with “means for” language. Use of

the word “means”(or “step for’) in a claim with functional language creates a rebuttable

presumption that the claim elementis to be treated in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 112(f) (pre-AIA

35 U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph). The presumption that 35 U.S.C. 112(f) (pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112,

sixth paragraph) is invoked is rebutted when the function is recited with sufficient structure,

material, or acts within the claim itself to entirely perform the recited function.

Absence of the word “means”(or “step for’’) in a claim creates a rebuttable presumption

that the claim elementis not to be treated in accordance with 35 U.S.C. 112(f) (pre-AIA 35

U.S.C. 112, sixth paragraph). The presumption that 35 U.S.C. 112(f) (pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112,

sixth paragraph) is not invoked is rebutted when the claim elementrecites function butfails to

recite sufficiently definite structure, material or acts to perform that function.

Claim elements in Patent Claim 21 that use the word “means”(or “step for’) are

presumedto invoke 35 U.S.C. 112(f) except as otherwise indicated in an Office action.

Similarly, claim elements that do not use the word “means”(or “step for’’) are presumed notto

invoke 35 U.S.C. 112(f) except as otherwise indicated in an Office action.

(1) Functional Phrase

The Examinerfinds that Patent Claim 21 expressly recites:

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal.
[Emphasis added].

“Functional Phrase 1” or “FP1” — From Patent Claim 21.

To invoke 35 U.S.C. § 1126" paragraph, a claimed phrase must meet the three (3) prong

analysis as set forth in MPEP § 2181 I.
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i. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (A)

In accordance with Prong (A), the MPEPstates:

(A) the claim limitation uses the term “means”or “step” or a term used as a
substitute for “means”that is a generic placeholder(also called a nonce term or a
non-structural term having no specific structural meaning) for performing the
claimed function....

MPEP§ 2181 I. — Prong(A).

Because FP1 expressly recites a “meansfor,” the Examiner concludes that FP1 meets

Invocation Prong (A).

ii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (B)

In accordance with the MPEP, Prong (B) requires:

(B) the term “means”or “step” or the generic placeholder is modified by
functional language, typically, but not always linked by the transition word “for”
(e.g., “meansfor’’) or another linking word or phrase, such as “configured to” or
“so that”....

MPEP§ 2181 I. — Prong(B).

Based upon a review of FP1, the Examinerfinds that claimed functionsare:

illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal.

“Function of Functional Phrase 1” or “FFP 1.”

Because FPI recites the above recited functions, the Examiner concludes that FP1 meets

Invocation Prong (B).

iii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (C)
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In accordance with the MPEP, Prong (C) requires:

(C) the term “means”or “step” or the generic placeholder is not modified
by sufficient structure, material, or acts for performing the claimed function.

MPEP§ 2181 I. — Prong (C).

Based upon a review of the entire FP1, the Examiner concludes that FP1 does not contain

sufficient structure for performingthe entire claimed function of FP1.” In fact, the Examiner

finds that the Functional Phrase 1| recites verylittle structure (if any) for performing the claimed

function.

Because the Functional Phrase 1 does contain insufficient structure for performing the

entire claimed functions, the Examiner concludes that the FP! meets Invocation Prong (C).

In conclusion, because FP1 meets the three prong analysis set forth in MPEP §2181 L.,

the Examiner concludes that Functional Phrase | invokes 35 U.S.C. §112, 6th paragraph.

iv. Corresponding structure for Functional Phrase #1

Once a claimed phrase invokes 35 U.S.C. § 112 6" paragraph,the nextstep is to

determine the corresponding structure. (MPEP § 2181 II).

The Examiner has again carefully reviewed the original disclosure to determine the

corresponding structure for FP1. In reviewing the original disclosure, the Examinerfinds that the

‘971 patent discloses

FIG.3 is an illustrative block diagram implemention [sic] of the Rayleigh optical
scattering and encoding (ROSE)sensor system 2. Like parts correspondto like
numbers. A lightwave from transmitter laser, 3, is propagated through optical
coupler or beamsplitter, 4.

* Although not necessary, the Examiners have reviewed the rest of claim 21 and the entire claim
does not contain sufficient structure for performing the functions as set forth within the
Functional Phrases.
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(‘971 patent at c.15, I1.51-55; see Figure 3; emphasis added); and

In accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 45 are to have sufficiently
stringent high performance capability with respect to exactness of frequency to
enable interference effects therebetween and heterodyne detection of acoustic
perturbation signals incident to fiber 9 to produce beat frequencies within the
radio frequency(r.f.) range. Also in accordance with the present invention, lasers
3 and 45 have stringent performancecriteria with respect to the phasestability, or
coherence, of their beams. They are to be substantially coherent overat least a
propagation path distance substantially equal to twice the length, L, of sensing
fiber 9. For example, a commercially available non-planar,ring laser (e.g.
Lightwave Electronics Corp. Model 125) would be suitable for an intruder
sensing perimeter intrusion monitoring fiber 9 having a length of 8.0 km
(approximately 5 miles). The laser beam of this commercially available laser,
whichis in the near infrared range, has a frequency of 227 terahertz, or 1319
nanometer wavelength, and has a frequencystability accurately within one part in
a billion over | millisecond period, or 5 Kilohertz in a 1 millisecond period.

(‘971 patentat c.20, Il.1-21; emphasis added).

Thus, in light of the portions of the ‘971 patent cited above, the Examiner concludes the

structure for performing the FFP1 of Patent Claim 21 (i.e., the Narrow Claim 21 Light Source) as

a transmitter laser that is of the non-planar, ring-type.

(2) Functional Phrase

The Examinerfinds that Patent Claim 21 expressly recites:

meansfor retrieving back-propagating portions of the illumination back
propagating from a continuum oflocations along the span. [Emphasis added.]

“Functional Phrase 2” or “FP2” — From Patent Claim 21.

To invoke 35 U.S.C. § 1126" paragraph, a claimed phrase must meet the three (3) prong

analysis as set forth in MPEP § 2181 I.
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i. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (A)

Because FP2 expressly recites a “means for,” the Examiner concludes that FP2 meets

Invocation Prong (A).

ii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (B)

Based upon a review of FP2, the Examinerfinds that claimed functionis:

retrieving back-propagating portions of the illumination back propagating from a
continuum oflocations along the span.

“Function of Functional Phrase 2” or “FFP2.”

Because FP2recites the above recited function, the Examiner concludes that FP2 meets

Invocation Prong (B).

iii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (C)

Based upon a review of the entire FP2, the Examiner concludes that FP2 does not contain

sufficient structure for performingthe entire claimed function of FP2.° In fact, the Examiner

finds that the Functional Phrase 2 recites verylittle structure (if any) for performing the claimed

function.

Because the Functional Phrase 2 does contain insufficient structure for performing the

entire claimed functions, the Examiner concludes that the FP2 meets Invocation Prong (C).

In conclusion, because FP2 meets the three prong analysis set forth in MPEP §2181 L.,

the Examiner concludes that Functional Phrase 2 invokes 35 U.S.C. §112, 6th paragraph.

Id.
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iv. Corresponding structure for Functional Phrase #2

Once a claimed phrase invokes 35 U.S.C. § 112 6" paragraph,the nextstep is to

determine the corresponding structure. (MPEP § 2181 II).

The Examiner has again carefully reviewed the original disclosure to determine the

corresponding structure for FP2. In reviewingthe original disclosure, the Examinerfinds that the

‘971 patent discloses

The interrogation lightwave is propagated from optical modulator, 5, to
optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The interrogation lightwave
passes through the optical coupler, 7, into optical fiber or other light
propagation medium,9. Hereinafter, "down", indicates a transversal on the
optical path, 9, away from coupler, 7; "up" indicates a transversal on the
optical path 9 toward the optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The
interrogation lightwave which transverses downthe optical fiber or medium9is
modulated ... The composite lightwave propagates up the optical fiber or
medium 9, passes through optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7, to
optical pathway, 11. Optical pathway, 11, passes the backscattered, time-delay
multiplexed, composite lightwave, E,(t), to the optical receiver, 15.

(‘971 patent at c.16, |. 1 — c.17, 1.14; see Figure 3; emphasis added)

Thus, in light of the portions of the ‘971 patent cited above, the Examiner concludes the

structure for performing the FFP2 of Patent Claim 21 (i.e., the Narrow Claim 21 Lightwave

Coupler) as an optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator.

(3) Functional Phrase

The Examinerfinds that Patent Claim 21 expressly recites:

means for picking off a radio frequency(1.f.) counterpart of the retrieved
signal, wherein the r.f. counterpart is in phase locked synchronism with the CW
optical signal. [Emphasis added.]

“Functional Phrase 3” or “FP3’” — From Patent Claim 21.
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To invoke 35 U.S.C. § 1126" paragraph, a claimed phrase must meet the three (3) prong

analysis as set forth in MPEP § 2181 I.

i. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (A)

Because FP3 expressly recites a “means for,” the Examiner concludes that FP3 meets

Invocation Prong (A).

ii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (B)

Based upon a review of FP3, the Examiner finds that claimed function is:

picking off a radio frequency(r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved signal.

“Function of Functional Phrase 3” or “FFP3.”

Because FP3recites the above recited function, the Examiner concludes that FP3 meets

Invocation Prong (B).

iii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (C)

Thus, based upon a review ofthe entire FP3, the Examiner concludes that FP3 does not

contain sufficientstructure for performingthe entire claimed function of FP3.* In fact, the

Examinerfinds that the Functional Phrase 3 recites verylittle structure (if any) for performing

the claimed function.

Because the Functional Phrase 3 does contain insufficient structure for performing the

entire claimed functions, the Examiner concludesthat the FP3 meets Invocation Prong (C).

“Id.
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In conclusion, because FP3 meets the three prong analysis set forth in MPEP §2181 1,

the Examiner concludes that Functional Phrase 3 invokes 35 U.S.C. §112, 6th paragraph.

iv. Corresponding structure for Functional Phrase #3

Once a claimed phrase invokes 35 U.S.C. § 112 6" paragraph,the nextstep is to

determine the corresponding structure. (MPEP § 2181 II).

The Examiner has again carefully reviewed the original disclosure to determine the

corresponding structure for FP3. In reviewingthe original disclosure, the Examinerfinds that the

‘971 patent discloses

Optical pathway, 11, passes the backscattered, time-delay multiplexed,
composite lightwave, E,(t), to the optical receiver, 15.

(‘971 patent at c.17, Il.12-15; see Figures 3-5; emphasis added);

Refer to FIG. 3. The composite lightwave on optical path 11, is an
input into optical receiver 15. The local oscillator lightwave on optical path,
13, is also an input into optical receiver, 15. The local oscillator and composite
lightwavesare interfered on photodetectors producing an electronic signal which
electronically represents the heterodyned optical interference power between
the two lightwaves... The local oscillator lightwave on optical path, 13, is
interfered with the composite lightwave on optical path 11. The interference
poweris photodetected in optical receiver, 15, by optically interfering the
composite back propagating lightwaveon thelocaloscillator signal. As one of
the componentsof this interfering action, there is produced a difference beat
signal which is a composite radio frequency representation of the composite light
wave on optical path, 11.

(Id. at c.19, 1.33-53; see Figures 3, 4; emphasis added);

The interrogation lightwave is propagated from optical modulator,5, to
optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The interrogation lightwave
passes through the optical coupler, 7, into optical fiber or other light
propagation medium,9. Hereinafter, "down", indicates a transversal on the
optical path, 9, away from coupler, 7; "up" indicates a transversal on the
optical path 9 toward the optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The
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interrogation lightwave which transverses downthe optical fiber or medium9is
modulated ... The composite lightwave propagates up the optical fiber or
medium 9, passes through optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7, to
optical pathway, 11. Optical pathway, 11, passes the backscattered, time-delay
multiplexed, composite lightwave, E,(t), to the optical receiver, 15.

(Id. at c.16, 1. 1 —c.17, 1.14; see Figure 3; emphasis added). The Examinerfinds that the ‘971

patent provides two embodimentsof the “heterodyne optical receiver”, with Figure 4 being

“preferred.” (Ud. at c.24, 1. 25 —c.25, 1.11; see Figures 4-5; emphasis added).

Thus, in light of the portions of the ‘971 patent cited above, the Examiner concludes the

structure for performing the FFP3 of Patent Claim 21 (i.e., the Narrow Claim 21 Optical

Receiver) as a heterodyne optical receiver having either all of the required the characteristics of

Figure 4 or 5.

(4) Functional Phrase

The Examinerfinds that Patent Claim 21 expressly recites:

means for performing a corresponding plurality of autocorrelation
detections uponsaid (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved optical signal wherein said
performing of the respective autocorrelation detections of the plurality of
autocorrelation detection by said means for performing autocorrelation-detections
are done in a corresponding plurality of different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the CW optical signal
[Emphasis added.]

“Functional Phrase 4” or “FP4” — From Patent Claim 21.

To invoke 35 U.S.C. § 1126" paragraph, a claimed phrase must meet the three (3) prong

analysis as set forth in MPEP § 2181 I.

i. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (A)
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Because FP4 expressly recites a “means for,” the Examiner concludes that FP4 meets

Invocation Prong (A).

ii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (B)

Based upon a review of FP4, the Examinerfinds that claimed functionis:

performing a corresponding plurality of autocorrelation detections uponsaid(r-f.)
counterpart of the retrieved optical signal

“Function of Functional Phrase 4” or “FFP4.”

Because FP4recites the above recited function, the Examiner concludes that FP4 meets

Invocation Prong (B).

iii. 3-Prong Analysis: Prong (C)

Thus, based upon a review ofthe entire FP4, the Examiner concludes that FP4 does not

contain sufficient structure for performing the entire claimed function of FP4.° In fact, the

Examinerfinds that the Functional Phrase 4 recites verylittle structure (if any) for performing

the claimed function.

Because the Functional Phrase 4 does contain insufficient structure for performing the

entire claimed functions, the Examiner concludes that the FP4 meets Invocation Prong (C).

In conclusion, because FP4 meets the three prong analysis set forth in MPEP §2181 1,

the Examiner concludes that Functional Phrase 2 invokes 35 U.S.C. §112, 6th paragraph.

iv. Corresponding structure for Functional Phrase #4

Id.
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Once a claimed phrase invokes 35 U.S.C. § 112 6" paragraph,the nextstep is to

determine the corresponding structure. (MPEP § 2181 II).

The Examiner has again carefully reviewed the original disclosure to determine the

corresponding structure for FP4. In reviewingthe original disclosure, the Examinerfinds that the

‘971 patent discloses

[t]he resulting composite radio frequency signal at output, 17, represents
electronically the composite lightwave signal on optical path, 11. The composite
electronic receiver signal is passed from optical receiver output, 17, through
amplifier, 19, via electronic path, 21, to the correlator system, 23.

(‘971 patent at c.19, I1.39-44; see Figures 3, 6; emphasis added);

[t]he correlator system delays the master correlation code generator
output, 51, an appropriate amountand correlates the delayed correlation code with
the composite radio frequency signal. This produceselectrical outputs O;, Oo...
O, correspondingto signals S;, S2...S,, in turn corresponding to spatial delays
Li, yn ...L,. The spatial delays L;, L....L, are arbitrary and programmable.
Theelectrical output O; corresponds to B(t, Li) referred to in the preceding
subsection 2(a).

The correlation process is well understoodin the literature. The signal that
represents the backscattered optical wavein array, 9, that is passed from the
optical receiver 15, to the correlator system 23, containsall of the information
for all sensors or channels S;, S2...S, at once on the electronic signal path 21
entering the correlator 23. Because the backscattered composite signalis
modulated with the correlation code by modulator 5, the backscattered lightis
time structured with the time structure of the correlation code. Because the

correlation code is selected to have special autocorrelation code properties,
the time structure of the correlation codes allows an electronic representation
of the backscatteredlight at positions L,, L2...L, to be obtained via the
correlation process in the correlator 23.

(‘971 patent at c.20, |. 50 — c.21, 1.5; see Figure 3; emphasis added). The Examinerfinds that the

‘971 patent provides an embodimentof the “correlator system’, with Figure 6 being “‘an example

implementation of the correlation system.” (/d. at c.25, ll.12-67; see Figure 6; emphasis added).

Thus, in light of the portions of the ‘971 patent cited above, the Examiner concludes the
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structure for performing the FFP4 of Patent Claim 21 (i.e., the Narrow Claim 21 Correlator) as a

correlator system havingall of the required characteristics of Figure 6.

In light of the invocation of 35 U.S.C. § 112 6" paragraphin Patent Claim 21, the

Examinerfinds that any new claim similar to Patent Claim 21 must include the claim

requirements of the Functional Phrases as set forth above in orderto not be interpreted as

broadened. (See §§ X.A.(1)-(4) above).

The Examinerfinds that RI Claim 23 does not include the light source that is a

transmitter laser that is of the non-planar, ring-type. The Examinerfinds that RI Claim 23 does

not include the optical receiver that is a heterodyne optical receiver having either the

characteristics of Figure 4 or 5. The Examinerfinds that RI Claim 23 does not include a

processorthat is a correlator system havingall of the required characteristics of Figure 6. The

Examinerfinds that RI Claim 23 does not include any recitation to a directional/lightwave

optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator.

Thus, the Examiner concludes that RI Claim 23 is broadenedatleast by deleting/omitting

the patent claim language requiring:

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal

(“Claim 23 Light Source Omission”; i.e., a transmitter laser that is of the non-planar, ring-

type; emphasis added);

meansfor retrieving back-propagating portions of the illumination back
propagating from a continuum of locations along the span

(“Claim 23 Lightwave Coupler Omission”; i.e., a directional/lightwave optical coupler, beamsplitter

or circulator; emphasis added);
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means for performing a correspondingplurality of autocorrelation detections
upon said (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved optical signal wherein said
performing of the respective autocorrelation detections of the plurality of
autocorrelation detection by said means for performing autocorrelation-
detections are done in a correspondingplurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of
modulation of the CW optical signal

(“Claim 23 First Optical Receiver Omission’; i.e., a heterodyne optical receiver having either the

characteristics of Figure 4 or 5; emphasis added);

means for performing a correspondingplurality of autocorrelation detections
upon said (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved optical signal wherein said
performing of the respective autocorrelation detections of the plurality of
autocorrelation detection by said meansfor performing autocorrelation-detections
are done in a corresponding plurality of different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation of the CW optical signal

(“Claim 23 Correlator Omission’; i.e., a correlator system havingall of the required

characteristics of Figure 6; emphasis added);

Thus, since these omissions provide claims which are greater in scope than each and

every claim of the original patent, the Examiner concludesthat at least new independent claim 23

and dependent claims thereof are broadenedreissue claims, as comparedto the claims of the

‘971 patent.

B. Method of Claims 31-38

With respect to the reissue claim 31 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings (“RI Claim 31”), the

Examinerfinds that RI Claim 31 recites a process claim that has not been previously presented in

the ‘630 Proceedings. MPEP § 1412.03 states,

[t]he addition of process claims as a new category of invention to be claimed in
the patent (i.e., where there were no methodclaimspresent in the original patent)
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is generally considered as being a broadening ofthe invention. See Ex parte
Wikdahl, 10 USPQ2d 1546 1549 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1989).

Thus, since Applicant has added claims to a new category of invention in the

‘161 Reissue Proceedings, the Examiner concludesthat at least new independent claim

31 and dependent claims 32-38 thereof are broadenedreissue claims. (See MPEP §

1412.03(ID).

XI. Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 251

Claims 23-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251 as being broadenedin a reissue

application filed outside the two year statutory period. The Examinerfinds that the claim

limitations that broaden the scope of the reissue claims of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings are

identified and explained in § X above, whichis incorporated by reference. A claim is broader in

scope than the original claimsif it contains within its scope any conceivable product or process

which would not haveinfringed the original patent. A claim is broadened if it is broader in any

one respect even though it may be narrowerin other respects.

Claims 23-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251 as being improperly broadenedin a

reissue application made and sworn to by the assignee. The application for reissue may be made

and sworn to by the assignee of the entire interest only if the application does not seek to enlarge

the scope of the claims of the original patent or, for reissue applicationsfiled on or after

September 16, 2012, the application for the original patent wasfiled by the assignee of the entire

interest under 37 CFR 1.46.
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The Examinerfinds that the claim limitations that broaden the scope of the reissue claims

of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings are identified and explained in § X above, which is incorporated

by reference. A claim is broader in scope than the original claimsif it contains within its scope

any conceivable product or process which would not have infringed the original patent. A claim

is broadenedif it is broader in any one respect even though it may be narrowerin other respects.

Claims 23-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251 as being based upon new matter added to

the patent for which reissue is sought. The added material which is not supported by the prior

patent is as follows:

The Examinerfinds that there is insufficient indication in the specification that Applicant

had possession of a system for detecting an acoustic signal and method for sensing that includes

a light source that is not a laser. (See § XII below for further explanation)

Claims 23-38 are rejected as being based upon a defective reissue declaration under 35

U.S.C. 251 as set forth above. See 37 CFR 1.175.

The nature of the defect(s) in the declaration is set forth in the discussion abovein this

Office action. (See § V above, which is incorporated by reference).

XII, Rejections under 35 U.S.C. § 112

The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the invention, and of the manner and
process of making and usingit, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable any person
skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the
same, and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor of carrying out his invention.
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The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), second paragraph:
The specification shall conclude with one or more claimsparticularly pointing out and distinctly
claiming the subject matter which the applicant regardsas his invention.

Claims 23-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(a) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), first

paragraph,as failing to comply with the written description requirement. The claim(s) contains

subject matter which was not described in the specification in such a wayas to reasonably

convey to one skilled in the relevant art that the inventor or a joint inventor, or for pre-AIA the

inventor(s), at the time the application wasfiled, had possession of the claimed invention. The

Examinerfinds that new independentclaims 23 and 31 recite,

a light source operative to provide a continuous wave (CW)optical signal

(Nov 2015 Claim Amendment, claim 23); and

illuminating the span with a modulated continuous wave (CW)optical signal with
a reiterative autocorrelatable form of modulation

(Nov 2015 Claim Amendment, claim 31). The Examinerfinds that the ‘light source’ and

‘illuminating step’ provide a ‘continuous waveoptical signal’ that is either modulated or

potentially both (z.e., modulated or un-modulated). The Examinerfinds that the ‘light

source’ and ‘illuminating step’ inherently include both ‘coherent’ and ‘incoherent’ light

sources. The Examinerfinds that new claims 23 and 31 haveinsufficient claim

limitations requiring the ‘light source’or ‘illuminating’ to be performed by anotherlight

source other than a laser as the '971 patent requires (i.e., an incoherent light source such

as an LED,etc.). (See Claim 23 Light Source Omission discussion in § X above). To

support the Examiner’s position that only a ‘laser’ is required to be the light source, the

Examinerfinds that the ‘971 patentstates,
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FIG.3 is an illustrative block diagram implemention [sic] of the Rayleigh optical
scattering and encoding (ROSE)sensor system 2. Like parts correspondto like
numbers. A lightwave from transmitter laser, 3, is propagated throughoptical
coupler or beamsplitter, 4. The smaller portion of the transmitter laser powersplit
off by optical coupler, 4, is passed by optical path, 39, to the phase locking means
optical receiver 35. The larger portion of the transmitter laser light poweris
split by optical coupler, 4, and propagated to optical modulator, 5. The optical
modulator, 5, modulates the laser light passing from optical coupler, 4, with
correlation code, c(t), as electronically generated in master correlation code
generator, 53, and amplified by amplifier, 49. The correlation code,c(t), is
modulated onto the laser light in optical modulator, 5. This modulated light
comprises the optical interrogation lightwave, E;(t). The optical modulator, 5, may
modulate the amplitude, polarization or phaseof the laser light subject to the
teachings of the invention. The interrogation lightwaveis propagated from
optical modulator, 5, to optical coupler, beamsplitter or circulator, 7. The
interrogation lightwave passes through the optical coupler, 7, into optical
fiber or other light propagation medium,9.

(‘971 patent at c.15, 1.51 — the c.16, 1.5; see Figure 3; emphasis added); and

In accordance with the present invention, lasers 3 and 45 are to have sufficiently
stringent high performance capability with respect to exactness of frequency to
enable interference effects therebetween and heterodyne detection of acoustic
perturbation signals incident to fiber 9 to produce beat frequencies within the
radio frequency(r.f.) range. Also in accordance with the present invention, lasers
3 and 45 have stringent performancecriteria with respect to the phasestability, or
coherence, of their beams. They are to be substantially coherent overat least a
propagation path distance substantially equal to twice the length, L, of sensing
fiber 9. For example, a commercially available non-planar,ring laser (e.g.
Lightwave Electronics Corp. Model 125) would be suitable for an intruder
sensing perimeter intrusion monitoring fiber 9 having a length of 8.0 km
(approximately 5 miles). The laser beam of this commercially available laser,
whichis in the near infrared range, has a frequency of 227 terahertz, or 1319
nanometer wavelength, and has a frequencystability accurately within one part in
a billion over | millisecond period, or 5 Kilohertz in a 1 millisecond period.

(‘971 patentat c.20, Il.1-21; emphasis added).

Asset forth above, the Examinerfinds that the Claim 23 Light Source Omission includes:

a first light source for producing a coherent carrier lightwavesignalofafirst
predetermined wavelength;

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal;
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A transmitter laser... to illuminate an optical fiber span with a CW optical
signal...

(Claim 23 Light Source Omission; emphasis added). The Examinerfinds that ‘a coherent light

wavesignal of a predetermined wavelength’ as recited in Patent Claim 1 is inherently produced

by a laser since only a laser produces ‘coherent’ lightwave signals. The Examinerfinds that the

‘meansfor illuminating an optical fiber span with a CW optical signal’ as recited in Patent Claim

21 invokes 112 6", paragraph,andas such,is a transmitter laser that is of the non-planar, ring-

type, as the ‘971 patent discloses. (‘971 patent at c.15, 1.51 —c.16, 1.5; see Figure 3; see §

X.A.(1) above for analysis). The Examinerfinds that Patent Claim 22 explicitly recites ‘a

transmitter laser’. Therefore, the Examiner finds that there is only support for a light source being

a transmitter laser that provides a coherent carrier continuous wave optical signals.

Thus, as such, the Examiner concludesthat there is insufficient indication in the

specification that Applicant had possession of a system for detecting an acoustic signal and

method for sensing that includesa light source that is not a laser.

Claims 24-30 and 32-38 are similarly rejected based on their dependency from

independentclaims 23 and 31.

Claims 23-38 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 112(b) or 35 U.S.C. 112 (pre-AIA), second

paragraph, as being indefinite for failing to particularly point out and distinctly claim the subject

matter which the inventor or a joint inventor, or for pre-AIA the applicant regards as the

invention.
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Claim 23 recites the limitation "said/the span"in lines 3, 13 and 14. Thereis insufficient

antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim. The Examinerfinds that claim 23 initially recites

“a span of optical fiber” in line 2. The Examinerfurther finds that claims 28-30 recite the

limitation “said span of optical fiber”in lines 1-2. In order to provide clear and consistent

language throughthe claims, the Examiner suggests Applicant recite —said span of optical fiber—

where appropriate. The claims will be examined as such.

Similarly, claim 31 recites the limitation "the span” in lines 3-4, 6, 9, 12 and 22. There is

insufficient antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim. The Examinerfinds that claim 31

initially recites “‘a span of optical fiber” in line 2. The Examinerfurther finds that claims 36-38

recite the limitation “said span ofoptical fiber” in lines 1-2. In order to provide clear and

consistent language through the claims, the Examiner suggests Applicant recite —said span of

optical fiber— or —said coated span of optical fiber— where appropriate. The claims will be

examinedas such.

Claim 23 recites the limitation "the modulated CW optical fiber" in lines 12-13. There is

insufficient antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim. The Examiner further queries

Applicant to whetherthis recitation should be —-the modulated CW optical signal-, since the CW

optical signal is modulated in claim 23. (Nov 2015 Claim Amendment, claim 23). Further

clarification and appropriate correction is required.

Claim 23 recites the limitation "the counterpart signal" in lines 23-24. There is

insufficient antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim. The Examinerfinds that claim 23

initially recites “‘a radio frequency(r.f.) counterpart signal” in lines 20-21. In order to provide
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clear and consistent language through the claims, the Examiner suggests Applicant recite —said

r.f. counterpart signal— where appropriate. The claims will be examined as such.

Claim 23 recites the limitation "said receiver"in line 18. There is insufficient antecedent

basis for this limitation in the claim. The Examinerfinds that claim 23 initially recites “an optical

receiver” in line 15. In order to provide clear and consistent language through the claims,the

Examiner suggests Applicant recite —said optical receiver— where appropriate. The claims will be

examinedas such.

Claim 23 recites the limitation “sensing zone segments”in lines 4-5 and 18. The

Examiner queries Applicant to how instancesof “sensing zone segments”are required in claim

23. In order to provide clear and consistent language through the claims, the Examiner suggests

Applicant recite —said sensing zone segments— where appropriate. The claims will be examined

as such.

Claim 23 recites the limitation,

a processor operative to detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form of
modulation from the counterpart signal in a corresponding plurality of different
timed relationships with respect to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of
modulation of the CW optical signal to give at least one signal for each zone
segment.

(Nov 2015 Claim Amendment, claim 23). The Examinerfinds that claim 23 requires a processor

to receive information andutilize two inputs to "give at least one signal for each zone segment."

The Examiner queries Applicant to how a processor,that is utilized to process data produced

from the regions the span of optical fiber, can give at least one signal for each zone segment.

Further clarification s required.
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Claim 29 recites the limitation "the polarization preserving type of optical fiber" in lines

2-3. The Examinerfindsthatit is unclear and indefinite to what exactly constitutes ‘polarization

preserving type’ (emphasis added). Further clarification is required.

Claim 31 recites the limitation "the illumination”in line 11. There is insufficient

antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim.

Claim 31 recites the limitation "the counterpart signal" in line 17. There is insufficient

antecedentbasis for this limitation in the claim. The Examinerfinds that claim 31 initially recites

“a radio frequency(r.f.) counterpart signal”in line 16. In order to provide clear and consistent

language through the claims, the Examiner suggests Applicant recite —said r.f. counterpart

signal— where appropriate. The claims will be examinedas such.

Claim 31 recites the limitation “sensing zone segments”in lines 3-4 and 22. The

Examiner queries Applicant to how instancesof “sensing zone segments” are required in claim

23. In order to provide clear and consistent language through the claims, the Examiner suggests

Applicant recite —said sensing zone segments— where appropriate. The claims will be examined

as such.

Claim 33 recites the limitation "the light source”in line 2; and claim 35 recites the

limitation "the light source” in 1. There is insufficient antecedentbasis for this limitation in the

claims.

Claim 37 recites the limitation "said span of optical fiber is made from the polarization

preserving type of optical fiber" in lines 2-3. The Examinerfindsthat it is unclear and indefinite

to what exactly constitutes ‘polarization preserving type’ (emphasis added). Further clarification

is required.
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In general, the claims are replete with such 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraph issues. The

above notes are exemplary with respectto all of the 35 U.S.C. 112, second paragraphrejections

present in the instant case, all claims must be carefully reviewed and appropriate corrections

should be madein responseto this rejection.

The Examiner finds that because claims 23-38 are indefinite under 35 U.S.C. §112

second paragraph as outlined above,it is impossible to properly construe claim scopeat this

time. See e.g. Honeywell International Inc. v. ITC, 68 USPQ2d 1023, 1030 (Fed. Cir. 2003)

(“Because the claimsare indefinite, the claims, by definition, cannot be construed.”). However,

in accordance with MPEP § 2173.06 and the USPTO’s policy oftrying to advance prosecution

by providing art rejections even though these claim are indefinite, the claims are construed and

the art is applied as muchaspractically possible.

XIIT, Double Patenting

The nonstatutory double patenting rejection is based on a judicially created doctrine

groundedin public policy (a policy reflected in the statute) so as to prevent the unjustified or

improper timewise extension of the “right to exclude” granted by a patent and to prevent possible

harassment by multiple assignees. A nonstatutory double patenting rejection is appropriate where

the claimsat issue are not identical, but at least one examined application claim is not patentably

distinct from the reference claim(s) because the examinedapplication claim is either anticipated

by, or would have been obviousover, the reference claim(s). See, e.g., Jn re Berg, 140 F.3d

1428, 46 USPQ2d 1226 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Goodman, 11 F.3d 1046, 29 USPQ2d 2010 (Fed.
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Cir. 1993); In re Longi, 759 F.2d 887, 225 USPQ 645 (Fed. Cir. 1985); In re Van Ornum, 686

F.2d 937, 214 USPQ 761 (CCPA 1982); In re Vogel, 422 F.2d 438, 164 USPQ 619 (CCPA

1970); and In re Thorington, 418 F.2d 528, 163 USPQ 644 (CCPA 1969).

A timely filed terminal disclaimer in compliance with 37 CFR 1.321(c) or 1.321(d) may

be used to overcomean actual or provisional rejection based on a nonstatutory double patenting

ground provided the reference application or patent either is shown to be commonly owned with

this application, or claims an invention madeasa result of activities undertaken within the scope

of a joint research agreement. See MPEP § 717.02 for applications subject to examination under

the first inventorto file provisions of the AIA as explained in MPEP § 2159. See MPEP §§

706.02(1)(1) - 706.02(1)(3) for applications not subject to examination underthefirst inventor to

file provisions of the AIA. A terminal disclaimer must be signed in compliance with 37 CFR

1.321(b).

The USPTOInternet website contains terminal disclaimer forms which maybe used.

Please visit www.uspto.gov/forms/. The filing date of the application in which the form is filed

determines what form (e.g., PTO/SB/25, PTO/SB/26, PTO/AIA/25, or PTO/AIA/26) should be

used, A web-based eTerminal Disclaimer may befilled out completely online using web-screens.

An eTerminal Disclaimer that meets all requirements is auto-processed and approved

immediately upon submission. For more information about eTerminal Disclaimers, refer to

hitp://www.uspto.gov/patents/process/file/ets/gundance/ePD-info-Ljsp.

A. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/741,857
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Page 36

Claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of

nonstatutory double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23-36 (‘857 ODP Claims”) of

copending Application No. 14/741,857 (‘857 RI Application’).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings are merely

broader in scope than that of the ‘857 RI Application. Therefore, the “857 RI Application system

for monitoring characteristics along the length of a well casing structure meets the limitations of

the instant application. For example, by comparing the pending claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-

38 and the ‘857 ODP Claims shown below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the

Reissue — Non Final Office Action

System Claims of ‘857 RI Application

Pending Claim 30:

30. A system for monitoring characteristics
along the length of a well casing structure,
comprising:

a span of optical fiber inserted along the
length of the well casing structure wherein
the span provides multiple sensing
locations along its length, each sensing
location being responsive to acoustic
pressure waves proximate the location;

a light source operative to illuminate said
span with a continuous wave (CW)optical
signal, said span being capable of providing
back-propagating illumination from each
sensing location;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
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retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises the phase
shifted back-propagating portions of the
illumination from locations along said
span, said receiver operative to produce an
radio frequency(r.f.) counterpart signal of
the retrieved optical signal;

an autocorrelation detector operative to
perform

autocorrelation detections upon the
counterpartsignal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to produce signals
associated with the sensing locations; and

a processor operative to utilize the signals
associated with the sensing locations to
monitor characteristics proximate to the
well casing structure.

Pending Claim 31:

31. The system of claim 30, wherein said
span of optical fiber has a length L, and
said light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient phase stability to
substantially retain coherency in
propagation along said span for a distance
at least equal to two times length L.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The system of claim 31, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.
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polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.

Method Claimsof ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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Pending Claim 34:

34. The system of claim 30, wherein said
span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The system of claim 30, wherein said
span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The system of claim 30, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefront is
incident on said span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.

 
Method Claimsof *857 RI Application

Pending Claim 23:

23. A method for monitoring
characteristics along the length of a well
casing structure, comprising:

inserting a span of optical fiber along the
length of the well casing structure wherein
the span provides multiple virtual sensors
alongits length, individual ones of the
multiple virtual sensors responsive to
acoustic pressure waves imparted into the
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continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and thelight source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.
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ground;

illuminating the inserted span with a
continuous wave (CW)optical signallight
source;

modulating the CW optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a backscattered light signal from
the span that comprises back-propagating
portions of illumination associated with the
light source that are back propagating
from locations that correspond to various
time delay relationships along the optical
fiber span to produce an radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart of the backscatteredlight
signal;

performing autocorrelation detections
upon the counterpart signal in a
corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to produce signals from
the multiple virtual sensors; and

identifying characteristics proximate to the
well casing structure utilizing the signals
from the multiple virtual sensors.

Pending Claim 24:

24. The methodof claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light sourceis a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.
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Pending Claim 36:

36. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The methodof claim 31, wherein said

span of optical fiber has a coating made of
a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulus anda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal componentof
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal whose wavefrontis incident to
the optical fiber span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.

Page 40

Pending Claim 26:

26. The method of claim 23, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 28:

35. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber has a coating thereon
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefront is
incident on the span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

have essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘$57 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader.

(See comparison above). In addition, where 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue

Proceedings and the ‘$57 ODP Claimsare not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims
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23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obvious variants to one of

ordinary skill in the art based on engineering expediency of the ‘$57 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have not in fact been patented.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘857 ODP Claims of the “857 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘857 ODP Claims of the “857 RI Application in view of

in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293).”

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

B. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/741,892

Claims 23 and 31 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23, 30, 31, 33, 40 and 41 (“‘892 ODP Claims’’) of

copending Application No. 14,741,892 (892 RI Application”).

° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al.’806 below for prima facie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
’ See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al.’806, Taylor et al. and
Farhadiroushan below for prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because the scopes of the pending claims 23 and 33 are identical or similar and/or covered

by the ‘892 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the pending claims 23 and 33 and the ‘892

ODP Claims shownbelow:

Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding

Reissue — Non Final Office Action

Claims of ‘892 RI Application

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system for the interrogation of an
optical fiber span, comprising:

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)opticalsignal;

a modulatoroperative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation andto

illuminate the optical fiber span with the
modulated CW opticalsignal;

an optical receiver joinable to the optical
fiber span and operative to receive a
backscattered signal from the optical fiber
span that comprises back-propagating
portions of illumination from locations in
the optical fiber span that correspond to
various time delay relationships utilizing a
heterodyne operation to produce a radio
frequency (r.f.) counterpart signal of the
received backscattered signal;

a correlator operative to correlate the
counterpartsignal to a plurality of signals
from the locations in the optical fiber span
by utilizing the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation of the CW optical
signal;

a demodulator operative to demodulate the
plurality of signals from the locationsinto at
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plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.
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least a first phase signal and a second phase
signal; and

a signal combiner operative to combine at
least the first phase signal and the second
phase signal to determine a measure of the
phase difference of the signals incidentat
locations on the optical fiber span.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system according to claim 23,
wherein said modulatorutilizes pulse
modulation.

Pending Claim 31:

31. The system according to claim 30,
wherein pulse modulation is a composite of
at least two pulsed signals having different
frequencies.

33. A methodfor sensing signals from an
optical fiber span comprising the steps of:

providing a continuous wave (CW)optical
signal;

modulating the CW optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

illuminating the optical fiber span with the
modulated CW optical signal wherein
signals incident to the span inducelight
path changesat regions of the span
responsiveto the signals resulting in a
phase shifted back-propagatingsignal;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
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comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to induced light path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal, wherein the counterpartsignalis a
beat signal;

correlating the counterpart signal utilizing
the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation to producea plurality of
signals from locations in the fiber optic
span;

demodulating individual onesof the plurality
of signals from the locations into at least a
first phase signal and a second phasesignal;
and

combiningat least the first phase signal and
the second phase signal to determine a
measure of the phase difference of the signal
incidentat locations on the optical fiber span.

Pending Claim 30:

40. The methodaccordingto claim 33,
wherein the step of modulating utilizes
pulse modulation.

Pending Claim 41:

31. The method according to claim 40,
wherein the pulse modulation includesat
least two pulsed signals having different
frequencies.
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The Examinerfinds that claims 23 and 31 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings haveessentially the

same claim requirements as the ‘892 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See comparison

above). In addition, where claims 23 and 31 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings and the ‘892 ODP

Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims 23 and 31 of the ‘161 Reissue

Proceedings would be obviousvariants to one of ordinary skill in the art based on engineering

expediency of the ‘892 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have not in fact been patented.

Claims 24, 25, 32 and 33 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘892 ODP Claims ofthe “892 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).*

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘892 ODP Claimsofthe “892 RI Application in view of

in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293).’

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

* See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24, 25, 32 and 33 over Kersey etal. 806 below for prima
facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
” See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 26 and 34 over Kersey et al.’806, Taylor et al. and
Farhadiroushan below for prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claims 27 and 35 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘892 ODP Claimsofthe “892 RI Application in view of

in view of Nilsson (U.S. Patent No. 5,177,764).'°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 28 and 36 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘892 ODP Claimsofthe “892 RI Application in view of

in view of Groves-Kirkby (UK Publication No. GB 2372100 A) and Bailey et al. (U.S. Patent

No. 6,626,043)."

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 29 and 37 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘892 ODP Claimsofthe “892 RI Application in view of

in view of Townley-Smith et al. (U.S. Publication No. 2005/0077455).'7

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 30 and 38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘892 ODP Claimsofthe “892 RI Application in view of

in view of Goldneret al. (International Publication No. WO 2004/034096)."°

'° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 27 and 35 over Kersey etal. 806 and Nilsson below for
primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
" See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 28 and 36 over Kersey et al.’806, Groves-Kirkby and Bailey
et al. below for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
" See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 29 and 37 over Kersey et al.’806 and Townley-Smith etal.
below for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

C. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/741,768

Claims 23, 25, 27-29, 31, 33 and 35-37 are provisionally rejected on the ground of

nonstatutory double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23-32 (‘768 ODP Claims”) of

copending Application No. 14,741,768 (“768 RI Application’).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because the scopes of the pending claims 23, 25, 27-29, 31, 33 and 35-37 are identical or

similar and/or covered by the ‘768 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the pending claims

23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 and the ‘768 ODP Claims shown below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW

System Claims of ‘768 RI Application

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system to detect electromagnetic fields
comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein electromagnetic signals
incident to said span havea property of
inducing light path changesat sensing zone
segments that result in a back-propagating
signals;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)opticalsignal;

a modulatoroperative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW

 
'S See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 29 and 37 over Kersey etal. ’806 and Goldneret al. below
for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.
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optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give a measurement
representative of the electromagnetic field
proximate to at least one zone segment.

Pending Claim 24:

24. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times the length L.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber comprises a single
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Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Method Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

 
Method Claims of “768 RI Application

Pending Claim 28:

28. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
electromagnetic signals incident to the span
induce light path changes at sensing zone
segments of the span responsive to the
signals resulting in a back-propagating
signal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to induced light path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a corresponding plurality of
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to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Page 50

different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span responsive to the
electromagnetic signal at the sensing zone
segment,

Pending Claim 29:

29. The methodof claim 28, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light sourceis a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwave signal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The method of claim 28, wherein said

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 31:

31. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 32:

32. The method of claim 23, wherein said

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 27-29, 31, 33 and 35-37 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

have essentially the same claim requirements as the °765 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader.
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(See comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25, 27-29, 31, 33 and 35-37 ofthe ‘161

Reissue Proceedings and the ‘768 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that

claims 23, 25, 27-29, 31, 33 and 35-37 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obvious

variants to one of ordinary skill in the art based on engineering expediency of the ‘768 ODP

Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have notin fact been patented.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘768 ODP Claims of the “768 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).'“

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘768 ODP Claims of the “768 RI Application in view of

in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293).

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

'* See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.

See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al.’806, Tayloret al. and
Farhadiroushan below for prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claims 30 and 38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘768 ODP Claims of the “768 RI Application in view of

in view of Goldneret al. (International Publication No. WO 2004/034096).’°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

D. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/686,170

Claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of

nonstatutory double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23, 26-31 and 34-38 (“170

ODP Claims”) of copending Application No. 14/686,170 (‘170 RI Application”).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings are merely

broader in scope than that of the ‘170 RI Application. Therefore, the ‘170 RI Application system

and methodfor sensing meets the limitations of the instant application. For example, by

comparing the pending claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 and the ‘170 ODP Claims shown

below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings System Claims of ‘170 RI Application

Pending Claim 23: Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising: 23. A system for detecting an acoustic
signal comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said a span ofoptical fiber wherein signals
span have a property of inducing light path|incident to said span have a property of
changes at sensing zone segments that inducing light path changesat regions of the
result in a back-propagating signal wherein|span that result in a back-propagating signal;

 
© See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 29 and 37 over Kersey et al.’806 and Goldneret al. below
for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 27:

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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a coating disposed on said span being
capable of enhancingstrain variation
derived from the acoustic signal incident on
said span;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)opticalsignal;

a modulatoroperative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said

modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from locations along said span, said
receiver operative to produce a radio
frequency (r.f.) counterpart signal of the
retrieved optical signal, wherein the
counterpart signalis in phase locked
synchronism with the CW optical signal;
and

a processor joined to receive the
counterpart signal and capable utilizing the
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation and a plurality of different
timedrelationships to give signals from
regions of said span.

Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber has a length L, and
said light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient phase stability to
substantially retain coherency in
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27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.

Method Claimsof ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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propagation along said span for a distance
at least equal to two times length L.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
coating is made of a thermoplastic material
having the combined characteristics of a
low Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wavesignal.

 
Method Claims of ‘170 RI Application

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of: 
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providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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providing a coated spanof opticalfiber
wherein signals incident to the span induce
light path changesat regions of the span
responsiveto the signals resulting in a
back-propagating signal, said coating of the
span being madeof a material capable of
enhancing strain variation in the span;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a corresponding plurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from regionsof the span.

Pending Claim 34:

34. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light sourceis a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.
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Pending Claim 35:

35. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The methodof claim 31, wherein said

span of optical fiber has a coating made of
a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulus anda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal componentof
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal whose wavefrontis incident to
the optical fiber span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.

Page 56

Pending Claim 35:

35. The method of claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The method of claim 31, wherein the

coating of the span is made of a
thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulusanda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal component of
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal.
span from a direction at least in part
having a lateral componentin the direction
along which the wavefront propagates.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

have essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘J70 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader.

(See comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161
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Reissue Proceedings and the ‘770 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that

claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obviousvariants to

one of ordinary skill in the art based on engineering expediencyof the ‘770 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have not in fact been patented.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘770 ODP Claims of the ‘170 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).””

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘770 ODP Claims of the ‘170 RI Application in view of

in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293)."*

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

E. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/686,194

"” See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
8 See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al.’806, Tayloret al. and
Farhadiroushan below for prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of

nonstatutory double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23, 29-34 and 40-42 (“194

ODP Claims’’) of copending Application No. 14/686,194 (“194 RI Application’’).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings are merely

broader in scope than that of the ‘194 RI Application. Therefore, the ‘194 RI Application system

and methodfor sensing meets the limitations of the instant application. For example, by

comparing the pending claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 and the ‘194 ODP Claims shown

below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the

Reissue — Non Final Office Action

System Claims of ‘194 RI Application

Pending Claim 34:

34, A system for monitoring characteristics of
an oil line comprising:

a span of optical fiber proximate to or
within the oil line wherein the span
provides multiple sensing locations along
its length, each sensing location being
responsive to acoustic pressure waves
proximate the location;

a light source operative to illuminate said
span with a continuous wave (CW)optical
signal, said span being capable of providing
back-propagating illumination from each
sensing location;

a modulatoroperative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
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retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises the phase
shifted back-propagating portions of the
illumination from locations along said
span,said receiver operative to produce an
electrical counterpart signalof the
retrieved optical signal;

an autocorrelation detector operative to
perform autocorrelation detections upon
the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to produce signals
associated with the sensing locations; and

a processor operative to utilize the signals
associated with the sensing locations to
monitor characteristics of the oil line related

to mechanicalstrain, pressure, and thermal
strain.

Pending Claim 40:

40. The system of claim 34, wherein said
span of optical fiber has a length L, and
said light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient phase stability to
substantially retain coherencyin
propagation along said span for a distance
at least equal to two times length L.

Pending Claim 41:

41. The system of claim 34, wherein said
span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.
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polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus anda Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.

Method Claimsof ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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Pending Claim 42:

42. The system of claim 34, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wavesignal. 

Method Claims of ‘194 RI Application

Pending Claim 23:

23. A method for monitoring
characteristics of an oil line comprising:

inserting a span of optical fiber proximate
to or within the oil line wherein the span
provides multiple virtual sensors alongits
length, individual ones of the multiple
virtual sensors responsive to acoustic
pressure waves imparted to the span;

illuminating the inserted span with a
continuous wave (CW)optical signallight
source;

modulating the CW optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a backscattered light signal from
the span that comprises back-propagating
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producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a corresponding plurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
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portionsof illumination associated with the
light source that are back propagating
from locations that correspond to various
time delay relationships along the optical
fiber span to produceanelectrical
counterpart of the backscattered light
signal;

performing autocorrelation detections
upon the counterpart signal in a
corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to produce signals from
the multiple virtual sensors; and

identifying signals from the multiple virtual
sensors as being causedbyat least one of
mechanicalstrain, pressure, and thermalstrain
proximate to at least one of the multiple
virtual sensors.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The methodof claim 23, further

comprising analyzing atleast one signal
from the multiple virtual sensors to detect
a variation in frequency for that signal.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The method of claim 27, wherein said

step of analyzing further comprises
determining the extent of the variation in
frequency.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The method of claim 23, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.
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cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The methodof claim 31, wherein said

span of optical fiber has a coating made of
a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulus anda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal componentof
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal whose wavefrontis incident to
the optical fiber span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.

Page 62

Pending Claim 30:

30. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 31:

31. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 32:

32. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber has a coating thereon
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wavesignal.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

have essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘194 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader.
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(See comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161

Reissue Proceedings and the ‘1/94 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that

claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obviousvariants to

one of ordinary skill in the art based on engineering expediencyof the ‘194 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have notin fact been patented.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘794 ODP Claimsofthe ‘194 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).””

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘794 ODP Claimsofthe ‘194 RI Application in view of

in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293).°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

F. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/686,205

'° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
°° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806, Tayloret al. and
Farhadiroushan belowfor prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claims 23, 24, 31 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23, 29, 33, 38 and 39 (“205 ODP Claims”) of

copending Application No. 14,686,205 (‘205 RI Application”) in view of Goldneretal.

(International Publication No. WO 2004/034096).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because the scopes of the pending claims 23, 24, 31 and 32 are identical or similar and/or

covered by the ‘205 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the pending claims 23, 24, 31 and

32 and the ‘205 ODP Claims shown below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination

Reissue — Non Final Office Action

System Claims of ‘205 RI Application

Pending Claim 33:

33. A system comprising:

a span of optical fiber wherein signals
incident to said span have a property of
inducing light path changesat regions of
the span that result in a phase shifted back-
propagatingsignal;

a compliant mandrel having a portion of
said span of optical fiber wound thereon
wherein mandrel geometryis selected to be
responsiveto radial variations resulting in a
magnified longitudinal strain in the portion of
said span woundon the mandrel;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)opticalsignal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation,
wherein the modulation is one or more of a

varying input pulse, a varying pulse
separation or a varying duty cycle, said
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from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 24:

24. The system of claim 23, wherein at least
one zone segment of said spanis helically
disposed.

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises the phase
shifted back-propagating portions of the
illumination from locations along said
span, said receiver operative to produce a
radio frequency(r.f.) counterpart signal of
the retrieved optical signal; and

a processor operative to:

detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form

of modulation from the counterpartsignal
in a correspondingplurality of different
timed relationships with respect to the
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
obtain an acoustic signal from a portion of
said span, and

provide an indication of a detection of a
seismic vibration in an area of interest

proximate said span.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The system of claim 33, wherein said
modulatoris capable of providing a pulse
modulation to the CW optical signal.

Pending Claim 39:

39. The system of claim 33, wherein said
processoris operative to obtain acoustic
signals from portions of said span having
varying lengths.
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Method Claimsof ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 32:

24. The method of claim 31, wherein said

step of providing the span includes
providing at least one sensing zone segment
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Method Claims of ‘205 RI Application

Pending Claim 23:

23. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
portions of the span are helically disposed,
and signals incident to the span induce
light path changesat regions of the span
responsiveto the signals resulting in a
phaseshifted back-propagating signal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to induced light path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal;

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a corresponding plurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
identify signals from at least one region of
the span representative of acoustic
pressure wavesincident on the region of
the span; and

utilizing the signal from at least one region of
the span to provide a detection of vibrations
from the helically disposed region of the span.
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of the spanin a helical disposition.
Pending Claim 29:

29. The methodof claim 23, further

comprising the step of applying an acoustic
stimulusto the area of interest.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 24, 31 and 32 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings have

essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘205 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See

comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 24, 31 and 32 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

and the ‘205 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims 23, 24, 31 and

32 of the “161 Reissue Proceedings would be obviousvariants to one of ordinary skill in the art

based on engineering expediency of the ‘205 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have notin fact been patented.

Claims 25 and 33 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘205 ODP Claims of the ‘205 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).”"

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘205 ODP Claims of the ‘205 RI Application in view of

*! See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24, 25, 32 and 33 over Kersey et al. ’806 below for prima
facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293).

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 27 and 35 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘205 ODP Claims of the ‘205 RI Application in view of

in view of Nilsson (U.S. Patent No. 5,177,764).”°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 28 and 36 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘205 ODP Claims of the ‘205 RI Application in view of

in view of Groves-Kirkby (UK Publication No. GB 2372100 A) and Bailey et al. (U.S. Patent

No. 6,626,043).

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 29 and 37 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘205 ODP Claims of the ‘205 RI Application in view of

in view of Townley-Smith et al. (U.S. Publication No. 2005/0077455).”°

*° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 26 and 34 over Kersey et al.’806, Tayloret al. and
Farhadiroushan below for prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
°? See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 27 and 35 over Kersey et al. 806 and Nilsson below for
primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
*# See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 28 and 36 over Kersey et al.’806, Groves-Kirkby and Bailey
et al. below for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
°° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 29 and 37 over Kersey et al.’806 and Townley-Smith etal.
below for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 30 and 38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘205 ODP Claims of the ‘205 RI Application in view of

in view of Goldneret al. (International Publication No. WO 2004/034096).”°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

G. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/741,822

Claims 23, 25-31 and 33-38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory

double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23, 25, 28-33, 35 and 38-42 (“‘822 ODP

Claims’’) of copending Application No. 14,741,822 (‘822 RI Application’’).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because the scopes of the pending claims 23, 25-31 and 33-38 are identical or similar

and/or covered by the ‘822 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the pending claims 23, 25-

31 and 33-38 and the ‘822 ODP Claims shown below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings System Claimsof ‘822 RI Application

Pending Claim 23: Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising: 23. A system for sensing input signals
comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said a span of optical fiber having a plurality of
span have a property of inducing light path|sensing stations positioned therealong
changesat sensing zone segments that wherein signals incident to said span have a
result in a back-propagating signal wherein|property of inducing light path changesat

 
*6 See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 29 and 37 over Kersey et al.’806 and Goldneret al. below
for primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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regions of the span that result in a phase
shifted back-propagating signal;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)opticalsignal;

a modulatoroperative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation,
wherein the modulation is one or moreof a

varying input pulse, a varying pulse
separation or a varying duty cycle, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

a heterodyne optical receiver joined to said
span and capable of receiving a retrieved
optical signal returned therefrom, wherein
the retrieved optical signal comprises the
phaseshifted back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along said
span, said receiver operative to produce a
radio frequency counterpart signal of the
retrieved optical signal, wherein the
counterpart signalis a beat signal; and

a processor operative to:

detect a reiterative autocorrelatable form

of modulation from the counterpartsignal
in a correspondingplurality of different
timed relationships with respect to the
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
identify at least a first portion of said span;

identify a first retrieved signal at a first time
from the first portion of said span and
determinethefirst retrieved signal phase;

identify a second retrieved signal at a second
time from the first portion of said span and
determine the secondretrieved signal phase;
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Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the
length L of said spanis at least about 5 km.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.
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comparethefirst retrieved signal phase with
the secondretrieved signal phase; and

determine a measure of the rate of change of
the first retrieved signal phase with the second
retrieved signal phase.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein the
signals incident to the span of optical fiber
are at least one of acoustic pressure waves,
electromagnetic fields coupled to said span,
mechanicalstrain or pressure on said span,
thermalstrain or pressure inducedin said
span.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times the length L.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 28, wherein the
length L of said spanis less than about 40
km.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 28, wherein said
laser is a planar, ring-type laser.
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Method Claimsof ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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Pending Claim 31:

31. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span comprisesat least one of a single-
modetype, multimode type, and polarization
preserving type fiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 32:

32. The system of claim 23, further
comprising a coating disposed on said span
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof the signals incident to said
span.

Method Claimsof *822 RI Application

Pending Claim 33:

33. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incident to the span inducelight
path changesat regions of the span
responsiveto the signals resulting in a
phase shifted back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation, wherein the modulation is at
least one of a varying input pulse, a varying
pulse separation and a varying duty cycle;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
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changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distance at least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 34:

34. The system of claim 33, wherein the
length L of said spanis at least about 5 km.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a single
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the illumination from locations along the
span in response to induced light path
changes;

producing a radio frequency counterpart
signalof the retrieved optical signal,
wherein the counterpart signal is a beat signal;

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a corresponding plurality of
different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
identify at least a first portion of the span;

identifying a first retrieved signalat a first
time from the first portion of the span and
determining thefirst retrieved signal phase;

identifying a secondretrieved signal at a
second time from thefirst portion of the span
and determining the secondretrieved signal
phase;

comparingfirst retrieved signal phase with the
second retrieved signal phase; and

determining a measure ofthe rate of change
of the first retrieved signal phase with the
second retrieved signal phase.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The system of claim 33, wherein the
signals incident to the span of optical fiber
are at least one of acoustic pressure waves,
electromagnetic fields coupled to said span,
mechanicalstrain or pressure on said span,
thermalstrain or pressure inducedin said
span.
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modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The methodof claim 31, wherein said

span of optical fiber has a coating made of
a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulus anda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal componentof
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal whose wavefrontis incident to
the optical fiber span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.
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Pending Claim 38:

38. The method of claim 33, wherein said

span has a length L andis illuminated by a
laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times the length L.

Pending Claim 39:

39. The system of claim 38, wherein the
length L of said spanis less than about 40
km.

Pending Claim 40:

40. The method of claim 38, wherein the

spanis illuminated by a planar, ring-type
laser.

Pending Claim 41:

41. The methodof claim 33, wherein the

span comprisesat least one of a single-
modetype, multimode type, and polarization
preserving type fiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 42:

42. he [sic] method of claim 33, wherein the

step of providing a span of optical fiber
comprises providing an optical fiber having
a coating madeof a thermoplastic material
having the combined characteristics of a
low Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhances the longitudinal
componentof the signals incident to the
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The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25-31 and 33-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings have

essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘$22 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See

comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25-31 and 33-38 of the ‘161 Reissue

Proceedings and the ‘$22 ODP Claimsare not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims

23, 25-31 and 33-38 of the “161 Reissue Proceedings would be obvious variants to one of

ordinary skill in the art based on engineering expediency of the ‘$22 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘822 ODP Claimsofthe “822 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).””

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

H. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/686,188

Claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 are provisionally rejected on the ground of

nonstatutory double patenting as being unpatentable over claims 23, 29-34 and 39-42 (“188

ODP Claims”) of copending Application No. 14/686,188 (‘188 RI Application”).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings are merely

*T See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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broader in scope than that of the ‘188 RI Application. Therefore, the ‘188 RI Application system

and methodfor sensing meets the limitations of the instant application. For example, by

comparing the pending claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 and the ‘J88 ODP Claims shown

below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding

Reissue — Non Final Office Action

System Claims of ‘188 RI Application

Pending Claim 34:

34, A system for monitoring integrity of a
casing structure comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber proximate to or within
an oil line wherein the span provides
multiple sensing locations along its length,
each sensing location being responsive to
acoustic pressure waves proximate the
location;

a light source operative to illuminate said
span with a continuous wave (CW)optical
signal, said span being capable of providing
back-propagating illumination from each
sensing location;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises the phase
shifted back-propagating portions of the
illumination from locations along said
span, said receiver operative to produce a
radio frequency(r.f.) counterpart signal of
the retrieved optical signal;

an autocorrelation detector operative to
perform autocorrelation detections upon
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plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
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the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to produce signals
associated with the sensing locations; and

a processor operative to utilize the signals
associated with the sensing locations to
monitor integrity of the casing structure
related to mechanically inducedstrain,
pressure inducedstrain, electromagnetically
inducedstrain, and thermally inducedstrain
strain [sic].

Pending Claim 39:

39. The system of claim 34, wherein said
span of optical fiber has a length L, and
said light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient phase stability to
substantially retain coherencyin
propagation along said span for a distance
at least equal to two times length L.

Pending Claim 40:

40. The system of claim 34, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 41:

41. The system of claim 34, wherein said
span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 42:

42. The system of claim 34, wherein said
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the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.

Method Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 31:

31. A method for sensing comprising the
steps of:

providing a span of optical fiber wherein
signals incidentto the span induce light
path changesat sensing zone segments of
the span responsiveto the signals resulting
in a back-propagatingsignal;

illuminating the span with a modulated
continuous wave (CW)optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a retrieved optical signal from the
span, wherein the retrieved optical signal
comprises a back-propagating portions of
the illumination from locations along the
span in response to inducedlight path
changes;

producing a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart signal of the retrieved optical
signal; and

detecting the reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation from the counterpart
signal in a correspondingplurality of
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span of optical fiber span has a coating
made of a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wavesignal. 

Method Claims of “188 RI Application

Pending Claim 23:

23. A method for monitoring integrity of a
casing structure comprising the steps of:

inserting a span of optical fiber proximate
to or within the casing structure wherein the
span provides multiple virtual sensors
alongits length, individual ones of the
multiple virtual sensors responsive to
acoustic pressure waves impartedto the
span;

illuminating the inserted span with a
continuous wave (CW)optical signallight
source;

modulating the CW optical signal with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation;

receiving a backscattered light signal from
the span that comprises back-propagating
portionsof illumination associated with the
light source that are back propagating
from locations that correspond to various
time delay relationships along the optical
fiber span to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart of the backscatteredlight
signal;
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different timed relationships with respect
to the reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal to
provide signals from sensing zone segments
of said span.

Pending Claim 33:

33. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light source is a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 35:

35. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 36:

36. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 37:

37. The methodof claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 38:

38. The methodof claim 31, wherein said

span of optical fiber has a coating made of
a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
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performing autocorrelation detections
upon the counterpart signal in a
corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to produce signals from
the multiple virtual sensors; and

identifying signals from the multiple virtual
sensors as being causedbyat least one of
mechanically inducedstrain, pressure induced
strain, electromagnetically induced strain and
thermal induced strain proximate to at least
one of the multiple virtual sensors.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The method of claim 23, wherein the

light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The method of claim 31, wherein the

span of optical fiber span has a length L,
and the light sourceis a laser having the
capability to generate a lightwavesignal
with sufficient stability to substantially
retain coherency in propagation along the
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 31:

31. The method of claim 23, wherein the

span of optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 32:
32. The method of claim 31, wherein the
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modulus anda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal componentof
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal whose wavefrontis incident to
the optical fiber span from a direction at
least in part having a lateral componentin
the direction along which the wave front
propagates.

Page 80

span of optical fiber comprises a fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Pending Claim 33:
33. The method of claim 23, wherein said

span of optical fiber has a coating made of
a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulusanda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, wherein the coating
enhancesthe longitudinal component of
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

have essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘J8S ODP Claims, just somewhat broader.

(See comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161

Reissue Proceedings and the ‘788 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that

claims 23, 25, 27-31, 33 and 35-38 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obviousvariants to

one of ordinary skill in the art based on engineering expediencyof the ‘J88 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection because the patentably

indistinct claims have not in fact been patented.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘788 ODP Claims of the ‘188 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).”®

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

°8 See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C.103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claims 26 and 34 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘788 ODP Claims of the ‘188 RI Application in view of

in view of Taylor et al. (U.S. Patent No. 5,194,847) and Farhadiroushan (U.S. Patent No.

5,754,293).

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

I. U.S. Reissue Application No. 14/190,478

Claims 23 and 25-30 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over claims 1, 3, 6-11, 19 and 20-23 (“478 ODP Claims’’) of

copending Application No. 14,190,478 (‘478 RI Application”).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because the scopes of the pending claims 23 and 25-30 are identical or similar and/or

covered by the ‘478 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the pending claims 23 and 25-30

and the ‘478 ODP Claims shownbelow:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings Apparatus Claims of “478 RI Application

Pending Claim 23: Pending Claim 1:

23. A system comprising: 1. A time-domain reflectometer for sensing
at a desired set of n spaced sensing

a span of optical fiber having sensing zone positions along an optical fiber span, said
segments wherein signals incident to said sensing positions being for sensing a type of
span have a property of inducing light path|external physical signal having the
changesat sensing zone segments that property of inducing light path changes
result in a back-propagating signal wherein|within the optical fiber span at regions

 
* See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806, Tayloret al. and
Farhadiroushan below for prima facie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Reissue — Non Final Office Action
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there along wherethe signal is coupled to
the span, comprising:

an optical fiber span having a first end
which concurrently serves as both the
interrogation signal input end and the back
propagating signal output end for purposes
of reflectometry, and having a second
remote end;

a first light source for producing a
coherent carrier lightwavesignalof a first
predetermined wavelength;

a binary pseudonoise code sequence
modulator modulating said carrier signal
for producing a pseudonoise code sequence
modulated interrogation lightwavesignal
which continuously reiterates the binary
pseudonoise code sequence, the reiterated
sequences being executed in a fixed
relationship to a predetermined timing
base;

a lightwave heterodyner having first and
secondinputs for receiving a primary
signal anda localoscillator signal,
respectively, and operative to produce the
beat frequencies of their respective
frequencies;

a lightwave directional coupler havinga first
port which receives said binary pseudonoise
code sequence modulated interrogation
lightwave, a second port coupledto saidfirst
end of said optical fiber span, and a third port
coupled to said primary signal input of the
heterodyner;

said directional coupler coupling said binary
pseudonoise code sequence modulated
interrogation lightwaveto said secondport
whereit is launched in a forwardly
propagating direction along said optical fiber
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Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the
length L of said spanis at least about 5 km.

Pending Claim 27:

27. The system of claim 23, wherein said
light source is a planar, ring-typelaser.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.
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span causing the return to said second port
of a composite back-propagating lightwave
whichis a summation of lightwave back-
propagations from a continuum of
locations along the length of the span, said
composite back-propagating lightwave
signal comprising a summation of multiple
componentsincluding

a first signal component comprising the
summation of portions of the said
pseudonoise code sequence modulated
interrogation lightwave signal which the
innate properties of the optical fiber cause to
backpropagate at a continuum of locations
along the span, and a secondsignal
component comprising the modulation of

said first signal component caused by
longitudinal components of optical path
changes induced into said span at a continuum
of locations along said span by external
physical signals, said second signal
componentfurther including a corresponding
set of subcomponents comprising the
modulation of said first signal component by
optical path changes caused bysaid external
signals at the respective sensing positions;

said directional coupler coupling said
composite back-propagating lightwaveto
said third port whereit is applied to said
first input of the heterodyner;

a second light source coupled to said second
input of the lightwave heterodyner, said
second light source producing a coherentlocal
oscillator lightwave signal in phase locked
relation to said carrier lightwave signal, said
local oscillator signal being of a second
predetermined wavelength which differs from
the first predetermined wavelength by an
amountof difference small enough to
produceat the output of the heterodyner a
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radio frequency(r.f.) composite difference
beat signal, but by an amountlarge enough
to cause said r.f. composite difference beat
signal to have sufficient bandwidth to cause
it to include r.f. counterparts of signal
components and subcomponents of said
composite back propagating lightwave
signal;

said r.f. composite difference beat
frequency signal being coupled to an n-way
splitter providing a correspondingset of n
output channels, each transmitting said r.f.
composite difference beat signal;

a correspondingset of n correlation-type
binary pseudonoise code sequence
demodulators having their respective
inputs connected to the corresponding
output channels of said n-way splitter
through a correspondingset of time delay
circuits which respectively provide a
corresponding set of predetermined time
delays in relation to said predetermined
timing base of the binary pseudonoise code
sequence modulator, to establish said n
desired sensing positions along said optical
fiber span; and

said set of correlation-type binary
pseudonoise code sequence demodulators
serving to conjunctively temporally and
spatially de-multiplex said r.f. composite
difference beat signal to provide at their
respective outputs r.f. counterparts of the
subcomponents of said secondsignal
componentof said composite back-
propagating lightwave signal caused by
changesin the optical path within said
optical fiber span induced by external
physical signals respectively coupled to the
corresponding sensing positions.
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Pending Claim 3:

3. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein said

type of external physical signal which
induces light path changesin said optical
fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave
signal.

Pending Claim 6:

6. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein:

said optical fiber span is of a length L; and
said first light source is a laser having the
performance capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient phase
stability to substantially retain coherency
in propagation along said optical fiber span
for a distanceat least equal to 2L.

Pending Claim 7:

7. The reflectometer of claim 7, wherein the

length L of said optical fiber spanis at least
5 km.

Pending Claim 8:

8. The reflectometer of claim 7, wherein said

first light source is a planar, ring-type
laser.

Pending Claim 9:

9. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein said

span comprises a single-modefiber optic
cable.
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Pending Claim 10:

10. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein

said optical fiber span comprises a fiber
optic cable of the polarization preserving
type.

Pending Claim 11:

11. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein:

said optical fiber span has a coating made
of a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulusanda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, and said coating serving to
enhance the longitudinal componentof
strain variation derived from an acoustic

wavesignal whose wavefrontis incident to
the span from a direction at least in part
having a lateral component in the direction
along which the wave front propagates.

Pending Claim 19:

19. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein

said type of external physical signal which
induces light path changesin said optical
fiber spanis a selected one of a group
consisting of: (i) a seismic signal wherein with
the media which couplesthe signal to said
optical fiber span includesat least in part the
ground in whichthe fiber optic span is buried;
(ii) an underwater soundsignal wherein the
media which couples the signal to said
optical fiber span includesat least in part a
body of water in which the fiber optic span
is immersed; (iii) an electromagnetic force
field coupled to the optical fiber span; (iv) a
signal comprising temperature variations
coupled to the optical fiber span; and (v)at
least one microphonicsignal which is coupled
to said optical fiber span at an at least one of
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said set of n sensing positions along the optical
fiber span.

Pending Claim 20:

20. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein

each of: (i) said coherent carrier lightwave
signal; (ii) said coherent local oscillator
lightwavesignal; (111) said spread spectrum
modulated interrogation lightwave signal; (iv)
said composite back-propagating lightwave
signal; (v) said radio frequency(r.f.)
composite difference beat signal; and (vi)
each counterpart of said r.f. counterpart of the
subcomponentsof said second signal
componentof said composite back-
propagating lightwavesignal, is a continuous
wave (CW)signal.

Pending Claim 21:

21. A system wherein, at respective sensing
stations of a plurality of sensing stations along
a span ofoptical fiber, the system senses
input signals of a type having a property of
inducing light path changesat regions of
the span influenced by such input signals,
comprising:

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber
span with a CW optical signal;

meansfor retrieving back-propagating
portions of the illumination back
propagating from a continuum oflocations
along the span;

means for modulating said CW optical
signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation;

meansfor picking off a radio frequency
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(r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved signal,
wherein the r.f. counterpart is in phase
locked synchronism with the CW optical
signal;

meansfor performing a corresponding
plurality of autocorrelation detections upon
said (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved
optical signal wherein said performing of
the respective autocorrelation detections of
the plurality of autocorrelation detection
by said meansfor performing
autocorrelation-detections are done ina

corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW opticalsignal.

Pending Claim 22:

22. Signal sensing apparatus for sensing
input signals at an array of a plurality of
sensing stations along an optical fiber span,
wherein at respective sensing station of the
array the apparatussensesinput signals of
a type having the property of inducing light
path changes within regions influenced by
such input signals, said apparatus
comprising:

an optical wave network comprising a
transmitter laser and a lightwavedirectional
coupler, said network being operative to
illuminate an optical fiber span with a CW
optical signal andto retrieve portions of the
illumination back-propagating from a
continuum of locations along the fiber span;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal in accordance with a
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation code;
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a heterodyner which, in phase locked
synchronism with said transmitter laser,
receives said retrieved back-propagated
portions of illumination and derives
therefrom a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart; and

a correspondingplurality of
autocorrelation detectors operative upon
said r.f. counterpart of the retrieved optical
signal in respective timed relationships of a
corresponding plurality of different timed
relationships with respect to said
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation code.

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system wherein, at respective sensing
stations of a plurality of sensing stations along
a span ofoptical fiber, the system senses
input signals of a type having a property of
inducing light path changesat regions of
the span influenced by such input signals,
comprising:

a light source that illuminates an optical
fiber span with a CW opticalsignal;

a demodulator that receives a retrieved

signal that comprises back-propagating
portions of the illumination that are back
propagating from a continuum oflocations
along the span;

a modulator that modulates the CW optical
signal with a reiterative autocorrelatable
form of modulation;

a correlator that correlates a radio

frequency (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved
signal, wherein the r.f. counterpart is in
phase locked synchronism with the CW
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optical signal;

an autocorrelation detector that performs
autocorrelation detections upon ther.f.
counterpart of the retrieved optical signal
in a correspondingplurality of different
timed relationships with respect to the
reiterative autocorrelatable form of

modulation of the CW optical signal.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23 and 25-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings haveessentially

the same claim requirements as the ‘478 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See comparison

above). In addition, where claims 23 and 25-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings and the ‘475

ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims 23 and 25-30 of the ‘161

Reissue Proceedings would be obvious variants to one of ordinary skill in the art based on

engineering expediency of the ‘478 ODP Claims.

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

Claims 24 and 32 are provisionally rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double

patenting as being unpatentable over the ‘478 ODP Claimsofthe “478 RI Application in view of

Kersey et al.’806 (U.S. Patent No. 6,285,806).*°

This is a provisional nonstatutory double patenting rejection.

J. U.S. Patent No. 7,271,884

*° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as

being unpatentable over claims 1, 3, 5-7, 10, 11, 20, 21 and 22 (‘884 ODP Claims’’) of U.S.

Patent No. 7,271,884 (‘884 patent’).

Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not patentably distinct from each

other because the scopes of the pending claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 are identical or similar and/or

covered by the ‘884 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the pending claims 23, 25, 26,

28-30 and the ‘884 ODP Claims shownbelow:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency

Reissue — Non Final Office Action

Apparatus Claims of “884 patent

Patent Claim 1:

1. A time-domain reflectometer for sensing
at a desired set of n spaced sensing
positions along an optical fiber span, said
sensing positions being for sensing a type of
external physical signal having the
property of inducing light path changes
within the optical fiber span at regions
there along wherethe signal is coupled to
the span, comprising:

an optical fiber span having a first end
which concurrently serves as both the
interrogation signal input end and the back
propagating signal output end for purposes
of reflectometry, and having a second
remote end;

a first light source for producing a
coherent carrier lightwavesignalof a first
predetermined wavelength;

a binary pseudonoise code sequence
modulator modulating said carrier signal
for producing a pseudonoise code sequence
modulated interrogation lightwavesignal
which continuously reiterates the binary
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(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.

Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the
length L of said spanis at least about 5 km.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.
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pseudonoise code sequence, the reiterated
sequences being executed in a fixed
relationship to a predetermined timing
base;

a lightwave heterodyner having first and
secondinputs for receiving a primary
signal anda localoscillator signal,
respectively, and operative to produce the
beat frequencies of their respective
frequencies;

a lightwave directional coupler havinga first
port which receives said binary pseudonoise
code sequence modulated interrogation
lightwave, a second port coupledto saidfirst
end of said optical fiber span, and a third port
coupled to said primary signal input of the
heterodyner;

said directional coupler coupling said binary
pseudonoise code sequence modulated
interrogation lightwaveto said secondport
whereit is launched in a forwardly
propagating direction along said optical fiber
span causing the return to said second port
of a composite back-propagating lightwave
whichis a summation of lightwave back-
propagations from a continuum of
locations along the length of the span, said
composite back-propagating lightwave
signal comprising a summation of multiple
components including;

a first signal component comprising the
summation of portions of the said
pseudonoise code sequence modulated
interrogation lightwave signal which the
innate properties of the optical fiber cause to
backpropagate at a continuum of locations
along the span, and

a second signal component comprising the
modulation of said first signal component
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Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.
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caused by longitudinal components of optical
path changes inducedinto said span at a
continuum of locations along said span by
external physical signals, said second signal
componentfurther including a corresponding
set of subcomponents comprising the
modulation of said first signal component by
optical path changes caused bysaid external
signals at the respective sensing positions;

said directional coupler coupling said
composite back-propagating lightwaveto
said third port whereit is applied to said
first input of the heterodyner;

a second light source coupled to said second
input of the lightwave heterodyner, said
second light source producing a coherentlocal
oscillator lightwave signal in phase locked
relation to said carrier lightwave signal, said
local oscillator signal being of a second
predetermined wavelength which differs from
the first predetermined wavelength by an
amountof difference small enough to
produceat the output of the heterodyner a
radio frequency(r.f.) composite difference
beat signal, but by an amountlarge enough
to cause said r.f. composite difference beat
signal to have sufficient bandwidth to cause
it to include r.f. counterparts of signal
components and subcomponents of said
composite back propagating lightwave
signal;

said r.f. composite difference beat
frequency signal being coupled to an n-way
splitter providing a correspondingset of n
output channels, each transmitting said r.f.
composite difference beat signal;

a correspondingset of n correlation-type
binary pseudonoise code sequence
demodulators having their respective
inputs connected to the corresponding
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output channels of said n-way splitter
through a correspondingset of time delay
circuits which respectively provide a
corresponding set of predetermined time
delays in relation to said predetermined
timing base of the binary pseudonoise code
sequence modulator, to establish said n
desired sensing positions along said optical
fiber span;

said set of correlation-type binary
pseudonoise code sequence demodulators
serving to conjunctively temporally and
spatially de-multiplex said r.f. composite
difference beat signal to provide at their
respective outputs r.f. counterparts of the
subcomponents of said secondsignal
componentof said composite back-
propagating lightwave signal caused by
changesin the optical path within said
optical fiber span induced by external
physical signals respectively coupled to the
corresponding sensing positions; and

a corresponding set of n phase demodulators
for transforming each respectiverf.
counterpart of said second componentinto a
substantially linear signal representative of
radian phase of the corresponding lightwave
subcomponentsignal.

Patent Claim 3:

3. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein said

type of external physical signal which
induces light path changesin said optical
fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave
signal.

Patent Claim 5:

5. The reflectometer of claim 3 wherein:
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said optical fiber span is of a length L; and
said first light source is a laser having the
performance capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient phase
stability to substantially retain coherency
in propagation along said optical fiber span
for a distanceat least equal to 2L.

Patent Claim 6:

7. The reflectometer of claim 5, wherein the

length L of said optical fiber spanis at least
5 km.

Patent Claim 7:

7. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein said

span comprises a single-modefiber optic
cable.

Patent Claim 10:

10. The method of claim 3, wherein said

optical fiber span comprisesa fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Patent Claim 11:

11. The reflectometer of claim 3, wherein:

said optical fiber span has a coating made
of a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulusanda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, and
said coating serving to enhance the
longitudinal componentof strain variation
derived from an acoustic wavesignal whose
wavefrontis incident to the span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
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wave front propagates.

Patent Claim 20:

20. The reflectometer of claim 1, wherein
each of:

(i) said coherent carrier lightwavesignal;
(ii) said coherent local oscillator lightwave
signal; (iii) said spread spectrum modulated
interrogation lightwavesignal; (iv) said
composite back-propagating lightwavesignal;
(v) said radio frequency (r.f.) composite
difference beat signal; and (vi) each
counterpart of said r.f. counterpart of the
subcomponentsof said second signal
componentof said composite back-
propagating lightwavesignal, is a continuous
wave (CW)signal.

Patent Claim 21:

21. A system wherein, at respective sensing
stations of a plurality of sensing stations along
a span ofoptical fiber, the system senses
input signals of a type having a property of
inducing light path changesat regions of
the span influenced by such input signals,
comprising:

meansfor illuminating an optical fiber
span with a CW optical signal and for
retrieving back-propagating portions of the
illumination back propagating from a
continuum of locations along the span;

means for modulating the CW optical
signal in accordance with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation code;

meansfor picking off from said retrieved
back-propagating portions of the
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illumination a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart of the retrieved back-
propagated modulated CW optical signal;

means for performing a corresponding
plurality of autocorrelation detections
processes onsaid (r.f.) counterpart of the
retrieved optical signal in respective
predetermined timedrelationships to said
reiterated modulation code; and

meansfor performing a corresponding
plurality of phase demodulation processes
upon said r.f. counterpart of the retrieved
back-propagated moduluated [sic] CW optical
signal, said demodulation processes bing [sic]
performedin phase locked synchronism with
said CW optical signal.

Patent Claim 22:

22. Signal sensing apparatus for sensing
input signals at an array of a plurality of
sensing stations along an optical fiber span,
wherein at respective sensing station of the
array the apparatussensesinput signals of
a type having the property of inducing light
path changes within regions influenced by
such input signals, said apparatus
comprising:

an optical wave network comprising a
transmitter laser and a lightwavedirectional
coupler, said network being operative to
illuminate an optical fiber span with a CW
optical signal andto retrieve portions of the
illumination back-propagating from a
continuum of locations along the fiber span;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal in accordance with a
reiterative autocorrelable form of

modulation code;
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a heterodyner whichreceives said retrieved
back-propagated portions of illumination
andderives therefrom a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart thereof; and

a subsystem whichreceivessaidr.f.
counterpart of the retrieved back-
propagated portionsof said illumination
andis operative to derive signals
representative of the phases of input signals
respectively influencing the sensing stations
of said plurality of sensing stations, said
subsystem including;

a correspondingplurality of
autocorrelation detectors which

respectively detect componentsofsaid r.f.
counterpartof the retrieved portions of the
illumination representative of the optical
input signals influencing the corresponding
sensing stations; and

a corresponding plurality of phase
demodulators which receive respective
corresponding detected components of the
input signals, said demodulators being
operative in phase locked synchronism with
said CW optical signal.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings have

essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘884 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See

comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

and the ‘884 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 26,

28-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obviousvariants to one of ordinary skill in the

art based on engineering expediency of the ‘884 ODP Claims.
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Claim 24 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over the ‘884 ODP Claimsofthe ‘884 patent in view of Kersey et al.’806 (U.S.

Patent No. 6,285,806).?!

Claim 27 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over the ‘884 ODP Claimsofthe “884 patent in view of Nilsson (U.S. Patent No.

5,177,764).

K. U.S. Patent No. 7,274,441

Claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as

being unpatentable over claims 1, 5, 7-9, 12-14, 23 and 24 (“447 ODP Claims’’) of U.S. Patent

No. 7,274,441 (‘441 patent”). Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not

patentably distinct from each other because the scopesof the pending claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30

are identical or similar and/or covered by the ‘447 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the

pending claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 and the ‘447 ODP Claims shown below:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings Apparatus Claims of “441 patent

Pending Claim 23: Patent Claim 1:

23. A system comprising: 1. A time-domain reflectometer for sensing
at a desired set of n spaced sensing

a span of optical fiber having sensing zone positions along an optical fiber span, said
segments wherein signals incident to said sensing positions being for sensing a type of
span have a property of inducing light path|external physical signal having the
changesat sensing zone segments that property of inducing light path changes

 
*! See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey etal. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
*° See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claim 27 and 35 over Kersey etal.’806 and Nilsson below for
primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segmenthasa specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation, said
modulator providing the modulated CW
optical fiber to the span;

an optical receiver joined to said span and
capable of receiving a retrieved optical
signal returned therefrom, wherein the
retrieved optical signal comprises back-
propagating portions of the illumination
from sensing zone segments, said receiver
operative to produce a radio frequency
(r.f.) counterpart signalof the retrieved
optical signal; and

a processor operative to detect a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation from

the counterpart signal in a corresponding
plurality of different timed relationships
with respect to the reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation of the

CW optical signal to give at least one signal
for each zone segment.

Pending Claim 25:

25. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span has a length L andsaid light sourceis
a laser having the capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient stability to
retain coherency in propagation along said
span for a distanceat least equal to two
times length L.
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within the optical fiber span at regions
there along wherethe signal is coupled to
the span, comprising:

an optical fiber span having a first end
which concurrently serves as both the
interrogation signal input end and the back
propagating signal output end for purposes
of reflectometry, and having a second
remote end;

a first light source for producing a
coherent carrier lightwavesignalof a first
predetermined wavelength;

a binary pseudonoise code sequence
modulator modulating said carrier signal
for producing a pseudonoise code sequence
modulated interrogation lightwavesignal
which continuously reiterates the binary
pseudonoise code sequence, the reiterated
sequences being executed in a fixed
relationship to a predetermined timing
base;

a lightwave heterodyner havingfirst and
secondinputs for receiving a primary
signal anda localoscillator signal,
respectively, and operative to produce the
beat frequencies of their respective
frequencies;

a lightwave directional coupler havinga first
port which receives said binary pseudonoise
code sequence modulated interrogation
lightwave, a second port coupledto saidfirst
end of said optical fiber span, and a third port
coupled to said primary signal input of the
heterodyner;

said directional coupler coupling said binary
pseudonoise code sequence modulated
interrogation lightwaveto said secondport
where it is launched in a forwardly
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Pending Claim 26:

26. The system of claim 25, wherein the
length L of said spanis at least about 5 km.

Pending Claim 28:

28. The system of claim 23, wherein said
spanof optical fiber comprises a single
modefiber optic cable.

Pending Claim 29:

29. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber is made from the
polarization preserving type of optical
fiber.

Pending Claim 30:

30. The system of claim 23, wherein said
span of optical fiber span has a coating
madeof a thermoplastic material having
the combined characteristics of a low

Young's modulus and a Poisson's ratio
below that of natural rubber, wherein the
coating enhancesthe longitudinal
componentof strain variation derived from
an acoustic wave signal whose wavefrontis
incident to the optical fiber span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wavefront propagates.
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propagating direction along said optical fiber
span causing the return to said second port
of a composite back-propagating lightwave
which is a summation of lightwave back-
propagations from a continuum of
locations along the length of the span, said
composite back-propagating lightwave
signal comprising a summation of multiple
components including;

a first signal component comprising the
summation of portions of the said
pseudonoise code sequence modulated
interrogation lightwave signal which the
innate properties of the optical fiber cause to
backpropagate at a continuum of locations
along the span, and

a second signal component comprising the
modulation of said first signal component
caused by longitudinal components of optical
path changes inducedinto said span at a
continuum of locations along said span by
external physical signals, said second signal
componentfurther including a corresponding
set of subcomponents comprising the
modulation of said first signal component by
optical path changes caused bysaid external
signals at the respective sensing positions;

said directional coupler coupling said
composite back-propagating lightwave to
said third port whereit is applied to said
first input of the heterodyner;

a second light source coupled to said second
input of the lightwave heterodyner, said
second light source producing a coherentlocal
oscillator lightwave signal in phase locked
relation to said carrier lightwave signal, said
local oscillator signal being of a second
predetermined wavelength which differs from
the first predetermined wavelength by an
amountof difference small enough to
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produceat the output of the heterodyner a
radio frequency (r.f.) composite difference
beat signal, but by an amountlarge enough
to cause said r.f. composite difference beat
signal to have sufficient bandwidth to cause
it to include r.f. counterparts of signal
components and subcomponents of said
composite back propagating lightwave
signal;

said r.f. composite difference beat signal
being coupled to an n-waysplitter
providing a corresponding set of n output
channels, each transmitting said r.f.
composite difference beat signal;

a correspondingset of n correlation-type
binary pseudonoise code sequence
demodulators having their respective
inputs connected to the corresponding
output channels of said n-way splitter
through a correspondingset of time delay
circuits which respectively provide a
corresponding set of predetermined time
delays in relation to said predetermined
timing base of the binary pseudonoise code
sequence modulator, to establish said n
desired sensing positions along said optical
fiber span;

said set of correlation-type binary
pseudonoise code sequence demodulators
serving to conjunctively temporally and
spatially de-multiplex said r.f. composite
difference beat signal to provide at their
respective outputs r.f. counterparts of the
subcomponents of said secondsignal
componentof said composite back-
propagating lightwave signal caused by
changesin the optical path within said
optical fiber span induced by external
physical signals respectively coupled to the
corresponding sensing positions;
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a corresponding set of n phase demodulators
for transforming each respectiverf.
counterpart of said second componentinto a
substantially linear signal representative of
radian phase of the corresponding lightwave
subcomponentsignal; and

at least one subtracter circuit havingafirst
and a second input for respectively receiving
outputs from a selected first and a selected
second ofsaid set of n phase demodulators, to
produce a differential phase signal which is
representative of the difference between the
radian phasesofthe r.f. counterparts of two
subcomponents of said second component of
the composite back-propagating lightwave
signal, which two subcomponents are caused
by external signals at sensing positions along
said optical fiber span established by the time
delay circuits respectively associated with
said selected first and said selected second

phase demodulators.

Patent Claim 5:

5. The reflectometer of claim 1 wherein said

type of external physical signal which
induces light path changesin said optical
fiber span is an acoustic pressure wave
signal.

Patent Claim 7:

7. The reflectometer of claim 5 wherein:

said optical fiber span is of a length L; and
said first light source is a laser having the
performance capability to generate a
lightwavesignal with sufficient phase
stability to substantially retain coherency
in propagation along said optical fiber span
for a distanceat least equal to 2L.
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Patent Claim 8:

8. The reflectometer of claim 7, wherein the

length L of said optical fiber spanis at least
5 km.

Patent Claim 9:

9, The reflectometer of claim 5, wherein said

span comprises a single-modefiber optic
cable.

Patent Claim 12:

12. The method of claim 5, wherein said

optical fiber span comprisesa fiber optic
cable of the polarization preserving type.

Patent Claim 13:

13. The reflectometer of claim 5, wherein:

said optical fiber span has a coating made
of a thermoplastic material having the
combined characteristics of a low Young's
modulusanda Poisson's ratio below that of

natural rubber, and
said coating serving to enhance the
longitudinal componentof strain variation
derived from an acoustic wavesignal whose
wavefrontis incident to the span from a
direction at least in part having a lateral
componentin the direction along which the
wave front propagates.

Patent Claim 14:

14. The reflectometer of claim 5, wherein

eachof: (i) said coherent carrier lightwave
signal; (ii) said coherent local oscillator
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lightwavesignal; (111) said spread spectrum
modulated interrogation lightwavesignal; (iv)
said composite back-propagating lightwave
signal; (v) said radio frequency(r.f.) composite
difference beat signal; and (vi) each
counterpart of said r.f. counterpart of the
subcomponentsof said second signal
componentof said composite back-propagating
lightwavesignal, is a continuous wave (CW)
signal.

Patent Claim 23:

23. A system wherein, at respective span
increment sensing stations of a plurality of
incrementsensing stations along a span of
optical fiber, the system senses the phase
differential between input signals
respectively incident upon the bounds of
each station, for signals of a type having a
property of inducing light path changesat
regions of the span influenced by such
signals, said system comprising:

meansfor illuminating the span with a CW
optical signal and for retrieving back-
propagating portions of the illumination
back propagating from a continuum of
locations along the span;

meansfor modulating said CW optical
signal in accordance with a reiterative
autocorrelatable form of modulation with

respect to a reference timing base;

meansfor picking off from said retrieved
back-propagating portions of the
illumination a radio frequency(r.f.)
counterpart of the retrieved modulated
CW optical signal;

meansfor performing a secondplurality of
autocorrelation detections processes upon
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said (r.f.) counterpart of the retrieved
back-propagated modulated CW optical
signals, said second plurality
corresponding to the number of boundsof
sensing stations, said second plurality of
autocorrelation detection processes being
performedin different timed relationships
relative the reference timing base
determined by propagation distances which
the modulated CW optical signal travels to
the respective bound;

meansfor detecting the radian phase of each
input signal at each respective timed
relationship by which said autocorrelation
detection means performsprocessing for a
respective bound,said detection means
performing the radian phase detection of each
input signal in phase locked relationship to
said CW optical signal; and

meansfor determining the difference between
radian phasesofthe signals at the respective
timed relationships associated with each pair
of bounds of each span incrementsensing
station.

Patent Claim 24:

24. Signal sensing array apparatus,
wherein at respective span increment
sensing stations ofa first plurality of span
increment sensing stations along a span of
optical fiber the apparatus senses phase
differentials between input signals
respectively incident the bounds of each
span incrementsensing station, the input
signals being of a type having a property of
inducing light path changesat regions of
the span influenced by such signals, said
apparatus comprising:

an optical wave network comprising a
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transmitter laser and a lightwavedirectional
coupler, said network being operative to
illuminate an optical fiber span with a CW
optical signal andto retrieve portions of the
illumination back-propagating from a
continuum of locations along the fiber span;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal in accordance with a
reiterative autocorrelable form of

modulation code;

a heterodyner whichreceives said
retrieved, back-propagated, portions of
illumination and derives therefrom a radio

frequency (r.f.) counterpart thereof; and

a phases-of-input-signals detector for
determining the phase of input signal at
each boundof each span incrementsensing
station of said first plurality of span
increment sensing stations, said phases-of-
input-signals detector being operative in
respective timed relationships of a second
plurality of timed relationships
corresponding to the bounds of the sensing
stations, said timed relationships being
with respect to said reiterative
autocorrelable form of modulation code,
said phases-of-input-signals detector
including:

a correspondingsecondplurality of
autocorrelation detectors which

respectively detect temporal portions of the
r.f. counterparts of the retrieved, back-
propagated, portionsof said illumination
that occurin the timed relationships
corresponding to the bounds of each span
increment sensing station and detect
electronic representations of the optical
input signals incident the respective
bounds;
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a corresponding secondplurality of phase
demodulators which are operative in phase
locked relationships with said CW optical
signal and which respectively receive said
detected electronic representations of the
optical input signals; and

a subtracter network coupledto receive the
outputs of said second plurality of phase
demodulators and whichis operative to
determine the differences between the phase
demodulator outputs of each pair of phase
demodulator outputs which correspond to a
pair of bounds of each span incrementsensing
station of the first plurality of said stations.

 
The Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings have

essentially the same claim requirements as the ‘447 ODP Claims, just somewhat broader. (See

comparison above). In addition, where claims 23, 25, 26, 28-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

and the ‘447 ODP Claims are not exactly the same, the Examinerfinds that claims 23, 25, 26,

28-30 of the ‘161 Reissue Proceedings would be obviousvariants to one of ordinary skill in the

art based on engineering expediencyof the ‘447 ODP Claims.

Claim 24is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over the 447 ODP Claimsofthe ‘441 patent in view of Kersey et al.’806 (U.S.

Patent No. 6,285,806).*°

*? See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claims 24 and 32 over Kersey et al. 806 below for primafacie
teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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Claim 27 is rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over the 447 ODP Claimsofthe “441 patent in view of Nilsson (U.S. Patent No.

5,177,764).*4

L. U.S. Patent No. 7,268,863

Claims 23 and 25-30 are rejected on the ground of nonstatutory double patenting as being

unpatentable over claims 1, 4, 6-9, 22, 23, 26, 27, 31 and 32 (“‘863 ODP Claims’’) of U.S. Patent

No. 7,268,863 (‘863 patent”). Although the claimsat issue are not identical, they are not

patentably distinct from each other because the scopes of the pending claims 23 and 25-30 are

identical or similar and/or covered by the ‘863 ODP Claims. For example, by comparing the

pending claims 23 and 25-30 and the ‘863 ODP Claims shownbelow:

System Claims of ‘161 Reissue Proceedings

Pending Claim 23:

23. A system comprising:

a span ofoptical fiber having sensing zone
segments wherein signals incident to said
span have a property of inducing light path
changesat sensing zone segments that
result in a back-propagating signal wherein
each zone segment has a specialized sensing
function;

a light source operative to provide a
continuous wave (CW)optical signal;

a modulator operative to modulate the CW
optical signal with a reiterative

Apparatus Claims of “863 patent

Patent Claim 1:

1. A time-domain reflectometer for sensing
at a desired set of n spaced sensing
positions along an optical fiber span, said
sensing positions being for sensing a type of
external physical signal having the
property of inducing light path changes
within the optical fiber span at regions
there along wherethe signal is coupled to
the span, comprising:

an optical fiber span having a first end
which concurrently serves as both the
interrogation signal input end and the back
propagating signal output end for purposes
of reflectometry, and having a second

 
** See the pre-AIA 35 U.S.C. 103(a) rejection of claim 27 and 35 over Kersey etal.’806 and Nilsson below for
primafacie teachings of claim requirements and obviousness.
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